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A Few Good Rents
applied for at once.
MATT0CKS & FOX,

LET.

GEO.

HOLMES.

F.

Dr.

Hu.tch.inson,

Spring St.,

Spring & Park.

cos'.

Janal__tf
SCRIBNER & JORDAN,

Foreign Patents,

COFFIN, Consulting Engineer.
74 .Hiilillc cor. Exchange Sis., Portland*
J. E.

Me.

agent in Washington
Consultation free. Letters of inquiry
u lien desired.
All business in
answeredaud
promptly
cheerfully
respect to au application for Patent can be transactExaminations made by

our

SPRING

ameled

and

ELLIOT,

con-

M., Principal.

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

d3m

BROTHER’S

&

WORK !
ordered Seeds

cents, will receive
the four Quarterlies for 1873. Those who order Seeds
this year will be credited with a subscription for 1874.
The January ntmber contains nearly 400 Engravings, Two Superb Colored Plates, suitable
for framing and also Tinted Plates of our gorgeous Floral Chromos; information relative to Flowers, Vegetables, &c and tlieir cultivation, and all
such matter aswasformelvfoundin our annual Catalogue. You will miss it if you order SEEDS before
seeing Briggs dPBro’s. QUARTERLY. Age
challenge comparison on quality of Seed and prices
and sizes of packets. Our “Calendnr Advance
Sheet and Price last for 1873,” sent free.

Y-__jan25t4w

Agents wanted for the new and startling book, The
iu History, by the author of “God
MlA T J-JLi in Histoiy.” Illustrated by Dore
and Nast. Endorsed by emiuent divines.
E. B.
TREAT, Pub., 805 B’way, N. Y.Jan?5*4w

T|T? VTT

Secretary of Trustees.

AGENTS WANTED.—Address for the most lib-

era 1

meeting:.
annual meeting of the stockholders will be
held at tlie office of C. P. Kimball, TUESDAY.
Feb. 11th, at 31 P. M., for the election of officers ana
for such other business as may come before the meet-

THE

GOULD, Scc’y,

JOHN M.

terma

Haydn Association.

Kvery Description of

promptly and carefully

work

xecuted, aud at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc

PAINTERS,

FRESCO

Office 134 Middle St., np stairs.
PORTLAND, ME.
Orders may be left at F. F. Hale’s picture gallery
O. M. & E. P. Brooks’, No. 333 Congress St.
{SEIT'AH Orders promptly attended to.
tf
jan2j

ana

DENNETT,

L. B.

re?eb7eodtd

FRED. H. CLOYES, Scc’y.
\Vo have the

TT

oPLEASUReS
—

DR. LIVINGSTONE IN AFRICA-His Adventures—THE STAN LEY-LIVINGSTON E EXPEDITION to Africa. Large octavo volume just issued.
Contains Incidents of the Wonderful Career of the
Great Traveller, the Country, Animals, Natives,
Hunting, &c. Full Account of this most interesting part of the Globe. Outfit sent for $1. Address UNION PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, 111.;
Philadelphia, Pa.; or Springfield, Mass. jau25f4w

sale, 10,003 IN ONE MONTH

INFORMING

OF

T1,at

we

onr

Counsellor at Law,

po

PORTLAND. ME.
tf

janlO

FROM

F. & C. B. NASH,

C

—

H
H
H

Ct.**

From Feb. 1st to March 1st.

YOU

STREET,

CAN

for

been

one

_

^

H

BUY

in

At these

Rednced Rates
-AT-

the

are

to offer

ow

Jj

to

at Boston

Ibau lOOO Ladies’
Collar.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

No.

307

(Opposite the Paik.)
9 P. M.de!3tf

MERRILL,

departments at

of Claims and the various

octll-tf

Washington.

ROSS & STURDIVANT,

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Ham-

Philadelphia.

of

lowest market price,
Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation
coals from
port of shipment > any point desired.
tfapr27
We have also tor

sale

at

PORTRAIT POINTER.

J.

CCOIJRUIAN,

Better

f|

ter

IfI IS.

Copying and enlarging done to order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Hembrants, Medallion,
ho Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
of the skiu. Call
moles,wrinkles and all

imperfections

and j udge for yourselves.

aI

Moderate
may 20

PORTLAND

-MACHINE WORKS
(FORMERLY

C.

STAPLES

Marine, Stationary
STEAM

SON,)

&

Portable

and

ENGINES.

Boilers, Bleach Boilers and Tanks, Shaft
lug, Mill Gearing and General Machinery. Castings
of iron, brass, and composition. Itepaiiing promptly

steam

W. H. FESSENDEN.

se

Portland,

^13 6m

Me.

L. C. JOHNSON & SON.,
—HAVING TAKEN

THE—

HASSAN,jj

C

Middle and

^129

teM
C.

Merchants’

and

RESTAURANT,
CITY

BTTII/DHSTG-, Pino Street,
LEWISTON, ItlAINE.

LEWIS C.

JOHNSON,

JOSEPH

__

A. JOHNSON,
dlvncwo3m

Ship Timber anti Knees.
I

HAVE the largest and best stock ol Ship Knees
tn the State.

Also best

Oak Treenails, and

can

quality

furnish

seasoned White

Hackmatack, Hardwood or White
Oak Timber and Plank
at
D

the lowest cash prices.

Portland, Dec. 30,1872.

L.

Streets.

Templejj
ty

JJ

tf

WM. L. SOUTHARD,
rcinuoriou

Hquarc.

—

Negotiate

Loaim

TAILOR.
tl

ALSO

on

on

—

Mortgages and other

Securities.
REFERENCES:
Hon. John P. Healey.
Faueuil Hall Nat. Bank.
MessrB. Thos. Dana & Co.
Hon. Isaac S. Morse.
Harvey Scudder & Co. Hon. J. S. Abbott.
Kemble & Hastings. Gen. J. S. Whitney.
Joseph Dix, Esq.
Utley & Boynton.
JohnP. Squires & Co. R. A. Ballou, Esq.
F. W. Pelton, Esq.
Sam’l B. Krogman, Esq.

_eod&wtf

feb8

NEW

LAUNDRY!

is

Said bouse

one

of the best locations

on

on the street; tine neighborhood.
jjaLtwd
story framed House and

Consists of
ell, containing ten
walls throughout;

highly finished rooms; painted
gas; good cellar and heated by furnace; large brick cisOne of tlie most desitern, filtered; well drained.
rable and convenient bouses in the city; close to
street
line
of
be seen from 3 to 5 P.
can
Soring
cars;
M. Terms easy. Enquire on the premises.
June 19.

dtt

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

Ezekiel D. Gammon,
C. J. Schumacher.

jan31

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

THE

help,

’Location, Bradbury’s Court, Entrance on Fore near India St.
JOHN SPENCER, Superintendent.
Late Steward oi St’r John Brooks, Boston and Port-

_febldlyr

W.

8.

No. 372 Middle 81. All
Machines for Kale ami to let.

OVKB,

kinds of

Rcpaii'ing.
Bakers.
COBB, Now. 28 and :{0 Pearl Slrect.
Oa direct route between New Custom
Ilou.e and Po.t Office, near the Market.

\V. C.

Booksellers and Stationers.
MOAT, FOGO& BREED,No.02 Middle
Street.

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Room II, Printer’,,
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
NHAIili & SSIACKFORD, No. 35 Pinna

aadstock to be moved to Baltimore.
Goads selling without
regard to cost tor
days only.

Area

JOHNSON,

o;t-

son, Agent.
John L. Brackett,
Day Heirs, Geo. E. B.

over

H. II.

Dye-House.
F. SYMONDS, India St. Velvet Cloaks
dyed and finished.
FOSTER’S Rye House, £4 Union Street.*

Wentworth P. Files,
Mrs. Louisa G. Call,
William II. Darton,
Old Ladies’Home lot,
Harris C. Barnes,
George M. Stevens,
Andrew P. Morgan,
M.L. &E. J. Tyler,
Day Heirs, Geo. E. B.
son, Agent,

No.

18 Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BENJ. ARAMS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

Benjamin lisley,
S. D. Warren,
Benjamin Ilsley,
Henry F. McAllister,

HOOPER &

George

Old

Post

Office,

Exchange Street.
Ii. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street.
holstering

Up-

done to order.

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. SO Federal St.
All kinds of TJphoIa rriugnnd Repairing

masons ana Jiimaers.
N. E. UEDLON, 333 1-3 Congress St.

DURAN &

CO., 171

3279
1664

Rate.
52 6-10
44
4*

44

17 25
8 76

•“

Jurn.bel>a

Tako

to

cleanse, purify

Middle ami

44
44

44

44

n
44
44

Jack6443
4833
408G
349C
4701
2726
4063
5543
4630

4*
44
44
44

44
44

44

4*
44

44

allay

tendency

irritation and ward ofl

inflammations.
nav«> you weakness of the Uterine
Urinary Organs ? You must procure instant

to

or
re-

few

a

49

City ol Portland.
City Clerk’s Office, Feb. 4,1873.
TTPON the petition of Burns & Bryant for perU mission to erect and maintain a steam engine in
their shop, situated in rear of No. 121 Commercial
Street, notice is hereby given that on MONDAY, the
17th inst., at 7* o’clock P. M., a hearing will bo had
of all parties interested in said petition at the Aidermen’s room in the City Building.
__

order,

H. I.
ROBINSON,
_City Cierk.
H. W. SIMONTON & CO.,
CONGRESS STREET.
351

febSdtd

ANNUAL CASH SALE
of Goods at greatly reduced prices for ten days only.
Hambnre Edgings, Insertion*, Ladies’
and Infant*’ Clothing and Worsted Work
in great variety.
YOU WANT NEAT, SLICK AND
FAT AND HEALTHYIIOKSES USE

____Ieb3dl0d

IF

Grows’ Condition Powders.
In

Taper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetings.

lief or you are liable to suffering worse than death.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life be-

burden.
Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, t8 Platt St.-New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircular
feb8
4wt

No. Ol Federal Street.
Every description of Wafer fixtures arranged and set up in the best manner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

FEENY, Cor. Cumberland and Franklin Sts.
Heal Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

Silver and Plated Ware.

the following Choice Listol

Schools.
Congress

ANTHEM HOOKS.
SABBATH GUEST.Emerson & Morey. 1.00
BUCK’S NEW MOTETTE COLLECTION.2.50

R. F.

Stair Builder*
LIBBY, 17 1-9 Union Street,

ap

stairs.
G. L. HOOPER & CO., Successor** to
IiittleDcid & Wilson, Cor. York A Maple Streets.

QUARTETTES,[New]2.B0

J. W. & II. U. MCDFFFEE,
& Union Sts.

Cor. Middle
^

YIOLUV

STBrnOsT

Wliolcsaic and

At llawes &

Cragin’s

Ectaii>

PBESS.-NEAKLY HEART.
STRAUSS’S DANCE MUSIC. Violin and Piano. 1.00

Mnsic Store,

bjve books sent, post-paid, for retail price.
OLIVER D1TSON & CO., Boston
MTSON & CO., New York.

77 Middle Street,
jaulli

PORTLAND.

Grocers

__S&W.Siwlyrwl
Notice.

codlm

Attention!

Coarse and Mixed Pickles for sale

Medium,
from
in lots to suit purcliasaers at factory prices,
(Tflrm arnUdf utcre8tf. Port,Iana’letires
FINE,
responsibility ceaso.
trom thtadate*1S
our

Vnil)nn
Norton

NORTON MILLS CO.,
Lumber
Mills and Manufactures,

Island Pond, Sept. 3,1872.

Island
Manrt

Pmui
PouJ

E. D. PETTINGILL
8 Market Street.

vt
an 20

MW&Flm

2050

n

«

4754
3996
9315
4470

14,691

12 925
1880
1950

10,722
1960

TA2!*}J
I0,o31

15,778
Samuel Libby,
10,628
Nathaniel Eaton,
Rufus
II P. Morgan and
62C1
Dunham,
If. p. Morgan and Rufus
43
83
Dunham,
2684
Heirs of Rufus Horton,

Street.

IN

The

Seth B. Hilborn,
j W. C. Morrison,

Watches, Jewelry, Ac.

ORATORIOS.

SACRED

Frederic Davis,
Chester D. Small.
Mrs Eunice G. Hunt,

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, 130

ST. PETER.J.K. Paine. 1.73
PRODIGAL SON.Arthur Sullivan. 1.00
Fine c fleet ive compositions.

lUMBACH’S

«

ABNEB LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.

FOUTY-SLXTH PSALM.Dudley Buck. 1.00
FESTIVAL CANTATA.Eugene Thayer. 1.23
50
GOUNOD’S CHORAL MUSIC.
'Well worthy ot careful study.
MUSICAL ENTHUSIAST...Hewitt. 50
An amusing and very melodious musical ex travagauza

B

William Rand,
William E. Edwards,
Lemuel W. Leiten,
City of Portland,
Daniel I. Doland,
u

A’/; IT CANTATAS! ORATORIOSANTHEMS

NEW

9723
3790
4500
1400
1400
7231
1942
2840
G275
5568
1759
2902
5025
1401
9600
3059

Mrs. Betsey Winslow.
Jabez C. Woodman, Agent,

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

2302

Heirs of James Deeriog,

Josiah H. Drummond,
John B. Tliaxter,
A. K. Shurtleff, (2 lots,)
Abby A. Steele,

Rate.
68 3-10

4131
4428
2000
2216
2050

Chas II. Merrill.

& Co., No. 301 1-9 Cosr-

ATTENTION!

50S9

Matthew Burns,

Cyrus Cressey,
Edward Newman,
Joseph S. Ricker.
Leonard W. Twombly,

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &e.

Choirs, JVTusical Classes, Conventions, Academies.

Moore,

or.

220 00

Sq.ft.

Dorcas A. Chase,
Mrs. C. H. Gilman,
Mrs. Elizabeth K. Bryant,
Thomas Lucas,

P.

M. PEARSON. No. 99 Temple St., near
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

to

James B.

Plumbers.

GEO. R. DAVIS
gress Street.

City,
Occupant.

Portland R. E. & Building
Company,
Alexander Edmond,
Mrs. S. P. Leavitt,
Henry R. Stickney,

JAMES MI 2 J.ER,

Street.

or

Elbridge Stiles,

A. S. DAVIS A CO., No. SO Middle Street.
Jt 19. KiAMSON, 159 Middle St., cor. Cross.

JOHN C.

1715
1615
8 80
20 06
10 95
15 78
22 02
8 68
14 68
11 84
35 72
28 75

$1,599 76

Cost to
Owner

Exhnuge

Photographers.

comes a

#

33 90
25 43
21 50
18 39
24 73
14 34
21 38
2916
24 36

QWl

Sum to be assessed,
Area assessed, 234,107 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft,,
68 3-10.
Cost of culverts,

and restore

the vitiat3d blood to healthy action.
Oave you a Dyspcpstic Stomach ? unless
digestion is promptly aided the system is debilitated
with loss of vital force, poverty of the Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without reaction, it will
impart youthful vigor to the weary sufferer.
nave you weakness of the Intestines?
You are in danger of Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.

25 00
8 85
19 87
8 88
34 73
20 21
16 82
15 32
1634
30 32
15 29
22 83
37 12
17 91

dred and eighty-three (1383) feet to old sewer in Portland street.
The bottom of Sewer fct point of beginning is nine
(9) feet below surface of street, seven (7) feet below
at a point one hundred and eighty-five (185) feet
northerly from north line of Congress street, thence
seven (7) feet to terminus.
Sewer—18 inch brick oval.
Cost of Sewer,
$2,133 01

116 Federal Streets.

L OlIIBOF.DE TENS & fO ,,Gi
Srcel and 48 Market St.

Michael O'Hanlon,
William Boyd,
Heirs of John Kilbv,
William Murry,
Patrick Feenev,
John
Desmond,
I
Thomas Barker,
James & Michael ConnellaD,

h

§753 25
A’mt.
28 23
30 26
13 67
1514
15 73
14 01
14 01
66 44
25 90
30 75
9 57
9 57
49 41
13 27
19 41
42 88
38 05
12 02
19 83
34 34
9 57
65 60
20 90
32 48
27 30
63 65
30 58
43 42
100 38
88 32
12 89
13 32
109 95
73 26
13 39
1395
7196
107 81
72 62
42

78

29 95
18 34

street.

Tho’bottom of sewer at point of beginning is nine
(0 ft. below suifaec of street, nbie and three-tenths)
(9 3-10tbs ft. below at north lino of Brackett street,
and nine and one-tenth (9 110) ft. below at south line
of Congress street.
Sewer, 18-inch circular, cement jape.
$811.37
Cost of Sewer,
$202.89
City’s jiroportion,
009.48
Sunt to be assessed,
Area assessed, 69,424 sq. ft.
Bate per 100 sq. it. 87 8-10.

Simon H. Tyler,
Neal Dow,
Abby A. Steele,
S. and M. QrilUths,
F. A. Waldron,
Abbv A. Sleele,
A. K, Shurtletl,

sq. ft.
3239
3128

2689
3318
5869
6408
3648
2109
3387
3181

1851

PQ £7

44

78 97
29
21 39
45 13
59 74
54 93
38 27
12 48
10 99
86 69
8 82
11 57
8 09
21 38
7 38
22 00
1412
37 59
20 39
15 29
25 76

Michael

Lynch,

Patrick McGowcn,
Heirs of Daniel Rafter,
S. L. Lyford,
Heirs of John H. York,

Joseph Reed, (Agent,)
Michael Welch,
Patrick Feeney,
Patrick Ford,
George Waterhouse,
Heirs of John Anderson,
James L. Rackletl,

Timothy Carey,

Moses Gould,
Thomas McGiuniss,

Philip Flyn,
William Haywood,
John Donahue,
Joshua Carey,
Mathew Hayes,
John B. Cummings,
Thomas McGinniss,
Michael Sullivan,
Francis Gallagher,

George Cusick,
Roger McGuire,
Thomas Flaherty,
Clarence Oxnard*,
Divid Verrill,
Clarence Oxnard,

•

44

44
4*
44
44

44
444

4*

44
44
*•

§47C?87

$1,430 62

CITY

Rate.

OF

$696 87
Am’t.

79 4-10

35 56
27 11
14 69
22 43
1551
28 91
16 51
35 44
12 56
14 34

44
44
44

44
444

3911

WR1

2950
2G40
2880
2746
2100
3098
7070
3600
1382
6450
1292
2275
3212
5328
2160
4905
3948
3200
4450
2750
3481
2750
5075
5593
2481
4808
3929
3320
2400
3344
2400
3200
2400
2400
3234
2560
2840
4880
2880
9002
2600
2260
22G0

23 43
20 07
22 88
2181
19 07
24 G1
5615
28 53
10 98
5121
10 27
18 07
25.51
42 31
1716
38 96
3136
25 42
35 34
2185
27 65
2185
40 31
44 42
19 71
3818
31 20
26 37
19 07
26 56
,19 07
25 41
19 07
19 07
25 61
20 34
22 56
38 76
22 8q
7149
20 65
17 94
17 93

180,115

$202.89
Bate.
Amt.
87 -810
$28 44
27 46

*•

••

fi

{;

**

79 4-10

32 03
ID 13
29 74
27 93

10 27

lie that hath found
kuow

A CHEAP, simple, and durable Machine—easily
operated and running wheels from 8 x J inches to 12
x

linch.

6$15.

Pi’ice ofMachine,

Wheels which bevmled, double bevelled and round
face from $2.IS to $7.35, according to thickness.
Heavier Machines $70 and $90, running Wheels up to 24 inches in diameter.
For illustrated Pamphlets or Photographs, address
THE TANITE CO.,
Stroudsburg, Monroe Co., Pa.

SPECIAL, NOTICE,
•All of the TANITK CO.’S good are dircctlv mode hv the Oo.. at their own Factory and under
their own Patents and Processes.
*»
It is cheaper to buy Standard Goods directly from
well known manufacturers than to buy of Dealers or
get low priced or poor goods. The fullest information on all points connected with Emery Wheels and
Emcry-Grinding-Machinery will be furnished by this

feb8eoa3ni

Company.

HAMBURG
EDGINGS!
hf MA YARDS just received, and
MUST BE SOLD AT OXCE !

LESS THAN CAN
PRICE 25c.
BE BOUGHT ELSEWHERE.

ISTELSOlSr &. CO.,
297 CONGRESS ST.,
}an29

(JUS r ABOVE PKEBLE HOUSE).
WF&Stf

GAS

NOTICE.

was

tlic

r

_

The lover of an Indianapolis girl got
smashed all to pieces in a railroad accident)
and she drank off a lot of laudanum and mor-

phine

and other

injurious beverages, just

on

that account. An unromantic stomach pump
interfered with hot designs.
A noble Swedish spinster proclaims her desire to find Dr. Livingstone some more,
which will doubtless cause that intrepid traveler incontinently to go and lose himself

impenetrable jungles

in the most

again

at-

tainable.
At

public meeting in a medical college
York,' the other evening, the president of the instilution “kindly furnished a
dissecting table for the use oi the reporters.”
It must have had an inspiring effect on those
enthusiastic young gentlemen.
a

in New

Death have wo hated, knowing not what it meant;
Life have we loved, through green leaf and through
sere,
Though still the less wo knew of its intent
The Earth and Heaven through countless year on

year,
Slow changing, were to us but cuttaius fair
Hung round about a little room, where play
Weeping and laughter of man’s empty day.
William Morris.

Moberly, Mo.,

ions

in service

if left at tlie

pipes,

Office in the Morning will he attended to

same

if lelt late in

day;

the day, they may not receive attention till next day.

#

Argus and Advertiser copy.

jau31dtf

NOTICE TO MANUFACTURERS.
FOB SALE OB BENT
two stories and large
35 x 50 feet,
attic, tinished and well lighted, good cellar, deslocated
near
the
depot, exempt from taxation
irably
10 years as a

BUILDING

ROOT

SHOE

AND

FACTORY.

Also Machinery, Tools and Fixtures, and some unman ufactured Stock; now occupied by the Thomaston Boot and Shoe Manufacturing Oo.; will be sold
or rented low as an inducement for parties to establish here. Also on hand
100 CASES THICK BOOTS,
of superior quality, stitched and sided by hand, and
warranted. Also men’s russet slippers.
Will bo
sold low and in lots to suit purchasers.
For further particulars address
E. A. ROBINSON, Treas.,
ft b7 codim
Thom Aston, Maine.

Stable for Sale.
about to

subscriber, being
with
THE
will sell his Stablo in Gorham Village,
not
miy be
stock
therein

of the best

or

places

and will bo sold

a

for

as
a Livery

“e

Stable in tbe country,

great bargain.

Gorham, Feb. 7,1873.

the

^

^ BERRY
h*bS-d2w&\\ it

“Wild beasts?”

“Yes,
I deal in

tempted to force an entrance into the room
Patten, a milliner, and she told him

L

answered the
“Are there many link about here ?'
“Not many, and they are a very expensive
animal. I have been shamefully treated in a
link that I sold to a Bostons howman. it
It was a difficult beast to take; bit my Indian awfully; and Mr. Doolittle wonld not
colonel.

8he spoke true things,
acquitted her for the kill-

head.
has

unblushing

“Certainly,”

didn’t desist she would shoot him

through the
and a jury
ing.

for Barnum and the other showmen.
deer, wolf, bear, beaver, moose, car-

ibou, wildcat, link”—
“What?’
“Link—link—! You say deer for deers
and link for lynx, don’t you?”

at-

One day last week, near Marysville, Cal., a give the price he promised.”
“What an outrage 1"
thirty-pound wildcat robbed Miss Leonore
“Yes; but it was not so bad as it might
Methuen (aged sixteen) of a pet lamb, when
have been. He wanted the money back afterwards
; the link died in about two weeks,”
t'.'at heroic young lady buckled on her little
said the dealer in wild animals, with a smile
pistol and pursued the cruel monster, and that curled his moustache into his ears, and
with the assistance of a dog treed the ani- a glance at Coi. Ellison. “He may have beom
mal in a live oak,where she scientifically shot homesick. Perhaps he was never a very
him through the he. d. Who will say after strong link. The link is a curious animal,
miss,” he said to Kitty in conclusion.
this that California girls can't shoot?
Mother's Work, in Putnam’s Handy
In the Ukraine (Russia) the women court
Book Series—is a translation from the writWhen a
more generally than the men.
ings of a French Physician, Prof. Fonssag"
she is
rives, in which he gives such ratnnte direcyoung woman fall3 in love with a man
not in the least ashamed to go to his father's
house and reveal her passion in the most tender and pathetic manner, and to promise the
most submissive obedience if he will accept
her as his wife. Should the insensible man
nrcteml nnv excuse, she tells him she is resolved never to go out of the

house till he

gives his consent, and accordingly, taking

up

her lodgings, remains there.
If he still obstinately refuses her, the case becomes ex.
ceedingly distressing. The church is commonly on her side, and to turn her out would
provoke her kindred to revenge her honor, so
that he has r.o method left but to betake
himself to flight till he is otherwise disposed
of.

__

From

tions as to the casc'of sick children that we
cannot fail to believe him

especially fitted to
subject, not alone by reason of
expe; icnce and quick observation, but even
more by such a power of sympathy with the
deal with the

I

lit tin

and then submitting to a surgical operation
for their removal, But this instance of selfinflicted torture was far outdone in a curious
case which occurred at the Carlisle infirmary,
and is mentioned by Dr. Priestly in a lecture
delivered at the Middlessex hospital. We
popularise it as follows: “One day a young
woman applied at the infirmary to be treated

an ulcer having a very ugly appearance,
and which was spreading at a great rate. Suspecting that the patient was secretly causing
the irritation the doctor in attendance caused
the part to be covered in such a way that she
could not get at it. The result was that, by
a course of simple treatment, the sore was
speedily healing. The girl did not like getting
well. Jn a short time she tried a new trick.
This was the contrivance of a gathering at
the end of her finger, leading to the bone—a
seemingly bad case, necessitating a surgical
operation. To this she would on no account
consent, and left the infirmary. She afterwards went to Liverpool, and there submitted
to an amputation of part of the finger. Takthe
ing ears that the wound should not heal,hand
that the
bad
case
so
became
did
This
had
to
be
amputated.
for sufnot
satisfy the morbid desire m a state
fering. Still she kept the wound
of irritation, and amputation above the elbow
With the stump nearly
was resorted to.
and returned to
healed, she quitted Liverpool

Carlisle, where, by and by the wound ulcerated, and she was again admitted to the inAgaiu an amputation—this time
firmary.
the arm oil' by the shoulder blade. The poor

wretch was still unsatisfied. After being a
little time at home, she presented herself
with the wound in a bad way; at the same
time producing two pieces of bone as
having
come away, but which the doctor
saw were
two
of
only
bone that had been taken
pieces
from a leg of mutton.
To prevent any fresh
she
was placed in bed with her
maneuver,
remaining arm tied to her side, and in three
weeks the shoulder was
perfectly healed.
.N ow about to be
discharged, she fell on a
new device.
Her left eye appeared to be
badly swollen, and on inspection it was found
that she had picked a piece of lime plaster

oiifPimniij

no

sn

111 nn.lanr Kla

vr Awlfl

tVld

fn

hearts of tender mothers, and open the eyes
of less sensitive ones on

points h rdly thought

of before.
Most excellent also is the advice ho

gives

as

to the choice and treatment of the children's

physician, whose attendance this book by no
means intends to supersede but rather to prepare for him an intelligent co-worker.
Published by G. P. Putnam A Sons, Nr Y.
For sale by Loring, Short A Harmon.

Chambers’s Journal.

Female Malingerers.
A story is told of a lady patient who was in
the habit of thrusting needles into her foot,

for

Orders for removal of obstruct-

joyfully

of Mrs.
if he

nay.

he had such air audacious, wide-spreadiug
mustache, such a twinkle iu his left eye—
which wore its lid in a careless, slouching
fashion—that the heart of a man naturally
clove to him; aud Col. Ellison agreed on the
spot to make the proposed promenade,for himself and both of his ladies, of whom he went
in search.
As the wagon began to ascend the hill, the
road was so rough that the springs smote together with pitilessjolts, and the ladles uttered some irrepressible moans.
“Never mind,
my dear,” said the colouel, turning about to
bis wife; “we’ve got all the English there is
at Ha-Ha bay, any way.”
Whereupon the
driver gave him a wink of sudden liking and
At the same time his
good fellowship.
tongue was loosed, and he began to
tall; of himself.” “You see my dog, how
he
leaps all the time at the horse s
nose.
He is a moose dog, and keeps himself
in practice of catching the moose by the nose.
You ought to come in the hunting season. I
could furnish you with Indians and everything you need to hunt with. I am a dealer
in wild beasts, you know, and I must keep
prepared to trap them.’’

—

Ex-Policeman Davis of

na*na

Mr. Howells, In his story entitled “A Chance
Acquaintance.’’ in the February Atlantic, describes the Jehu of Ha-Ha bay, who makes
the following proposition to Col. Ellison:
“I am the only persou at Ha-Ha bay who
speaks English, and I have to ask it you
would uot like to make a promenade in my
horse and buggy upon the mountains before
breakfast. You shall be pone as long as you
will for one shilling and sixpence. J will
show you all that there is to be seen about
tire place, and the beautiful view of the hay
from the top of the mountain. But It is elegant, you know, I can assure you.”
The speaker was so fluent of his English,

The students ot Wabash College, Indiana
show a delightful frankness in naming their
semimonthly paper the College Geyser. This
class of literary lambkins generally do their
spoutin': under cover of a milder name.

NOTICE

S.nw Guinmer & Sharpener.

luiiu-imuf hi

a

freezing of the hands, nose,
forehead, everything except the cheek, of a
life assurance agent.
paper,

OF

jau30T&FSlaw2\v

preach-

began:

er

in M:nnesota. accordin'! to a western

storm

PORTLAND.
& Aldermen, (
\
January 25,1873.

when and where any person dissatisfied with the
same may appear and object ihereto.
Per Order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

hint's nest tuay

“Andrew! duz you lub dis yere woman ?’’
“I duz sof was the emphatic
reply.
“Will you promise to stick close to her
from time an’ 'tarnity, renouncin’ all odders
an’ cleabin’ ou’y to her foreber an’ atnen!"
A Detroit dry goods clerk has pasted his
“i will dat P
hair down in scallops so often he lias now no
“Will you Jub, henor and ’bey’’—
forehead, the hair growing down close to his
“Hold on tfar, Ole Jack!”—here interrupteyes. Awful example.
ed the groom, with no little show of indignation—“Tain’t no use talkin’ to dis nigger
A subscriber of a paper iu C. lumbus, Ohio, ’beyin’ de wimmen. Can’t promise to -bey
has “withdrawn his patronage’’ because the no wimmen folks on’y ’cept ole missis.’*
“Silence darI you owdumptious nigger!’’
editor treated their recent little earthquake roared the wrathful
preacher; ‘’what fur you
with levity.
go fur spile de ceremony ? you done spilt all
de grabbity ob de ’casion! Dis yere’son’y
matter ob form au’ indispensable to de ’caAn Iowa man got vaccinated on the nose
sion; now don’t you go fur to open your
by opening a boil thereon with a knife which black mout till de time tor you to speak.
a physician had used in
“Will you promise to lub, honor an’ bey”
vaccinating another
(Andrew still shaking his head ominously at
party.
the obnoxious word)—“dis yere nigger Susie,
fumishin’her wid all things needful lur her
Nero
of
“Blood-thirsty
theology” was the comfort au’ happiness, cherishin’an’makin,
little’pet name Laura Fair applied to Rev. smoove de path oh all her precedin' days to
Dr. Cunningham, in her recent lager lieer come ?”
“I i’pose I must say yes to dat,” said Ansaloon lecture at Sacramento.
drew meekly.
“Den I pronounce dese yere two couples to
New- Jersey made a handsome profit out of be man an’ wife 1 au’ whom de Lord hab joined
togedder let no man go ftir to put dem
its State Prison last year, and feels quite enasunder?”
couraged in its efforts to increase the number
Here
an uproar arose among the blacks,
*
of its criminals.
betokening a dilemma entirely unforseen by
Old Jack. For inasmuch as he had forgotten
They tell of a clergymau at New Preston, to require tbs usual vows of Susy, they insistCt., who attends to the spiritual welfare of ed that, however firmly Audrew might be
bound by the bonds of matrimony, Susie
his flock on a salary of $400 a year, $34 o*
was still
and the pair were but half
which lie is sure of, paying it himself for married. single,
The matter was at last adjusted by
rent.
the preacher commencing the ceremony de
pew
noto, by which means the couple were finally
Among the saddest episodes in the late united to the satisfaction of all.

§1430 62

PORTLAND.
City Clerk’s Office, 1
j
January 26, 1873.
is hereby given that a hearing will be
givea by the Municipal officers of Portland upon
the subject matter of the above assessments at the
Aldermen’s Room in the City Building on MONDAY,
the seventeenth day of February next, at 7i p. m.,

fledged

sight if tho bint be flown;
But what fair dell or grove he sings la now,
That is to him unknown.

That the assessments contained in
the
of the City Civil Engineer
be made upon tlie
to the sewers therein
towards
described,
defraying the expense of constructing and completing the same, that the City
Clerk give legal notice of such assessments, returnable at the Aldermen’s Room in Portland on the 17th
day of Februafs next A. D. 1873, at 7^ p. m. aud certify the same to the City Treasury for collection.
And it is heroby determined that the lots assessed
as aforesaid are benefitted by such sewers in proportion to the rate of such assessment, and that said assessments do not exceed snch benefit, nor do they exceed in the whoie three-fourths of tne cost of said
sewer, aud we deem them just and reasonable. Read
aud passed.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Attest:

CITY

some

and Susie, were field hands of unmistakably
pure blood^and both of them bad passed the
first half century of life. Their dress, how
ever, show ed that they bad not yet eutirely
eschewed the follies of their youth, for though
rude and cheap, as became their condition, it
was nevertlierless not unembellished ’with
those bits of gewgaw and glaring finery of
bright-colored ribbon and tic in which the negro delights.
With the most decorous gravity the

At first

ORDERED,
foregoing Report
lots adjacent

23 61

2913
5152
56 25

One of the diamond polishers of Amsterdam lias been arrested for selling “clippings"
to American tourists.

Board cr*Mayor

In

him at the

A Michigan conductor had the hydrophobia from the bite of a drunken man whom lie
had put off the cars.

—

44
44

3-177

234,107 68 3-10
$1599.68
NEAL STREET SEWER.
Beginning at a point one hundred (100) ft. south
easterly from first angle in Neal street, thence northwesterly through centre of Neal street, a distance of
six hundred and sixty (660) ft. t6 sewer in Congress

Cost to City,
Owner or Occupant.
James F. Slater.
Major H. Swcetsir,
Horatio Merrill,
Geo. H. Cook,

Silas M. Adams,

Jack4753
1681
3777
1688
6600
3840
3196
2912
3106
5763
2905
4339
7056
3405

<•

44

4177
3414
1850
2823
1953
3640
2078
4462
1579
1805

Martin Hncran.

Amt.
$13 55
8 78
25 99

2511

*•

Sq. ft.

Michael Murry,
Michael McFarland.

on

January, Egbert Fhelps

describes “A SoutheraChristmas in the Olden
Time,’’ when plantation life anil okl-htsldoiieil southern hospitality had the luxuriant apect—on the outside—that the w ar and emancipation have obliterated. 'I he writer saw
one of these comical
negro weddings which
have been so often described. The bride and
groom, answering to the names of Andrew

The man who had “a will of liis own"
didn’t get along very well at home, because
his wife had a _won’t of her own.”

81 86
53 31
102 85
3218
28 3!
9171
217 50

220 00

Michael Murry,
Martin Hallalian,

A Negro Wedding.
In the Lakeside for

p,7 Of;

20,800

44

Cunningham,
Michael Somers,
John Cunningham,
Michael Somers,
Bridget McGinnis,

$270 83

44

44

4*

7828
3098
9837
3077
2710
8770

John

154424 52 6-10 $812 50
GREEN STREET SEWER.
(From a Point It) feet nortlierlq of Congress Street to
Portland Street.)
Beginning at a point seventy (70) feet northerly
from north line of Congress street, tlienco. through
centre of Green street, a distance of thirteen huu-

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and
Garpet-Bags.
J. R.

2537
16C8
4939
4772

Thomas Sherry,
H. Fuller,
William J. Bradford.
Albert Fuller,
Heirs of Tripnena Williams,
3259
Geo. H. Fuller. Agent,
3069
James II. Merrill,
1672
R.
Job
Duran,
3313
A. W. U. Clapp,
20 81
Theodore Johnson,
3000
Rosanna Wall,
4185
P. & R. R. R. Co.,
1650
A. W. II. Clapp,
44
2790
44
2250
46789
4
44
5465

eral Streets.

EATON,

sq.ft.

son, Agent,
John B. Pike,
Charles A. Donnell,
Edward A. Glitlden.
Samuel S. Rich,
Frank II. Morse,

Hay’s.

Furniture--Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY & CO., Arcade,

44

of Portland,
Edwin Churchill,
St. John Smith,
Samuel A. True,
Mrs. Eliza Banks,
Heirs of John Merrill,
Nathan Cummings,

George Dean,
Honora McCarthy,
George A. Card,

days, but grim Deatii foreclosed
end of the 27th.

Amt.
$ 129.24
57 79
48 16

A1QQ

City

Cost to City,
Owner or occupantJames Quinn,

sq. it.

Nathaniel Elswortb,
Day Heirs, Geo. E. B. Jack-

Dentists.
DB. W. B.

assessed, 154,424

Cost to City,
Owner or Occupant.
James W. Buck,
Edward Mason,
Andrew P. Morgan,

Rone in the best possible manner by S.
YOUNG & CO., No. lOO Fore St.
t Jan 2173

New and attractive Cantatas.

119 EXCHANGE STREET.
doc5d&wtf

MEANS, Pearl Street,

44

5526
4606

44

Cost of culverts,

Rate per 100 sq. ft., 52 6-10.

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY &
poKite Park.

5350*^1890
1373
1798
1381
2583

Amt.
$33 06
24 05
40 78
50 81
6199
58 61
20 71
15 04
19 70
1513
28 31

12,359 § 1.01446-10

lie

A Missouri German undertook to fast 40

§543.12
Rate

sq.ft.

City’s proportion,

33,788 $1 09 6-10 $370 19
ELM STREET SEWER.
(From Cumberland Street to Back Cove.)
beginning at a point fifty (50) feet northerly from
north line of Cumberland street, tlience through
centre of Elm street to Book Cove, a distance of ten
hundred and fifteen (1015) feet.
The bottom of the sewer at point of beginning is
eight and four-tenths (8 4-10) feet below surface of
street, eight and three-tenths (8 3-10) feet below at
north line of Oxford street, eight and two-tenths
(8 2-10) feet below at south line of Lincoln street and
three and two-tentlis (3 2-10) feet below at terminus.
Eight huinlre l and four (804) feet 15 inch cement
pipe, circular; remainder of wood, 15 inch box.
Cost of Sewer.
$1083 33
$270 83
City’s proportion,
Sum to be assessed,
$812 50

Street.

nr. uciis
extract oi Jurubcba
retains all tlie medicinal virtues peculiar to the plant
and must be taken as a permanent curative agent.
Is there want of action in your Liver &
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretions, producing scrofulous or skin diseases, Blotches, Felons, Pustules,
Canker, Pimples, &c., &c.

IV A FEW WEEKS,

an 24

Agcney for Sewing Machines.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ARNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

Book Store,

TO BE CLOSED

Per

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Rate.

$1 09 6-10

Cost to City,
Nwner or Occupant.
David Thompson.
Mrs. Sarah J. F. Brow n,
at ban Cummings,

affected a new malady, hut was looked
with suspicion, and died without admitting
her deceptions to any one. The girl who
perpetrated these oddities is not spoken of as
having been insane, and the medical man
who relates the case says that her motives
for self torture arc not to he divined. Thu
only rational conjecture is, that she deiivtd
a pleasure in
successfully playtoe off these
ridiculous tricks on her medical altendnuts.

American school girls in Rome are accused
flitting with handsome cardinals.

A Troy man lias a dog worth £25.
swallowed tint amount of greenbacks.

ADVANCE.-

Dismissed from

Gossip and Gleanings.
«f

IN

from the wail, anil placed it under the
eyelid!
the Infirmary, »he aiterwurds

PRES8.

TLESUAY MORNING, FEB.
11, 1878.

87 8-10
69,424
$60g.4S
SPRING STREET SEWER.
two
at
a
hundred
and
point
forty-six
Beginning
(24G) ft. easterly from east line of Higli s‘rcet, tlieiicc
through centre of Spring street, a distance of ten
Hundred and eighty (1080) ft. to Centre street sewer.
The bottom of sewer at point of beginning is nine
and nine-tenths (9 9-10) feet below surface of street,
nine (9) feet below at east line of Oak street, seven (7)
feet below' at west line of South street, thence seven
feet below to terminus.
Sewer 15-inch circular cement pipe.
Cost of Sewer,
$2172.47
City’s proportion,
£513.12
*
Sum to be assessed,
1G29.35
Area assesse i, 155,819 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq, ft. £1.01 6-19.

Sum to be assessed,
Area assessed, 180,115 sq. ft.
Rato per 100 sq.-fc., 0.79 4-10.

§108 00

$123 39
sq. ft.
3200
2195
3722
4638
5658

S. R. Porter,
Geo. C. Peters,
Elizabeth Jenson,
Robert Douglass,

wants to go West.

owner

26
98
99
78
61

Green street sewer.
The bottom of sewer at point of beginning is seven
and one-tenth (7 1-10) feet below surface of street and
six and one-half (6 1-2 feet below at terminus.
Sewer 15 inch, brick, oval.
Cost of sewer,
$493 58
§ 123 39
City’s proportion,
Sum to be assessed.
§370 19
Area assesseu, 33,fen 8fI* **•
Rate per 100 sq. it., $1.09 6.10

SPRING-VALE.

As the

44 5-10

,4

mnnt street.
The bottom of sewer at point of beginning is nine
(9) feet below surface of street, seven and nine tenths
(7 9-10) feet below at south line of Oxford street eDht
and six-tenths (8 6-10) feet below at south line ol Monroe street, tenand three-tenths (10 3-10) feet bolow at
point of curve, and six (6) feet below at terminus.
Sewer in Washington street is built of brick 18
inch, circular, in Madison street of 18 fnch circular, cement pipe.
Cost of Sewer,
$ 1,907 49

CUMBERLAND STREET SEWER,
(From Oak Street to Green Street.)
Begiuning at the centre of Oak and Cumberland
streets, thence westerly through tbe Centre of Cumberland street, a dlstauce of three hundred aud ten
(310) feet to centre of Grocn street, where it enters

Cost to City,
Owner or Occupant.
Micah Sampson,
William H. Jerris,
Dexter Daniels,

TEBBETS- HOUSE,

14
12
28
16
22

44

I' 1 IE

91
91
93
21
77

155819 $1.04 6-10 $1,629 35
WASHINGTON AND MADISON STS. SEWER.
(From Cumberland, through Washington and Madison Streets, to Sewer on Fremont Street.)
Beginning at the centre of Washington and Cumberland streets, thence northerly, through contrc of
Washington street, a distance of nine hundred and
forty (940) feet, thence with a curve to left, a distance
of fort^-nine (49) feet to centre of Madison street,
thence through centre of Madison street, a distance
ot seven hundred and five (705) feet to sewer in Tre-

$36 00
Amt.
§12 26

il

24,240

It is not a physic which may give temporary relief
to the sufferer for the first fewaoses, but
which, from
continued use brings Piles and kindred diseases to
aid in weakening the invalid, nor is it adoctored liquor
which, under the popular name of “Bitters” is so
extensively palmed oli on the public as sovereign remedies, but it is a most powerful Tonic and
alterative, pronounced so by the leading medical
authorities of London and Pans, and has been long
used by the regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

Take it to

undersigned having assumed charge of a new
and spacious Laundry would respectfully announce that he is prepared to do washing for Steamers, Hotels, Families, &c., with special attention
paid to Ladies Dresses, Skirts. Laces, Gents’ Shirts
and every description of fine washing.
This Laundry being provided with the newest and
the
most approved Machinery, and experienced
Proprietor believes he can guarantee perfect satisfaction to to his customers.

land Line

Edmund Green,

Rate.
44 5-10

r'U.-’r.

..

ESTATE, LAND, STOCKS, &

we

Manufacturers’

6

3222
2913
65C8
3765
5075

FOB SALE !

Horse and Ox Shoeing

B3EBEBBaBEBI

IraWitham,

Joseph M. York.
Patrick Dufiee,
Win. T. Small,

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. SHERRY, No. O Clapp’s Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall*

®

^COGIA

RESTAURANT
under the New City Building in Lewiston, for the
term of five years, would now say to the public that
intend to keep a first-class place in every respect.
Our Bill of Fare shall be In keeping wPh the Portland
and Boston Markets. Those visiting Lewiston do not
forget to call at

For Sale or To Let,
Rooms, Gas and Sebago water.
Apply to E. H. GILLESPIE,
No. 34 Plum St.
sep!3-tf

2757

45
71
47
33
47

44

Portland,

$114 00

sq.ft.

2121

*‘

I. P. Farrington,
7552
A. K. ShuEtleft*,
2773
Miss M. J. Patten,
2046
Est of John Anderson,
4316
Albert Marwick & als,
5712
J. W. Henry,
5253
3660
City of Portland,
Mrs. D. C. Gay,
1193
James Thompson,
1051
W. H. Turner,
8290
St. Stephen’s Parish,
844
Charles M. Davis,
1106
Hannah & Mary A. Kilbourn, 775
Mrs. Jane G. Bums,
2045
7G6
Joseph Foye,
2104
Timothy J. Scanlin,
1350
Joseph Foye,
3595
City of
Mrs. William Bow'en,
1950
Mrs. Sarah McMain,
1463
Mrs. William Bowen,
2465

$3G 00

Cost to City,
Owner or Occupant.
Caroline W. Fosdick,

St. Lawrence House.

Proportion..^^

Colby’s

SIS Commercial Street,

ALLEN HAINES.
Portlaud, Sep. 18th, 1872.sepl9-lf

House No. 24 Emery St., Eicad oS
Cushman Street.

1811
12 64
8 42
13 88
12 29
16 41
54 98
16 54
42 85
38 09
17 87
24 38
29 11
16 22
28 31
32 50
32 34
13 89
3153
67 60
110 36

$108 00

Sum to be assessed,
Area assessed, 24.240 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. it., 44 5-10.

done to order.

all

attended to.

B3T"New and Second-hand Engines fer sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.

the
has no
H. A. BARTLETT
CO., 115,117 N. Front-st., Phila..
143Cbamberg-st., N. Y., 43 broad-st., Boston.
4wt
Ja27

Ma*)h

COMMISSION

Street.

work
Aim to Please.

a

lO cents, and bet-TT

Will Buy and Sell

PHOTOGRAPHER,

r^flotto—Hood

for

per

REAL

Prices.

Aek your grocer for it.

11ABGAINS

LAMSON,

PORTLAND,

Crumbs of Comfort

IN
H
(/ GREAT
C RIBBONS H
Ribbon 1.00JJ
Cl inchyard. boiled
inch
boiled Sash Ribbon 88T¥
§ |
C6 other Ribbons in

tiu.

No. 152 Middle

oneff

yet for 15 cents.

14S EXCHANGE ST.
janzzu

J. If.

Worthless imitations are on the market, but
the only scientific preparation of Carbolic Acid for
Lung diseases is when chemically combined with
other weU known remedies, as in these tablets, and
all parties are cautioned against using any other.
In all cases of irritation of the mucous membrane these tablets should be freely used, their
cleansing and hea ing properties are astonishing.
Be warned9 never neglect a cold, it is easily
cured in its incipient state, when it becomes chronic
the cure is exceedingly difficult, use Wells’ Carbolic
Tablets as a specific.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St,* New York,
Sole Agent for United States.
Price 25 cents a box
Send for circular.
jan27-4wt

it.

cents.
All

179 Commercial St., Portland.

Co.,

TABLETS.

C 8 Cents Each. H
Rubber,JJ Bartlett’s Blacking
(jRonnd Combe,
always gives satisfaction. Try
C 5 Cents Each. H
PEARL
BLUE
yard. JJ
JJpnre Iiinen Crash 9
for
laundry
equal. SOLD BY GROCERS.
&

all

WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS

mett Neill &

JJL

cents

AT LAW,

No. 30 Exehaugc St., Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of Columbia,
will attend to the prosecution of claims before the

Court

Be deceived, but for coughs, colds, sore threat,
hoarseness and bronchial difficulties, use only

warranted

Office Hours from 8 to 10 A. M., and2 to 4 and 7 to

COUNSELOR

D ON’T!

Thd Ladies’ Friend.

Congress Street,

HENRY F. T.

I.ineu

—AT

Las removed to

AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING BOOK
for the best and cheapest Family Bible ever published
will be sent free of charge to any book agent. It contains nearly 500 fine Scripture illustrations, and
agents are meeting with unprecedented success, Address, stating experience, etc., and we will show you
what our agents are doing, NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO. Phila., Pa.
jan25 4wf

WELLS’ CARBOLIC

H
JJ
PORTLAND, MAINE,
of
Having
appointed Agents
H
C
New England
argest Lead Manufactories
Sheet Lead and Lead Pipe,
prepared
(JCOGIA HASSAA’S.JJ
the trade
de28tf
prices.
Nice
H
C. W. STOCKMAN, M. I)., (/More
NO. 173 AND 174 FORE

on

Fenderscn,

44

pipe.

City’s proportion,

State Street, occupied by the uudersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone auil lias all modern conveniences.

40

Amt.

§17 05

13,650

Sewer 12 iuch circular cement
Cost of sewer

For Sale.

11UE

u

80 8 10
$655 29
81,0s7
•
BRACKETT STREET SEWER.
Beginning at a point one hundred and twentv-seven
(127) feet westerly from west line of Neal street,
thence easterly through centre of Brackett street one
hundred aud fifty-eight (158) feet to centre of Neal
street where it enters Neal street sewer.
The bottom of sewer at point of beginning is eight
(8) teet below surface of street and seven and ninetenths (< 9-10) below' at terminus.

House on the southerly
of Free and Cotton streets, now occuDr. Parsons, is offered for sale on favorable terms. It. contains ten finished rooms, with
gas throughout. Lot 45 feet on Free and 70 feet on
Cotton street, with a stable. A good location for a
Physician or Dentist. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS,
febld3w*
Real Estate Agent, Cahoon Block.

bouse

Hitcliins,

Heirs of C. Q. Clapp,

centrally located

MThe

F.

Elisha Trowbridge,
N. L. Woodbury,

Brick House for Sale.

AGENTS'

FREE TO BOOK

George

Patrick Sullivan,
Patrick Sullivan,
John Herbert,
Daniel Glazier,

corner

our

having, PROVES it above all others the book the
MASSES WANT. IT goes like WILDFIRE. Over
GOO pages, only $2.50. 1VIore Agent* Wanted.
NOTICE—Be not deceived by misrepresentations
made to palm off high-priced inferior works, but send
for circulars and see Proof of statements and great
success of our agents.
Pocket companion worth $10.
mailed free.
HUBBARD BROS., Publishers 53
Washington St. Boston
jan25t4w

TM"

Per

to 25

M

James Hicks,
Elisha Trowbiidge,
Peter Elder,

a
of $1, can have them advernegotiated without incurring any
further expense until business is effected. Commission 2\ per cent.
JOHN S. EWEN, Real Estate Broker,
39 Nassau street. New York.
References—G. T. Bonner «& Co., 20 Broad St., N.
Y.; James Buchan & Co., 190 El zabetn St.. N. 1.
1m
jan24

Rato.
80 8-10

2109
2240
1564
1041
1717
1520
2029
6800
2046
5300
4700
2210
3016
3600
2006
33904000
4000
1718
3900
83G1

Mrs.

exchange, by sending partic-

—

C
THE PUBLIC
have
(J
C Marked Down
(J ®™ry Article in store
—

NO. 1 EXCHANGE STREET,

erty,
or

§218 43
apportioned

are

sq.ft.

Nancy F. Ross,
Patrick Kavanagli,
Clinton T. Mclntire,
Benjamin Dodge,
JohnH. Kimball,
Nathaniel Knight,
L. M. Webb,

Country Prop-

is

Y(

JOST & KEELER,

or

FOR SALE!

on

7i

Owners of Farms

adjoining lots

Mrs. Man' G. Dresser,
Patrick Kavanagli,

42 1-2 Exchange St.,
t©Tcr Transcript Office,] Portland.
lobG
dtw&w3wC

DISCOVERED

The immense

CHEAP

THU TYTSmvUHUf?

fivor

annual meotlng for choice of officers will be
LIVINGSTONE .rAEKICA
FRIDAY Eve., Fob. 14th,
held at Fluent Hafi
THE
at
o’clock. A full attendance oi the members is

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE,)

V Eli Y

The assessments on
as follows, viz:
Owner or Occupant.
Joseph M. Plnmmer,
vV m. A. King,

pied by

BBIRGg & BROTHERS,
Seedsmen and Florists, ROCHESTER,
IV-

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

m?eb5td
Book, Card & Job Printer

Cost to City,

or

Address,

91.

C. P. Kimball Company—Annual

MARKS

Will he sold

Wanted.
room on

or

Those of our patrons who
published.
last
and were credited with 25

Academy,

A.

Boynton.

PLEASANT
to sell
Spring St.,
vicinity,
A furnished
unfurnished. Without board.
DESIRING
ulars and fee
janlOtt
Address BOX 1330.
tised and otherwise

JANUARY, 1873, NOW OUT. Issued as a
Quarterly. The four numbers sent to any address,
by mail, for 25 Cents. The richest and most instructive Illustrated and Descriptive Floral Guide ever

YARMOUTH, ME.

91.

F.

J. R. DEANE,

Cornell’s Dollar Family Paper—John S.
C. Abbott, the celebrated Historian, Editorial
Contributor. A $2.00 engraving to every subscriber;
profitable work for the whole or part of the time;
rare inducement.
Address B. B. RUSSELL, Publisher, Boston.
janl6dlw&w4wll

En-

Cliairs, &c.

M.

18lh,

rilEN Acres of land witli house and barn in good
JL repair, near Jacob Hamblen’s, about two miles
from West Gorliam, and occupied at present by Chas.

As the owner is going West.

Dr.

FLORAL

Principal.
Rooms can be obtained for self-boarding.
Address the Principal or
DR. JT. M. BATES,

(ShS^All kinds of repairing neatly (lone. Furniture
oct5-’69T T&Stt
boxed and matted.

WM.

Yarmouth

No.

Spring

Lounge*,

Bed

Patent

MANASSEH SMITH,
West eud Spring Street,

jan22tf

FOR

Seminary.

feb6eod2w

Lounges.
Beds. Mattresses,

A

BRIGGS

Wednesday, Feb. 19, 1873.

FRe SL,

Suits,

___

ILLUSTRATED

TERM BEGINS FBJB.
tinues ELEVEN WEEKS.
For Circulars address
feb7d!0t
G. M. BODGE, A.

D.

MANUFACTURER OF

3Icl>oiiongh

O HO AT L.

The Spring Term opens

IT D H O LSTERER

Parlor

L

year

cdbynmil._jy2 TT&S tf
J. H. HOOPER,

Nos. 31 and 33

B.

For further information apply to

Gorham

-OF-

and

Address
1

novl4_

THOS. H. UIRAD,
Secretary of Trustees
No. Bridgton, Jan. 27, 1873. jan29cod3w«&w3t5

Attorneys and Solicitors
American

tra\cl.

RED Setter Pup, 10 months old, with white
marks on forehead, tip of tail, and breast, feet
and legs speckled. A suitable reward will be paid to
any one returning him to

under the continued charge of

I.

tf

a position as
gentleman of means

To load Ii umber at Portland,
Bangor,
Machias. Calais, Montreal, and South
Ports, for the River Plauc.
Also, To load Coal, at Pictou, Lingan, and Port
Caledonia for New York, Boston, theSououd ports,
and St John, N. B.
BIRD, PERKINS & JOB.
103 State St.. Boston. 2T South St, New York

FEBRUARY 25th,

has removed to
57

A

ern

The Spring Term of eleven weeks will commence

_d3m

fet3

sep24

Wanted.

EDUCATIONAL.

Bridgton Academy.

mortgage Brokers.

Farm for Sale in Buxton.

Vessels Wanted.

CANAL BANK BUILDING,

PORTLAND, ME.

Parties deor Bcrrjng.
beth, Westbrook,
sirous of building can also beaccouimodn
ted with loans.
«EO. IS. BA VIS & CO„
Bscitl Estate nud

__

Attoi nies and Counsellors at Law,

BEGINNING

sum*

RESPECTABLE person wants

amanuensis and reader to a
Slio would have no objection to
Office.
Press
W.,

A

STKOUT & HOLMES,

STROUT.

EXPERIENCED
febGdlw

FOR

large brick store in the Rackleft Block, corner
of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement and
first floor, eleganth finished and adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to
septlldtf

Commissioner of deeds for the several States.
feblO
_

A. A.

Wirers and Trimmers.
HILLMAN, MELLEN & CO.,
151 Middle street.

lu

prepared lo Iona money
on first
9100 to nay nmounldceired,
Elizamorlngcn in Portlnnd Cape
are

W anted—Agents

88 Middle street.

TO

147 Brackett St.

Straw Sewers Wauted,

___

STORE

will be suitably rewarded by leaving
this office, or with
MBS. MARY G. RUSSELL.

Dog: Lost.

GENTLEMAN and Lady wishing a quiet home
can find pleasant rooms with board at No. 4
or

novOdtf

at

same

febGdtf

Quiet Board.

NO. 841-3 HUDDLE 8TBEEI,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

class

without board

To Aet.
Park Street, one of the most destrabk
tlte city. Enquire cn the premises.

HOUSE

the

tel>8-d3t

front room, or two if desired
without board. Apply at
No. 3 CHAPEL STREET.

go
rents in

from

car.

PLEASANT
or

$20,000
Wc

2419
5229
8191
5409
3784
5411

J.R.IIorr,

Hiram W. Deering,
J. B. Brown,
Alexander P. Haskell,
Geo. R. Davis,

BRATTLE STREET SEWER.
*
(From Portland Street to Back Cove).
at a point 50 feet northerly from
north lino of Portland St., thence
northerly
though centre of Brattle St., sevenTmndrod and seventy-five (775) feet, to Back Cove.
The bottom of sewer at point of beginning is seven
and three-tenths (7 3-10) feet below surface of Street,
seven and four-ten tbs (7 4-10) feet at a point one
huudrod and fifty (150) feet northerly from north
lino of Portland Street, seven and two-tenths (7 2-10)
feet below at a point threo hundred (300) leet northerly from north line of Portland street, six (6) feet below at a point five hundred (500) feet northerly from
north line of Portland street and (ft) five feet below
at out-let.
Four hundred and fifty-one (451) feet of this sewer
18 inch circular cement pipe, the remainder of wood
18 inch box.
Cost of Sewer,
§873 72
City’s proportion,
§218 43
Sum to he assessed,
§655 29
Area assessed, 81,047 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft., 80 8-10

to L,oau : ! !

^ERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM

Jona. A.

Assessments.

BULLETIN.

a

a

Sewer

P RESS.

1873.

11,

FEBRUARY

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Creo. R. Davis & Co.’s

Lost.
a

MORNING,

ESTATE.

REAL

inst., Lady’s Portmonaie, containing
THETheGtboffinder
money—probably in Congress St. horse
sum

Rooms To Aet.

A with

Oak street, between
Please return to

TUESDAY

SCHLOTTERBECK & CO.

A. G.

Act.
feblO*lw

pleasant front rooms
21J Free street.

jan7

PORTLxAND, MA.I2STE.

on

febl0d3t

Rooms to Aet.

LAW, JF

lias removed to

EAR RING
A LADIES’
Congress and Prospect.

to let with board at 1;

Cotton street, second door from Free street. One
two single gentlemen can be accommodated also.

O’DOMELL,

COUNSELLOR

19URNISHED ROOMS
F Myrtle Street.

A

BUSINESS CARDS.

Lost.

dlw*

in

space,
Rates of Advertising
length of column, constitutes a “square.” cents
per
Si 50 per square daily first week; 75
continuw iek after; three insertions, or less, $1 00;
cents.
50
first
week,
ing every other day after
one
ifalf square, three insertions or less, 75 cents;
we 3k. $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusmements” $2 00 per square
or less f 150.
per week ; three insertions
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
Press” (which lias a largo circulation ii* every part
of the State) for §1 00 per square lor first insertion,
ami 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all

or

Rooms to

One inch ot

:

To Aet.
riniE first House on Pleasant St., Dcciing, know
A as “The Paine property.”
For particulars enquire at 13 Myrtle Street.
For Sale

PRESS

is piblished every Thursday Morning at $2 50
at $2 00 a year.
year, if paid in advance,

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

LEI.__

feblO

Year in advance

a

PORTLAND,

DAILY

niSCErdLANISOVII NOTICE*.
So potent are tho toning and stimulating
of Smolandeb’s Buohu that it removes or counteracts kidney, bladder anil glandular diseases, montal and physical debility,

properties

diabetes, gravel, female complaints,

retention
incontinance of urine, and other maladies
of the urino-genital organs which have baffled
medical men of distinction, in Europe as well
as in this country. In a word it restores the imor

paired constitntion.to perfect health.

febll-eodlw

You CAS RET YOUR UOTTOM DOLLAR—that
there exists no case of Ilhcuraatisw, Neuralralgia, Swellings or Stiff Joints, which the Centaur Liniment, white wrapper, will not alleviand cure.
Mark the difference.

ate

ment,

yellow

It is the Centaur Lini-

wrapper, which is

again placing

many used up horses iu the harness.
care not whether the case be
so

Strains, or any
wonderful.

We

Spavins, Sweeney,
Swelling—the effect is simply

Children cry—for Pitcher’s Castoria. It
the stomach, cures wind colic aud
causes natural
sleep. It is a substitute for
castor oil.
febO-eodlw&wlt

regulates

As Infallibly

as

Sunshine

Melts the

Snow, Hale'* Honey of Horthound and Tar
loosens the dryest cough, removes tightness of
the chest, cures cold in the head, relieves bronchitis, and restores the tone of the respiratory
organs. For sale by all Druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops

enre

in 1 minute.

febO-eoillwAn

It

of Jos
lou Printing.—Every description
and
Printing executed promptly,
House
10»
I*Rbs.
prices, at the Daily
M. MASKS.
Exchange St.

hinting

_W*.

The

Enquirer.—The

best

advertising

me-

Circulation 10,000 aud IncreasTry it.
janTtf

dium in Maine.
ing 1000 per month.

mb——a—

•

!

The Good St. Valentine.
St. Valentine s
The practice of observing
not
is
by any means
day in,the olden fashion
TUESDAY MORNING, FED. 11, 1878. obsolete as will be seen from tbe following ac♦-4—
-~
to which provision is
count of the extent
Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
tlie public demands
the caterers to
made
I
by
wilb a card certificate counter signed by Stanley X.
It is difficult to imagine
direction.
this
in
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and licte
as Mr. Samuel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding j where the “Wallentiues,”
call them, all go Fo, hut we
would
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
Weller
may
j
Journal, as we have information that several “bumconjecture that there is still many a sighing
j
the
of
mers” are seeking courtesies in the name
swain anil lovesick maid who takes
advantage
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even pat- of the custom of the
season to reveal the lives vely, a party to such fraud.
ly palpitations of the loving heart. The quocoin muni
We do not read anonymous letters and
tations of the valentine market show demand
u
tlie "nterarc
cations. Ibo uauic ud address of
for a “tenderer” article than has
for publication
necessarily
prevailed
not
all oases la Jimwasab e,
for several years past aud the comic and satirfaitli.
ofgooil
but as a guaranty
return or preserve comical missive, though still used, is in less rew.' cannot unde, take to

PRESS.

THE

--

mimi. aimns

that

are not

used.

quest.

Whether this be an indication ot general softening of heart or of brain is a debatable question which we shall not attempt to
solve. Here is what a New York paper says,

Annual Convention of the State
Reform Club,
The State ttefoim Club will bold its Annual Convention In Augusta, at Meonian Hall on THXTK8DAV, FI! KKIAHV 13lt>, at 2 o’clock P. M.,
for the purpose of perfecting its organization and of
taking such measures as may be deemed necessary to
carry out and complete as far as possible, the work
which it has so successfully begun, viz: to save the
fallen, to convert the moderate diinker, the wine
drinker, and the cider drinker, to the principle of total abstinence from ail that can intoxicate, to reform
all men who touch, taste or handle any kind of intoxicating drinks, and lastly, to awakens new interest
in the old temperance men in the State to the importance of renewed moral eflort to suppress the evils of
ntemperance.
It is to be hoped that every Club in the State will
send five
Distinguished speakers will ad-

of the “spoony” style:
One house in this citv has disposed of 2,000,000 of this style of valentine, the price
being seventv-five cents per gross by wholetale. Tbe custom of selling valentines on
commission is being discarded, and “cash onauly” is now accepted. This is a great
manufacturer,
vantage both to the dealer and
reand will tend, indirectly, t<*the complete
establishment of the custom ot sending valWhen sold by commission, the
entines.
dealer returns those not disposed ot to the
manufacturer, who, in all probability, sends
him tlie same valentine tlie next year; where-

speaking

as,when selling by cash, the manufacturer is
constantly stimulatel to fresh endeavors,
and tlie article, it is claimed, grows better
year after year. This naturally has its effect
delegates.
upon tlie public, over whom novelty is all
dress the meeting in the evening.
!
invited to be prespowerful, and the custom stands a much betAll temperance men arc cordially
ter chance of being perpetuated.
While the
ent and take part in our deliberation.
prices of vaientines purchased generally
J. Iv. OSGOOD.
from
five
cents to five dollars, the
range
President State Reform Club.
very
ardent lover may expend liis devotion on one
By order of Ex. Committee.
as
much
as fifty dollars. The miracles
costing
GEORGE E. BRICK2lTi Chairman.
ot dainty
gilding and cunning lacework which
Augusta, February 1,1873
are now
being exhibited are calculated to
strike terror to tbe hearts of the economical.
No costly bonbonnier• which can at least
The Anglo-Bussian Difficulty.
serve tlie purpose of
The fact that there is no change of the unholding sweetmeets,
aud even
more
substantial things, in
friendly attitude between England and Rus- case of an
can
outdazzle
emergency,
sia relative to the Khiva expedition—that these
which
utterly useless articles
are so crammed with lace and artificial flowRussia goes on with its warlike preparations
ers and emblazoned
and England and the English press stiil propoetry as to be utterly
unable to hold anything. While these artitest against it and regard it as a cause for
cles are mostly of domestic manufacture, the
war, arouses much anxiety not only in diplomaterial is imported. This adds a pleasing
matic circles in E ..rope but throughout the civ- interest to the gift, and a considerable item
t
the price. Tlie season lasts from Februailized world.
ry 1st to the 20th, but orders are frequently
The
cause that now threatens to
original

taken as early as September, aud the large
bouses send out canvassers to take orders
months before band. The people who pay
tli; highest price for these articles are tlie
southerners, who cling to old customs far
more persistently than inhabitants of tlie
north. Tbe trade has opened briskly this
year in all quarters, and tbe prospect for a
“full crop” through tbe mails is enough to
discourage the postmen^wliose coming will
be awaited with anxiety on tlie 14th instant.

Involve two great nations in war, is most insignficant. The Khan of Khiva captured a
caravan containing some forty
persons, who
claimed the protection of Russia. Russia demanded their release. This !he Khan relused, and in the meantime he sent messengers
to the Viceroy of India, imploring his assistance in the event of his being attacked hv the
forces of the Czar. Lord Northbrook sent
for answer that he could not and would not
interfere in the matter, advising the Khan to
mend'his ways and make his peace with the
Czar on the best terms possible. It would
ua*c

uccu

rvcii

me xviiiui

u

iuiu

lie

The President’s Salary.
Apropos of the proposition to increase tlie
presidential salary the N. Y. Evening Mail
says:
As to the President, we think a great and
rich nation like this can afford to pay its chief
magistrate $50,000. As human nature is constituted and human affairs are conducted,
there is a dignity in station that must be paid
for, and style and ceremony must be kept up
iu accordance with the custom of the age we
live in. The President of the United States
ought to spend a good deal of money to surround his position with all the proprieties
and graces that belong to such a station, and
to spend money, he must have it.
But we are not quite so clear as to the average Congressman. There is not much dignity or grace in him; as a rule he would not
command much salary in any other walk in
life, and $8,000 for his three or six months’
work in alternate years is a good deal more
than he earns. Or, if we count by comparative importance of office and comparative
quality ^>1 the men demanded, the bill does
great wrong to the Justices of the Supreme
Court. If $8,000 is a fair compensation to a
Congressman, what shall we say of $10,000
to a justice? There are always a number of
men in the lower House who are justly distinguished for learning and ability, who may
rightly be called statesmen, and to whom the

uuveu

the

Viceroy’s advice. In place of doing so,
however, he has made matters worse by attacking Russian outposts and treating Russian
prisoners with great barbarity. Russia, in
fact, has now no choice but to put forth her
whole strength and punish the contumacious
Khan. In so advisiug the Khan, Lord Northbrook was acting in perfect harmony with
the home government and with the India OfIt was understood by Lord Northbrook,

fice.

and it was the

opinion of the British governOffic?, that the boundary
question in Cintral Asia had been completely
settled by Mr. Forsythe’s mission some four
years ago. Mr. Forsythe saw the Czar and
Prince Qortschakoff; opinions were freely exchanged, and, although the result was
not officially made public, it is well known
that a cordial understanding was come
to, Russia and Great Britain agreeing that a
territory of some four hundred miles in width
should be considered neutral ground between
their respective frontiers.
It has since appeared that the lines of the neutral territory
were either imperfectly drawn or imperfectly

ment and the India

country properly looks for a wise management of its affairs. They ought to be well
paid for their work, for experience and knowl-

edge

and judgment are worth more than monBut for the mob of second and thirdrate lawyers from the country, and
sharp politicians of the lower sort from the cities, they
are largely paid now.
Two or three sessions
in Congress very often set them up for life.
ey.

understood. Hence the altered attitude of
the British government. It was iound that

Russia, in her plans of conquest and annexation, was bent on encroaching on the territory of Afghanistan; and it has for many
years been the fixed policy of Great Britain
to protect the Ameer in all his rights, and to
regard as a cause of war any attack on his
territory. The ultimatum of Great Britain
is: Russia may proceed on her career of conquest along the Amu and Sir, and so long as
she doe3 not menace Afghanistan or the principalities on the Upper Amu and others situated between Khiva and Afghanistan, claimed by the Ameer of the latter country, Great

The New York Herald,

Gen. Butlei’s bill to increase the salaries of
certain officers of the government only it
would go further. It says that the salary of
the Vice President and Speaker should be
$15 000 instead of $10,000 as proposed by
Gen. Butler’s bill. In speaking of the Vice
President’s salary, the Herald says that he
says that he was obliged to enter upon small

speculations

possible,

taken.

to abandon the

ground

it

had

has

that since the Crimean war, Great Britain
and Russia have been natural enemies, in

spite

of all

disguises.

Then Russia

was

hum-

bled and since that horn- she has been burning for revenge upon the only power that was
engaged in that work that has not since been
made to bite the dust. Great Britain is in
ths way of backing down, and may yield, but
it is not probable that Russia, supported a3
she is bv Germanv. will abandon her

city

as

ment of

electing

success

salary,

a woman as

City Physician

of Springfield Mass., attracts much attention
in the journals. It is agreed on all hands
that she is a faithful, efficient and capable officer, and she has introduced many reforms in
smalt matters connected with her office showing a considerable saving of expense to the
city as compared with the administration of

predecessors, who may have been
equally capable hut were not so careful and
painstaking. The medical profession seems

her male

to receive many more accessions of female

practitioners thau the legal, probably because
its duties are not of so public a nature. It is
undoubtedly a difficult task for these pioneers
of their sex to acquire a standing in their
chosen profession and requires much patience
and persistence, well supported by careful
study, tact and ability. Almost every considerable town in this country now has has one
or more woman physicians, and in
many instances they are achieving, as at Springfield,
distinguished success. We have here at least
oue

woman, Mrs. Bucknell—the widow of a

physician—with whom medicine has been the
study of a lifetime, who has love and etithusiatn for her profession, and who is quietly and
modestly winning business by deserving it.
We think such cases should receive encouragement and a helping hand should be extended to every woman who is honestly and
lairly trying to enlarge the sphere of usefulness of the sex in any honorable and respec table .calling.

The impression which quite generally prevails that the abolition of the franking privilege takes with it the free exchange of news-

examining,the act, to be
groundless. A proposition to require payment of postage on exchange papers was presented at the last session but failed of a passage. The act respecting the franking privilege is as follows:
Beit enacted, etc., That the franking
privilege be, and the same is hereby abolished, from and after the first of July, A. D.
1873, and that thenceforth all official c rrespondence of whatever nature, and other
mailable matter, sent from or addressed to
any officer of the government or person now
authorized to frank such matter, shall be
chargeable with the same rates of postage as
may be lawfully impose!
upon like matter
sent by or
addressed to other persons.
This does not
repeal the act of last session
w tc
nrovides that the
following matter
shall go free in the
mails:
papers seems,

on

ci^owlFy ?ntercWdedabe?wd

re"

sixteen" P'bllsbe,r3.
coi^fnfL'v ^
papers,*one E?/ pU,bll<?a*

and not exceeding
to be confined to
asingl..
tion. Weekly
to
tual subscriber within the
countv
same is printed and
shall not be required to distribute

published^

per* unless postage
usual rates.

is

^i,aC1

the

such"™
paid upon them
at

the

appear

|

that what

they

to

treat

them

a

car

small

gain dishoncs'ly
should only goto make up a fair day's wages
—is as short-sighted as it is deliberately immoral. We mean to insist on honesty from
members of Congress, and wc wish to give
them a fair chance of bciug honest.”
may

The Case of Ames and Brooks.

Washington dispatch states that thejjievalent opinion among the best informed memA

bers of the House appears to be that should
Judge Poland present a report demanding
the

mirnosp.

of the experi-

railroads

conductors—namely, giving

UUU

The very remarkable

his head above water

of salary commensurate with the demands
that the position brings. “Above all” “"says
the Herald “we believe that members of Congress should be shielded from the temptation
which a small salary begets. To treat them

Count Schouvaloff’s mission, it i3

understood,

keep

thus healed their wounded honor.

Washington Matters.
PATENT

FHE

expulsion
j/lVOO

ICC

of Messrs. Ames and
tl

HU

UU.

»

Brooks,

COMMISSIONER'S

REPORT

GOOD RESULTS OF THE CIVIL SERVICE

Commissioner Leggett of the patent office
bureau dunng the
reports the receipts of his
calendar

year

as

$099,726;

expenditures,

$665.595; and the balance now in the treasof the oflice,
$794,111.
ury to the credit
Eighteen thousand two hundred and fortysix applications have been filed, and 13,690
patents issued during the past year; the number of applications being fewer and of
patents
larger than the previous year—the commissioner says
inconsequence of a more tliorougli diffusion of patent office intelligence and
regulations, which has made applications,
though less in number, much better in quality. 1 he proportion of patents to population
ranges from one in every 829 persons in Connecticut to one in 45,935 in New Mexico.
The commissioner speaks favorably of the
new official
publication of his office, the
Weekly Gazette, which is in steadily increas-

ing demand, and in the highest terms of the
practical operation of the civil service reform.
His remarks upon the latter subject are as follows :

“The

rales for the civil sendee went into
I was
operation in this bureau iu May last.
not sanguine as to the wisdom of their adoption, but determined they should have a fair
and impartial test in the patent office. In the
examinations I have in no way interfered and
have expressed no preferences for candidates.
I believe the examination board have conscientiously framed their questions and conducted
their examinations with a single view of securing the best men for the vacant positions,
and the result has greatly transcended my exIt has stimulated to study and
pectations.
efficiency former employes, and has brought
into the office a class of intelligent, vigorous
aud enterprising young men whom it would
have been impossible to obtain by ar.y other
system. For this bureau the examiuers have
endeavored to test the applicants’ special fitness
for the vacant positions, and the questions
have been thoroughly practical. One hundred
and ninety-twojpersons have been examined for
promotion, seventy-four of whom have passed
above the minimum standard and forty-nine
have been promoted. Fifty-two have been examined for original appointment, twenty-two
of whom passed above the minimum and nine
have been
appointed. The operation of
the civil-service rules has certainly very greatly improved the efficiency of the working force
in the patent office.
The civil service is
clogged and impeded, however, by obstacle*
not provided against in the new rnies.
If ten
men are appointed to positions
to-day, nine of
whom prove to be well qualified, active, intelligent aud efficient, aud one barely above the
minimum in these requisites, it will bo found
that nine will develop into men of too much
spirit and enterprise to remain in clerical positions and will euter business pursuits of private life, whilst the tenth man probably goes
plodding along in the office, of less value probably than when first appointed, yet willing to
siay

new

Yviiuoui

auvancemeut

as

long

as

me

aud said he was apt
be a little abstracted when engaged in deep

tude, whep he apologized

to

thought.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Grand F alls

The Sunrise says a man near
froze to death about two weeks since, while m
state of intoxication.
The Sunrise says Welair Burgoyue of St. Bain
felling trees
sil, Madawaska, while engaged
for rift, had one bounce from the stump which
him
between
that and ancaught and confined
other tree, breaking his leg in two places and
terribly mangling his tlngli. He died in a few
hours.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
Oldtotvu was visited with a violent snow storm
Sunday afternoon. The storm extended within two miles of
Bangor.
a

Lysander Strickland, Esq., has been reelected
C°uticil of Bangor as City Director
of }u
the
Maine Central Railroad.

RULES.

At a row in Gleuburn last
Friday evening a
naan named Sherburne
belonging in Hudson,
and John Furbush of
Bradford, were badly
beaten, the former being unable to leave the
house. John Barleycorn originated the trou-

patent.”

appropriations.
The last but one, and one of the largest of
the regular appropriation bills,—the
sundry
civil or omnibus—was repotted to the House
Monday, having been substantially completed
by the committee Saturday. Its aggregate will
be above twenty millions,—several millions
less than the estimates, and among the most
important items will be all those for public
buildings throughout the country. A hundred thousand dollars was inserted Saturday
through the influence of Mr. Hale, for lifesaving stations along the coast of Maine,
New Hampshire, Massachusetts and North
and South Carolina, $150,000 for the Boston
and $93 500 for the Portsmouth navy-vards.
The committee denied appropriations to several of the local charitable inslitulions
have become dependent on the general government, and otherwise kept the total o! the
bill as low as possible. The river and harbor
appropriation bill is also all completed and
would have been reported Saturday had the

Stephen Dauforth, Esq., a venerable and well
known citizen of Lagrange, died on Saturday
morning at the advanced age of 80 years. He
wat highly respected by his neighbors and a numerous

circle of acquaintances.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

The store of G. M. Porter & Son, of Calais;
broken into on Monday night last, and
about $125 worth of goods stolen the-efrom.—
The burglars got into the store by breaking out
nearly the whole of one of the windows.
The Bowdoin Association of the East, con"
stating of graduates of Bowdoin College, resi"
dent in Calais aud vicinity, held their annual
reunion last Thursday evening at the International Hotel in Calais. Thirteen members of
the Association were present. Dr. C. C. Porter presided. After the transaction of some
minor matters sf business, the Association
elected the following officers for the ensuing
year: President, Hon. F. A. Pike; Vice Presidents, Dr. C. E. Swan and Dr. \\r. H. Todd;
Secretary, G. F. Granger; Treasurer, Chas. A.
Boardman; Ex. Committee, C. B. Rounds, C.
A. Boardman and L. G. Downes.
Mr. Octavius Watts of Jonesboro (Englishman’s River) had the misfortune recently to
break his leg while at work in the woods on the
Machias river. He was hauling a stick of wood
for the camp fire. It became wedged between
two trees, with a heavy strain of the forward
end, when the hook of the chain came out, and
the stick sprang back, striking Mr. Watts on
the ieg and breaking it. This wag done Saturday, and it was not until the next Wednesday
that it'could be set.
was

YOBK COUNTY.

The rooms of the York Institute, at Saco, are
«pened to thr public to-day.
The testing of the railroad bridges on the

Boston & Maine extension over the Saco river
took place yesterday. The result was satisfac-

tory.

The former, having proposed and matured
the bill, is unwilling to let it go out of its
hands, while General Garfield, as chairman
of the appropriations committee, insists that
his committee should at least know something about it, and how much it is to count
in the grand aggrigate of expenditures. After
half an hour's discussion of the point Saturday, Mr. Sawyer of the commerce committee
withdrew flie bill. Some of the most important items, as agreed on by the commerce
committee, are as follow’s:
Maine— St. Croix river at the ledge, $10,000;
Machias river, $12,000; Camden river, $1000;
Penobscot liver, $10,000; Kennebec river, $12
000; Portland harbor, $50,000; Richmond

'The True Basie of Success.
Fallacies aud frauds are short lived. Thev may
flourish for a little while, but the sober secondthought of the people condemns them and they perish.
It would take even tho “Lightning Calculator”
along
time to count the imitations and counterfeits of the
supremo tonic of the age, Hostettor’s Stomach Bitters
that have been brought out since the first introduction of that celebrated remedy. Thoy have collapsed
one after another, but the great vegetable
preventive

and curative is still on its disease-conquering inarch.
At this season, as the air becomes more and more
chilly.and searching vapors atteet the integomentsand
create unwonted pains in tlio stomach and
bowels, it
is oi the utmost importance to tone and
regulate the
system so as to enable it to bear up against the uncongenial temperature which produces these disturbances, Fever and ague, rheumatism, biliousness nervous prostration, costiveness and chronic
indigestion
are a lew among the
many disorders which yield
readily to this famous restorative.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

Sons of Temperance.
Portland Division No. 25, Sons of
notified that a special meeting will
Temperance
be bold at their ball this (TU23DAX’) Evening at 7J
o’clock to make arrangements for the funeral of their
late Treasurer, Mr. Benjamin Bel], which will take
place from the Chestnut street Church Wednesday
afternoon at 2 o,clock
I’er Order
febllsnlt
E. F. WAITE, Eec. Scribe.
Tlie members of
are

FCTR FAMILY USE.

Coun-

numerous

JOHN DUNCAN S SONS. New
Y«rk,
Agents for the Unite!
states.

oct1B_

codsnly

HIGHEST

THE

PRICE

paid for
At. &r St. Law fence Deterred
—

BY

Script

—

REMOVAL!

“lolim, Havana.
V 1
“J’ bj Lcwis clork»
Smith, Turks
Islands.
JACKSONS
ILLE—Ar
1st, sens James A Crool
Portland, Jan. 23, 1873.
Jan23biitf
Currier, Boston; Jos Fish, Hopper, New York
Ar 3d. sch J W Coffin, Strout, New York
BRUNSWICK, GA—Cld 4th,sch Ada Barker Sawyer, St John, PR.
Tke Front Office on the second floor in the Canal
SAVANNAH—Sid Sth, sch Lottie Ames, Ames, tor
Natioual Bank Building, recently occupied by MatKittery.
CHARLESTON—Ar Sth, sch Carrie Beimel!, Pinktocks & Fox.
i ham. Baracoa.
WILMINGTON—Cld Sth, brig Open Sea, Veazic,
Also rooms in the Third story. Enquire at the
Ponce, PR.
^atik
Below
Cth, brig C S Packard, Packard, Iroru Nadoc7sntf

tobeTet.

like those of all other American to vns
cities; that in every case the right of ap
peal to the federal courts exists, and that in
no instance is there
clashing ot juiisdiction.
Several glaring defects are pointed out in the
pending bill,.the passage of which, it is predicted, would produce confusion and business convulsion in Utah.

BANK. OF POKTLANIL
On, and after this date, the im lersigned will carry
on a strictly Banking business, at the
Banking
Rooms now occupied by the Second National
Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the “BANK
OF PORTLAND” and as such, will receive
Deposits
aud make Discounts, iu tlio regular course of the
Banking Business.
W. N. GOOLD.
Portland, June 24th, 1S72.
juu23ncwlt then sn tf
If you

vrant auice Phoiogtaph or Tin
go to A, M. McKenny/s Id Middle Street.
Ho warrents them as good as cau be made in Port-

Type,

land.

ago-eodtfsn

To CouMuuipiives.—Wiikor’a Coil Liver
Oil ake Lime has now been belore the public for ten
years, and has steadily grown into favor and appreciation. This could not be the case unless the preparation was of undoubted and high intrinsic value. The
combination of the Phosphate ot Lime with pure Cod
Liver Oil, as prepared by Dr. Wilbur, has produced
a new phase in the treatment of consumption and all
diseases of the Lungs. This article can be taken by
the most delicate invalid wiihout creating the disgusting nausea winch is such a preminent objection
to the God Inver Oil when taken without Lime.
This preparation is perscribcd by the regular faculty,
aud sold by the proprietor, wholesale and retail,
A.
B. Wilbor, Chemist, 1G6 Coui t St. Boston, and l>y

fcbl0eod3t

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CUSSED
SCMENCK’S PULMONIC SYRUP,
SCIIENCK’S SEAWEED TONIC,

amendments to the bill providing for a
bounty on foxes. The agricultural members
of the House looked upon this simple senatorial levity as out of place and that body insisted on its vote passing the bill to be engrossed. Poultry culture is one of the growing industries of the more remote farmers
and it is said by men who know,that the little
fox has inflicted great
damage upon the poul
try the past season.

SCHENCK .1 MANDRAKE PILLS,

only medicines that will cure Pulmonary
consumption.
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of the patieuf. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of the very

organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-tliiids of the cases of consumption. Many are
now complaining with dull pain iu the side, the Dowels sometimes costive and sometimes to loose, tongue
coated, paiu in the shoulder blade, feeling sometimes
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is aken lies heavilv on t.h« Rtomaoh. n^murmni.
ed with acidity and belching of wind. These symptoms usually originate irom a disordered condition of
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so
if
they take one or two heavy colds, and ifjtlie cough in
these eases be suddenly stopped, the lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death is the
inevitable result.
Sehenclc’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schcnck’s Seaweed tonic diss
v
the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the eto ach, digests easily,
nonrfshes the system, and crcatt
a healthy circulation of the blood. When the
', els are costive, skin
shallow, and the patient is < a
habit,
Sclienck’s Mandrake Pills arc required.
These medicines are prepaired by Dr. J. H.
SCHENCK & SON, Noitlicast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and for sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Boston, and John P. Henry, S College place, New York.
For sale by Druggists generally. septSsneodtf

bilious

DOLLARS

HALFORD

Coal

NIKE

al

DELIVERED.

the same

figure; and,

LEICESTERSHIRE

prevailing prices,
T-A-B-L-E

S-A-U-C-E-,

The best Stance and Relish
Made in any Fart ol the

Also

prime lot of Cumberland Coal

Egg

and

to suit

World

Stove.

a

a

The Kennebec Journal thinks that the Au
gusta murder to which Evans referred to in
his starling confession was
really the Strong
murder for which Doyle was tried and convicted in 1804 and sent to State Prison where
he died last summer.
“A Relic of Barbarism.”
A duel is reported to have taken place in
Panama some time since between two enterprising citizens of that place, the details of
which, though not in all respects in harmony with the code, are at least illustrative of
the gallantry of the old stock. Commodore
a wealthy banker of the place,
in collision with Captain Turner on a
certain occasion, and angry words ensuing,
the steel of the Commodore became tempered
to the flint of the Captain, and pistols were
named without a moment’s hesitation. Despite the attempted mediation of mutual
friends and the eager pleadings of their families, the two gentleman repaired to the appointed ground. On arriving at the spot it
was found that that Garrison had a navy revolver and Turner a Derringer, and in order
to settle this point of difl'crence they proceeded to cut for the choice of weapons. Turner
won the navy and Garrison the Derringer,
and after arranging the preliminaries they
took their stand three feet apart, and prepared for the deadly conflict. The duel had been

Saco.
___

STATE

NEWS.

E’-A.-IYM-Ia-Y

at the lowest

large stock

BOSTON—CM 8tb, sclis Sarah Pottdr, Wall, for
S B Hume. DJggins, St John, NB.
Ar 10th, sclis Powlowna, Webber, Lubec; J
Baker,
Johnson, Portland.
Below, sch L W Pierce, from Portland.
Cld 10th, ship Comet, Bray, New York, to load for
San Francisco ; sch Lizzie Poor, Dickey, Jamaica.

Charleston;

FOREBGIV PORTS.

At Cape Coast, Africa, Dec 23, barque Albertina,
(or Boston.
Pettengill,
At Gibraltar 15tli ult, barque Young Turk, Nickerson, from Boston for Malaga, repairing rudder.
At Bordeaux 7th inst, barque Hawthorn, Williams,
from Havre, to load for Buenos Ayres.
Ar at Liverpool 6th inst, ship Derby, Sprague, San

Francisco.
Ar at Queenstown 7th inst, ship M emu on, Baker,
San Francisco.
Sid fin Java 1st inst, barquorRcunion, Tucker, for
Boston.
Ar at. St TIimTan-R 9A1
Cadiz for Gloucester

lilt

livtcf

Allr»o

Pnm.ve

fi-ntn

j

cotltf

Pints

a

Jan 30, lat 27 45, Ion 90 44, sch Adeline Elwood*
from New York for Galveston.
Feb 6, lat 41 06, ion 67 48, barque Josephine, bound
North.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

30

....

Cents.

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS.

12 Piiie

DAYS

We will make to
any of

our

Impoteney,

measure

from

Thursday, February

Vmn!o

th,to

At

a

great reduction f:*or.: regular price*.

SCOTCH

SUITS, #35.

290 & 292

Brewery,

No. 7 Fore Street,

fea

Opposite Port-

CONGRESS

STREET.

Opposite Urelule House,

snlw

MARRIED.

To JLet.
commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate posession given.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO.,
Inquire of
No. 90 Commercial St.
Or of
W. W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.

THE

__sept!2sntf
Averill Chemical Taint Co.,

SOLD ByThe GALLON ONLY

!

ANl>

Aiiy Desired Shade

or

this city, Feb. 9, by Rev. Mr. Dalton, Michael
Clear and Mrs. Elizabeth Small, both of Portland.
In this city, Feb. 10, by Rev. Dr. Carruthcrs, Rev.
H. D. Powis of Quebec, Canada, and Mrs. Isabella
Harper ot Dunvon, Scotland.
In Oxford, Jan. 23. Jos. W. Foster, Jr., of Chicopee
Falls and Lottie A. Bridge of Mechanic Falls.
In North Raymond, Feb. 8, by Wm. Small, Esq.,
Lewis W. Rogers and Miss Alrneda Verrill, both of
In

Raymond,

In Rockland, Feb. 5,' Henry O. Davis of Rockland
and Hannah E. Stetson of Searsport.
In Rockland, Feb. 5, Isaac H. Ball and Miss Mercy

S. Weed.

DIED.
In this city, Feb.
years G months.

[Funeral

on

10,

Mr.

Benjamin Ball, aged 72

Wednesday afternoon,

at 2

o’clock,

at

the Chestnut Street M. E. Church.
In Augusta, Feb. 8, Nath’l Grey, late of Co A 8th

Me. Reg., aged 35 years.
In Foxcroft, Feb. 7, Sylvanus R. Jackson, aged 41
years. He served in the army with credit during the
war and lias since occupied many responsible official
positions in his town and county. He was a valuable
and respected citizen and his loss will be much felt.
In Waterboro, Jan. 23, Goorge Pitts, son of Nath’l
and Almira Pitts, aged 23 years 11 months.
Mark
the peifeet man, and behold the upright ; for the end
ot that mqn is peace.”
H. W.
%

PASMENGEBS.
In the Hibernian, from Liverpool—Mr Stevenson,
H L Smythe, M Caw, Mr Johnston, Jas Shields, Wm
Shields, John Mills, Mr and Miss llep’.er, Mr Hunter. Mr Holden, Capt Lawry, Com Street, Prof Had,
M J Taft, Mrs Ayrlsy, J L Foulds, Mrs Harper, Mr
French, and 91 steerage.

departure; opocean steameks
name

from

date
Feb 10
Feb 11
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 12
Parthia.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 12
City of Havana.New York. .Havana.Feb 13
Hiberniau.Portland
Liverpool.Feb 15
City of Montreal... .New York.. Livernool.Feb 15
Baltic.New York. .Liverpool_Feb 15
Aleppo.Bo ton.Liverpool.Feb 18
Java.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 19
Nevada.New York. .Liverpeel.Feb 19
City of Limerick... New York. .Liverpool_Feb 20
Moravian .Portland
Liverpool.Feb 22
St Lauricnt.New York. .Havre.Feb 22
Oceanic.New York. Liverpool.Feb 22
for

Henry Chauncey.. .New York.. Aspinwall...

Siberia.Boston.Liverpool....

a

WHITE
Color,

...

Prepared for

Immediate Application.

DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL,

ECONOMICAL.

—---

ftliiiiateirc Almanac.February II.
PY.
Sunrises.7.02 1 Moon rises.
Sun sets...5.28 | High water.10.45 AM

D. M.

83

se23-codtf

YEOMANS,
General Eastern Agent,
Comm"da> St. Portland.

MARIN^NWS.
PORT OF

BATCIIELOR’SIIAIBDYE^
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the worldThe only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; nodisappomtment: no
ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the
ill cfifccts of
bad dyes washes. Produces
Immediately asnnerb
Black on Natural Brown, and leaves
tlie inir
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W
A
" A‘
Batchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Proa \ r
ivrs i

The Press

as an

Adverrising

Mrdi-

am.

The attention of advertisers

called to tlio excellent and constantly improving condition of
the Daily
Press as an advertising medium. Its circulation
which has long been the largest in Maine has considerably increased during the past six months, and is
steadily and rapidly increasing. It goes to the very
best class of readers in Portland and
vicinity, is sold
largely on railway trains and steamboats, and is
found in all public placcB.
en
is

Court of

our Lord eighTuesday February,
year
teen hundred and seventy-three, the following matters having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinalter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof he
to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maino State Prcw
and Eastern Argus, papers, printed at Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at said Portland on the first Tuesday of March
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and bo
heard thereon, and object if they see cause.

POBTLAHB.

:TJoutlay, Feb. 10.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Hibernian, (Br) Watts, Liverpool 23d
ult—passengers and mdse to II & A Allan.
Sch Kittle Stevens. Anderson, Boston.
Sell Iris, (Br) Buchard. St John. NB—lumber to
C S Clark, and cedar shingles to Richardson & Cross.
Sch W R Page, Pike, Eastport.
Sch Adelaide, Chase, Macliias.

late of

Casco,

deceased.

AIIATHUSA LUNT, late of New Gloucester, deceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof,
presented by Henry L. Lunt, tbe Executor therein
named.
JOHN MARSH, late of New Gloucester, deceased.
Account presentod for allowance by Joseph Cross,
Administrator.

FRANCIS BLACKSTONE, latootPownal, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convev real estate
presented by David Grose and bamucl L. Tryon, Executors,
HENRY W. BROWN, late of Pownal, deceased.
First and final account presented for allowance by
Tristram G. Hutchins, Administrator.
LEVI A. CATES, late of Freeport, deceased. Report of Commissioners appointed to assign and set
out dower to Ellen A. Cates, widow of said deceased,
presented for acceptance an-i confirmation. Also, petition for li ense to soli and convey real estate, presented by Edward P. Oxnard, Administrator.
LOUISA II. COBB, late of Windham, deceased
Wid and petil ion for the probate thereof, presented
by James Alonzo Cobb, the Executor therein named.
EDWIN M. LIBBY & ALS, minor children and
heirs of Ebanezer II. Libby.late of Windham, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey real estate,
presented by Marietta P. Libby. Guardian.
THACHER YORK, late of Falmouth, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by Lucy S. York, the Executrix therein named.
JOHN W. THOMAS, late of Scarborough, deceased*
Petition for administration, presented by Lewis Pierce*

Steamer Franconia, Bragg, New York—Henry Fox.
Steamer New Brunswick, Piko, St John, NB via
Eastport—A It Stubbs.
Barque Sarah, Cheney. Buenos Ayres—A & S E

Spring.

Barque J F Pearson, Gould, Montevideo—R Lewis

# Co.

Sch Mary Louise, Simpson, Poucc PR—Phlnney &
Jackson.
SAILED—Barque Sarah; brigs Hattie E Wheeler,
A J Ross; sehs Hattie E Sampson, Abby Weld.

Brig Abby, from Boston, arrived of! Portland Light
Sunday afternoon, but was uuable to make port
owing to the strong wind, and she put oft.

C E \ T

tot, very Httractire,

one*

Those of our customers who have availed tlemnelves of the opportunity to obtain Bargains will
agree with us that we have only offered the'

of tiie

NORWICH, I'T.Feb.

17

PAIRLEE, Vr.
SO. NEWBURY, Vt.

19

B E S T

Gr O O I ) S

OF

j

17

EXTREMELY

21
wH7

FANCY

MAINE.

sou

—

50

TIES,
—

CENTS.

lawfully

was

married to
one John L. Gilman now or parts unknown
Jauuarv
20, 1858, that she has cohabited with said John L
since said marriage at said Portland: that
bv him
she has had twli children, both now
living, Charley
H. and Willie E. aged respectively l-l and It
years;
that since said intermaniage she lias ever
deported
herself as a chaste faithful and affectionate wife but
that the said John L. since said intermarriage and
particularly since the first day of January 18tfc3, has
contracted gross aud confirmed habits of intoxication; that since January 1, 18C6, said John L. although of sutfieut ability so to do, has neglected to
provide any suitable means of support for your libellant or either of her said children; that on the first
day of January 1871 said John L. wholly without
aoy legal and sufficient cause therefor, did utterly
desert yoyr libellant and her said children.
Wherefore and becanse just and proper, conducive
to domestic harmony and consistent wiih the peace
and morality of society your libellant prays that a
divorce from the bonds of matrimony, and* the custody of her said cldlddren may be decreed to her, ami
as in duty bound will ever pray.

ISKitl EiflBEtt

KID

1

CLONES !
continue to sell for

we

Sevonsty-five

STATE OF MAINE.
rs.—At thn. Sum-imp .Tutllpinl
begun and hem at Portland, within and *or said
on the second
County of
Tuesday of
February, Anno Domim, 1873.

Upon

Foregoing

Libel Ordered.
That the
Libellant give notice to the said John L. Gilman to apear befbre the Justices of our Supreme
the

Judicial Court lobe hoklcn at Portland, within and
for the County of Cumberland, on the second Tuesday of April next, by publishing an attested copy of
said libel, and this Order thereon, three weeks successively in the Maine State Press, a newspaper
printed in Portland, in said County of Cumberland,
the last publication to be thirty days at leas before
the setting of said Court, that he may then and there
In our saidCourt appear aud show cause if any he has,
why the prayer of said libellant should not be granted.

Attest:
A

true

thereon.
Attest:
febll

Libel,

copy of the

D.

HOSIERY !
Our whole stock marked down at

PRICES

EHE411TALED.

Corsets! Corsets! Corsets!
The

largest slock

to be

found, including every

POPULAR

MAKE.

We offer

Palmer'r Celebrated Jacqueline Corset

and order ot court

\

—

TO Tilt:

—

W. FESSENDEN, Clerk,

w3w7

BONDS.

TRADE

or

MAINE,

well as at retail, and desire to have an agent In
every Town Par tho sale of this perfect fitting Corset.
as

State of Maine

G’s

Portland

G’s

Bangor

G’s

Bath

G’s

Rockland

G’s

Cleveland, Ohio
Chicago

7’s

St. Louis

G’s

Maine Central R. R.

7’s

Northern Pacific R. R.

Gold

Atchison, Topeka & S. F. Gold

7’s

FOE SALE BY

&,

Swan
BANKERS

AND

BONDS
SALE.

Portland.6’s
6’s
Bangor
Cook County
7’s
....
7’s
Chicago
St. Louis.G’s
S’s
Dayton, Ohio
Leeds & Farmington R. R., guaranteed G’s
Portland & Rochester R. R.
7’s
Maine Central R. R.
J’s
Central R. R. of Iowa Gold
7’s
Chicago, Danville & Vincennes Gold, 7’s
Northern Pa.ifle R. R. Gold
7-30’s
Town Bonds.
The highest market price paid for
Auauuc a 01. uuwreiice n.

ferred Kent
BY

—

is.

lit*

Scrip.

—

Street,
dtf

_

work

Horses. Enquire of
JOHN 1>. FA It ROIV,
at lit) Commercial street.

liXchaiigc St.,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
•

Business the

THE

CARRYING

same as au

Incor-

Bank.

porated

Interest allowed on Deposits.
Dealers in Government Bonds.
Gold and Foreign Exchange.
Investment Securities constant-

ly

on

hand.

JauM

tt

BONDS.
Portland City
O's
Rockland City.6’s
Bath City.G’s
6’s
Bangor City
.....
St. Louis City
G‘s
Leeds & Farmington, (Guaranteed,) G’s
Maine Central,Consolidated.
7’$
Cook County, Illinois,
7’s
Wayne County, Illinois,
7>s
Iowa Central, Gold, •
7>s
iiviiuciu

i- aunt

■

■

HVlUf

i.oif 8

on

7»g

England, Scotland and Ireland.

Will. JE.

SALE

BY

WOOD, Ag’t,

Sept T-dtfl>_

07 Elehangt g|,

Hambnrgs, Mam burgs
KR5GGS & CO.,

OF THH

t'anndiannail United State* ITVail*.

Open this day

2000 Yds. of Edges and Insertions
which

shall cell at

wo

Passengers booked to London-

derry

and

Liverpool.

GREAT

Return. Tiofeiet?;

SEED

Call and

see

BARGAINS.

them.

Vi'e shall sell them very lev..

ilBSGOS-&
305 CONGRESS
fete_

CO.,
STREET.
dtf

TEae OKI Cniou
Passenger Ticket Agency!
Is

now as

heretofore at

NO. 191-2 EXCHANGE §TRE
—

WHERE

T,

—

TRAVELERS FOR CALIFORNIA
West, South and Northwest, may procure
Through rickets at the lowest rates, via the MJchiCentral and Groat Western (via
Suspension
ridge) Pennsylvania Central (via New York city),
Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, or Reck Island, Chicago & North Western, and all the principal and favorite routes to the Pacific Coast and all othor points.
For Tickets apply to tho Old Agency of

ftn

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
11) 1-3 EXCHANGE STREET.

MEAL!

j.in30(13wfstostf

PLASTER.”
2000

Bags Cotton Seed Meal
—FOB

9ALE BY—

KEHDALL * WHITiWY,

KENDAIX & WIIITNEV.

dtf

Portland,

and at

this

one

pricc9 that defy competition.

GREAT BARGAINS AT

12

l-2c, 20c, 25c,

HAMBCKGS

ninVLE

0()K
r J)

?

9

jm*

Mofiasscs.

HUDS. I’ltIME SAGUA MOLASSES In
store and for sale by

GEO. S. HIST,

Atlantic & St. Lawrence li. K. Deferred Kent Scrip

IOO
janU

^sigiia

111 COHMEBCUIi STREET.

...

&

flBALES'8.
_39_Maiket St.

JanlB tteod

!

tf
jan 24___

Swan

BCMBAV BEDSTEAD!

rn HE most useful thing out. It turns from a per1 fect bed to a handsome ornament 3 foot Msh,
hoi,line and ventilating the clothes perfectly. Call
THOS. P.
and soo them at

50c.

COYELL & COMPARY.

BOUGHT

HOVEE

of

ever

__

BKOWiVE * TBICKEF8

HAM BURGS!
the largest and best
day
WEline of open
Edges and Insertions
opened in

dir

feb3

____

shall

GROUND LAND PLASTER for
sa*c in barrels or bulk at the lowest cash

price by

fet>7

ribl0d3w__

rai'-VO pair good
A
Iebl0d2w*

A©. 40

Allan_Line.

•

Sale.

BANKERS,

Montreal Ocean steamship €0.
UNDER CONTRACT FOR

!

J. B. Brown & Sons,

FOK

PORTLAND.

JantO_

Bargains

feb8__lw

Exchange

Exchange

PERSONAL*

Per

Store is the Place for

W'est Wisconsin R. R., Gold,

H. M. PAYSON,

Notice.

‘olive With his brother and work
at the Bolling Mill, w ill send his
address to ‘the under agned, will hear of
something to his advantage.
A. PACKARD,
Address,
fi'liiodtw
Chelsea, Mass.

DAVIS & CO.’S

BROKERS,
eodtt

FOB

has

who

and be coaviuccd that

Barrett,

100 MIDDLE STREET.

*12

Learn the Prices,

7.s
7’s

Store,

Sec the Goods,

7-80’s

Central Iowa R. R. Gold

janll

Visit our

7’s

6’s
European & N. Am. R. R., Gold,
Chicago, Danville & Vincennes R. R.

cutors

man

*■<

D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.

C O T T O N*

the

Cents !

nrnF.ni Axn.

granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship
NORTH AMERICAN, Cnid. Scott,
Will leave this port for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, Feb. 13lb,
Executors.
immediately after the arrival of the Train of (he
previous day from Montreal.
CHARLES J. WTLLARD, lato of Cape Elizabeth,
deceased. First account presented for allowance by
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (acExecutor.
J.
Willard,
Benjamin
| coi diog to accommodations).$70 10 $S0
SAMUEL CHASE, late of Portland, deceased. AcPayable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
counts and private claims ngainst said estate, preH. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
sented for allowance, by Stephen B. Chaso aiul John
F. 1 Steerage Passage inward aud outward, and lor
I). Chase, Executors and Trustees.
Si .lit Drafts on England lor small amounts apply to
CHARLES T. CARRUTHERS, minor child and
JAMES L. FARMER,
heir of Charles E. Carruthers, lato of Portland, deNo.*® India Stieet.
ceased. First account presented for allowance by
Nov. 10th, 1872._nov20tf
Portland,
Guardian.
Horace Rogers,
DORCAS DEBLOIS, lato of Portland, decoascd.
Account presented for allowance by William H. Fessenden, Executor.
RIIODA A. HANNA, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereor, presented
by Wotthy C. Barrows and Rufus Decring, the Exe-

went down in the Portland
IFBoat young
two years ago with the
Dry Goods Banner,

2-BIJTTOH

OLit

MRS. J. L. GILMAN.

Jeremiah E. Andrews. Administrator.
GEORGE W. GOODRIDGE, lato of Westbrook,
deceased. First account presented for allowance by
FabiusM.Ray, Administrator.
MARY G. WOODMAN, late cf Westbrook, deceased. Second account presented lor allowance by
Charles M. G. Woodman auu Moses G. Woodman,

A

PRICES !

HEW)

(ALL

To the Ilonorablc Justice of our Muprcuic
Judicial Court next to be lioldcn at
Portland for mid within the C'ouutr of
Cumberland on the second Tuesday of
January 1873.
TFULLY represents Jane L. Gilman of

RESPE
paid Portland that she

LOW

19

febll

STATE

anil at

21

BELFAST, Me.
BANGOR, Me.
DEXTER, Me.

County.
ELIZA A. GOODR1DGE, lato of Westbrook, deceased. ^irst account present&l for allowance by

taken the room No. 11 Cahocn's
LADY
Blook, Congress st., for the purpose of having a
and PAINTING, if she meets
DRAWING
class in
sufficient encouragement. All interested aro invited
to call immediately. Hours 3 to 5 p. m.. all week
•
days except Mondays and Fridays.
Suitable references given.
feb71w

at

yard.

SO cents per

n.Via,™ /
So

S,

cents, worth from 50 to

40

bnYbb?'?

Public Administrator tor Cumberland

therein named.
CHARLES IIOSACK, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by Betsy Hosack, the Executrix therein named.
JOSEPH JOHNSON, late of Portland, deceased
Petition for allowance out of personal estate, present\
ed by Ann M. Johnson, widow of said deceased,
MARQUIS D. L. LANE, late of Portland, deceasand
claim
account
private
ed. First and final
against said estate, presented for allowance by John
W. Laue, Administrator.
SUSAN WAKEFIELD, late of Portland, deceased. Second a count presented for allowance by Rufus H. Hirklcy, Executor.
JOHN CUUTIS, late of Brunswick, deceased.
First ami final account presented for allowance, by
John Rogers, Administrator, with the Will annexed
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
A true copy of the original Order.
Attest, WM. K. NEAL, Register.
febll
_w3w7

N EW

A1 L

AUCTION AT

Will

and petition for tho probate thereon, presented by
Richard Cook, the Executor therein named.
OTIS WATKINS, late of Casco, deceased. Second
aud final account presented for allowance by Orin
Watkins, Administrator.
NATHAN CHURCH, late ot Naples, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by Nathan A, Church, the Execmtor therein named.
WILLIAM LITCHFIELD, late of Brunswicd, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey real
estate, presented by Lewis H. Litchfield, Adminis-

CLEARED.

on

TENNEY,

SOLOMON H. CAMPBELL, late of New Gloucester, deceased. Account presented for allowance by
Solomon II. Chandler, Trustee.

AT

Casco

1873.

trator.

OEIN HAWKES & CO.,

CAT TEE

FOR

20tli,

open

Persons interested in cither of the
hereinafter named:

DAVID

AND VESTS,

Anil

Ruufoiui Cueiiicai. Wokio.
Providence, B. I., Jan. 1.1873.
GEO. F. WILSON, Treai.
Office

LOT

2 5

tu
no
opportunity to
f<-'rtiuzcr
in fair competition with hia
The most liberal terms and
conditions will w ,.v
which will bo
known «

tendedtopiScluuwrs,

—

—AT*

p,ace a"'1 taae for «*. 'O’

say that he had

Ridlon, Guardian,

worth

FEED

will

SARAH E. HOPK1NSON & AL. minor- children
and heirs of Israel L. Hopkinson, late of Bridgton,
deceased. Account presented for allowance, by Jesse

PANTS

ONE

Yin,nat
artic,eJs
other productions have done,
";aa
,aU “T“it_-nee
V
thcooi1
„r the consumer,

meansorchcnb.rJWi

AT

12 1-2 (ENTS PER YARD.

of its value to them.
I shall make this proposition good.
The superphosphate made this will be more valuable than it was last year.
I will publish as heretofore the matorials of which
it is composed, anil the proportions of
each, aud I
will guarantee it to have been so made.
I have many letters from fanners who
bought at
auction last year, thanking me lor
adopting the auctioual plan, anil sneaking in the
tonus of the
highest
results obtained from the use of the
fertilizer,
th
a good one, and that it
will in
U

given

Winter Good*,

SUITS,

Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest ana best medical work
ever published, aud the
only one on this class of ills

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTIprice.
TUTE, No. 4 Bullinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B. The
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill and experience.
su
inar25-dly

Spring Session of this school

For Catalogues, with full particulars, address tho
Misses Symouds at their Reslddence.
feblltd

a

UNDERCOATS,

“SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVAa Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, NerThe

reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only §1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt cl

Street, Portland, Me.

Probate held at Portland, within
ATandoffor the County
of Cumberland,
the first
in the
of

TION,”

aud Physical Debility,Hypochondria,

Seminary !

on

A Rook Iof Every j?Iau.

vous

Ladies

Young

Estates

0

BURGS

•

Kate

Passed Gibraltar 12tli ult, Fidelia, White, Messina
for Boston.

PROBATE NOTICES.

50 CeutK.

......

Half Pint*

2

HA M

Cagliari.

The

JOS. II. POOR & BRO.

LOT or

—

year ago I concluded to sell my Super*of Lime to the fanners of New England
es where it was uot known, by auction, to the
highest bidder, in quantities agreed on beforehand,
proposing at the same time to pursue this course year
after year, until the farmers could become satisfied
About

Sale

.ball oat, tllbt Inorllin;,

©HE

Lime,!

Cumberlandl

[Latest by European steamers.]
Sid fru Liverpool 24tli ult, John C Potter,
McClure,
lor Callao.
Oft' Deal 24th ult, Kate Davenport, Duncan, from
Dundee for New Orleans.
Sid fm Weymouth Roads 11th, S A Blaisdell, Sawyer, for Cardenas.
Ar at Plymouth 21st ult, Jennie Eastman,
Herbert,
from Havre
New Orleans.
Ar at Cardiff 21st, Welkin, Snow,
Bordeaux,
(anl
ent out for Havana.)
Ski 24th, W infield, Miiler, Havana.
Ent out 20th, Jona Chase, Chase, for
Havana; 2lst,
Annie Torrey, Libbcy, Kavaua; Jas A Wright, Morrison, for Hong Kong.
Old at Swansea 20th, Orbit, Nash, Cardenas.
Ar at Messina 11th ult, Sparkling .Water, Dahl,
Nisida; 12th, La Ciguena, Vidulich, Sailsego; Clytie,
Dow, Plume.
Ar at Almerla Jan 11, James
Montgomery, Young,

of

All lirst-elass in

lcMsn

tj-s-is.

PUREST

in''his voice'to an excruciating key, repeated
his remark: “May it please the Court, I desire
an important
to call your Honor’s attention to
aroused himpoint in this case.” The judge he had them
before
self, rubbed his eyes, and
isn t itmostbreakopen cried out: “Wife, wife,
fast time?” The judge speedily awoke to the
reality that instead of being in his nest at home
lie was presiding over a case of great magm-

ters, Hopkins, Providence for NeV York; Nellie H,
Mallock. Eastport for do; Franklin, Chadwick, from
Thomaston fordo; Wm Arthur, McDuffie. Providence for Baltimore; E R Beckford, Harris, Portland

To ail

Manufacturers of

lawyer approached

Rock]

Portland 1

FOR THE NEXT

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

About 1009 feet of Turner Center bridge over
the Androscoggin river, fell in, Saturday, on account of the weight of snow; as we learn from
the Journal.
The Journal says the snow drifts on upper
Main street, Lewiston, are so high that all of
the houses, save the ckiinucy tops, are concealed on the streets behind them.
The Lewiston Journal tells the following
story: At one of tfie judicial tribunals in this
county, not long since, a case of some importance was being heard, but it bad been protracted beyond all reason, and the judge overcome
sat with
by the sweet oblivion of Morpheus,
in
eyes closed, evidently comfortably wrapt
slumber. The lawyer, who was arguing the
case, was considerably nettled by the circumstances, aud having reached a very important
partof his argument, raised his voice to a high
key and said: “I desire to call your attenliou,
may it please yo"r Honor, to an important point
in this case.” A heavy breathing, a sonorous
The
snore, were tlie only judicial response.
nearer the Court aud rais-

son.

by

—FOR—

The Lewiston Journal says Monday morning,
Arthur Belanger, a Frenchman, from Islet,
Canada, was accidentally killed while at work
on an excavation on the railroad in Auburn.—
He was examining a culvert, when teams drove
on, and about five feet of earth fell upon him.—
Mr. B. was about thirty years of ago aud leaves

widow.

PROVIDENCE—Sid 7th, sclis J K Howard, Howard, Portland; Andrew Peters, Hopkins, Port John-

at

every particular and guaranteed

land Co’s W orks.

the liberal patronage which it received.

Baltimore for Boston.

ot‘

AUCTION.

AT

Annual

couUnuu,‘- »'"1

AMMONIATED

! Superphosphate

RIOIITII

Orand

SPOKE1V.

Furnace

VARIOUS MATTERS.

rendered. In fact every feature of the entertainment was high toned and richly deserved

PHILADELPHIA—Ar Cth, sclis May Munroe,
Hall. Cardenas.
NEW YORK—Ar 8th, brig Juliet C Clark, Moore,
Milk River, Ja, 18 days; Glendale, Nichols, Cardenas
12 days; Prairie Rose, Griffin, Matanzas 10 days; sch
Pacific, Ginn, Rockland.
Cld 8th, barque John Wooster, Fish, lor Tamatave
Sound; brigs Jeremiah, Ford, Cardenas; P M Tinker, Bernard, Port Johnson; schs Dolly Varden,Allen,
Mosquito Inlet; David Wasson, Jones, Jacksonville;
Matthew Kinney, Barter, Charleston ; LA
Edwards,
Miller, Wilmington; Harriet Thomas, VanCleaf, Baltimore; Pilot’s Bride, Brewster. New Bedford.
Sid 8th, barque Nonpareil, for Montevideo; brigs
Mariposa, ior Stettin; Eva N Johnson, for Cardenas;
Lima, for Cieufuegos; Long Reach, for Havana.
Passed through Hell Gate 8th. sclis Wm
McCobb,
Horton, New York tor Providence; M Means, Webb,
do for Boston; VV J Parks, Bogart, Darien lor
do;
W D B, Lee, New York for Portland ; A P Stimpson,
Matthews, do for East port; S E Nash, Cole, do for
Providence; Gen Banks, Saulsburv, do for Boston:
Only Son, Meady, do for Gardiner; Alpha, Ryder,

Are the

itnu

crous

(ashore.)

vassa,

THE

TOE UTAII BILL.

are

Brig C S Packard, from Navassa for Wilmington,
got ashore on the Patchwork, 23 miles below the latter port, on the Cth inst.
U S steamer Seward went
to her assistance and it
was expected she would bo
got oil at high water.

Free Street.

74

OIJR

W'TLSO]SrrS

13 lor Portland
put into St Thomas Jan 23, with loss of tiller and

llo.NQa?cnSCO~CW
wSinsB br* Hob, Stewart,

removed to

OVERCOATS,

Ex-Representative Fitch of JSevada has prepared a long argument which will be submitted to the House judiciary committee Tuesday, against the Merritt bill, which makes
important changes in the federal statutes relative to Utah Territory, and which will be
considered by the committee that day. Mr.
Fitch replies directly to the allegations of the
Salt Lake lawyers in their memorial lately
submitted to the House, claiming that the
laws which they cite in support of their position have never existed, or have been repealed; that the civil practice, &c., of 1870
refutes the charge that the Utah legislature
has neglected to establish a wholesome general system of law; that the municipal char-

RE9IOBANDA.
Brig Atlas, Powers, from Cadiz Dec

DOUEMTIC PORTS.
30,h U,t- sbiP 0en Batler’

DU. C8I IHUES E. WEBSTER,
lias

Sell tl Means, of Stockton, 130 ton3, built in 1865,
newly sparred and relit ted in 1872, has been purchased by parties in Portland at $5700. Capt Fred
Dyer commands her.
Barque Fannie, 392 tons, built at Sedgwick in 1857,
has been purchased
by parties in New York at $8000.
Sch Na nta, of Bangor. 193 tons, built in 1860, has
been purchased by
Capt Jas Armstrong and oUiers,
at $10,000.

B EH OLD!

short of water.

W. E. WOOD, 67 Exchange St.
Janl4_sntf

MISCELLANEOUS.

__

Portland.
Ar at New York 10th, barque Fanny H Loring, Loring, Cuba.

and

LEHIGH

UUUJ/UUU
IjjUl
ilie House Saturday cleared tlie docket of
PATRICK McGLIIVCIIY Prop,
Logan pressedliisreportdemand- the cognnittee on claims of a large number of
del9
tin
ing the expulsion of Whittemore, the House private bills, agreeing t» the report of the
would not, under the strong pressure oi pub- committee in every case. Among the bills
dental Notice.
passed were those allowing Donald and Nalic opinion, have the courage to reject it.— thaniel
REMOVAL.
McKay of Boston, Larrabee and AlBut if, on the contrary, the report only reclen of Bath,-the Portland Company, and Geo,
MACALASLER
W.
Lawrence of Maine, to go to the court of
BROS.,
ommends censure, or questions the power of
claims with their demands for extra compenthis Congress to act on the conduct of memDENTISTS,
sation for light draft monitors built for the
Have removed their office to Rooms over George W.
bers when in previous Congresses, or i3 not
government in 1864.
Whittier’s Drug Store, Congress Square.
decided in its tone, a discussion will end the
Brisbane’s pneumatic tube, in process of
Dr. Macalaster is now ready at his new office to
wait on those requiring his prolessional servicer
matter.
construction from the Capitol to the printEntrance to Dental Rooms,
ing office has filled with water at one point
Since the confessions ofEvans, the North' where it was necessary to depress it, and has
392 Congress Wtreet and 95 Free Street,
been crushed in another because it was not
wood murderer, there is no one that will not
sntf
nov7
PORTLAND, ME.
strong enough to resist a few feet of earth in
rejoice that Doyle who recently died in our the trench.
The appropriation of S15,000 is
PIANOS. “WEBER” and other emiState’s prison, where he was confined on
exhausted, all the debts have been paid, and PIANOS.
nent makers,
been abandoned for the
charge of having committed a crime similar to workkas
present,and
PI ANOS. Sold by ED. B. ROBINSON,
all efforts of the
company are conce itrated
those confessed by Evans, was not executed.
5 Cnlioon Block, opposite City Hall,
upon securing the passage of Senator WilHe was once on the point of being hung, but son s bill
AT REDUCED PRICES’ comly
authorizing a tube from New York
Vl7
to Chicago.
his sentence was finally commuted to imprisBONDS !
onment for life. There have always been
Steep Falls, Feb. 10,1878.
BONDS of western cities and enmities, 10
many reputable persons in the State who
per cent,
interest and principal payable in the east.
To the Editor of the Press-:
Private
have doubted his guilt, and if he had been
as woll as public reached.
Debts very small
properly
The entertainment given last week by the
in proportion to property and therefore
easily paid.
hung he would perhaps have added another
Careful investors are invited to call and examine tlic
young people of Steep Falls was in every reBones. L iws and Decisions of the courts upon such
to the list of Evan’s victims.
spect a perfect success. The programme, con- securities and will find them very sale. Tnere is
The Maine Senate laid aside its long re- sisting of an Allegory, Tableaux, Drama and nothing better.
CHARLES M. HAWK US,
febGsntf
2S Exchange st., Portland.
puted dignity the other day and hugely Farce, was brought out in a manner creditable
the
to
while
was
professionals,
singing
finely
amused itself in attaching a number of ludi-

Garrison,

Worcestershire Sauce

the
SS!fd2Sto#:ol1
Imitations ottered for sale.
toneits and

I

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

scha A M Chadwick, and Belle Hardy, for

affected,

which Gen.

came

:

tanzas.
Cld 9th,

for New York.

Island, $60,000.

ters
and

CAUTION

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.)
Ar at Baltimore 10th, barquo Andes, Davie, Ma

1EBBIW’

‘'EA A

druggists generally.

whiajk

committees on commerce and appropriations
been able lo settle their old controversy as to
which should have charge of it in the House.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

ble.

ap-

pointing power under pressure of outside influences can be induced to retain him. By this
process a comparatively worthless sediment accumulates in the bureaus, depressing its character and increasing the expense of the civil
service. If the civil service commission can
invent a broom that will effectually sweep out
this sediment I shall deem it worthy of a

serve

proved a failure, and so
if Russia will not yield or Great Britain again
bow the knee, war must be the result.
It seeni3 as if this question might, be easily settled by arbitration and possibly it may
yet be so arranged, but it will be remembered
now

to

and says that his successor in order to prehis clear record should have an increase

Britain will not feel bound to interfere. Count
Schouvaloff, a trusted favorite of the Czar,
was despatched to London to explain the situation and to induce the British government,
if

warmly endorses

gotten up so hastily that no seconds had been
provided, and it was accordingly agreed that
one, two, three, slowlv and deliberately repeated by both, sbovld be the signal. The
word having been
given the duelists lifted
their weapons and in
doing so, Turner's navy came in collision with his opponent’* face
and missed fire, aud Garrison’s Derringer exploded under Turner's arm and set his clothes
on fire.
Both men set to work to extinguish
the incipient conflagration, and after having
accomplished this, they shook hands Fnd

BY
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dent Hersey in the chair.
W. S. Small, John H. Davis, Enssel Lewis
and John W. Decring, proposed at a former
meeting, were elected members of this Board.
The President said as this was the first
meeting
of the Board since its annual
he

THE 1‘itESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Feseenacn Bros., Marquis,
Robinson, Branell & Co.‘
Andrews,Wentworth, Glendennin;; Moses, RenderBon, and Clnsholm Bros., on all trains that run out of

organization
short statement.
Under
arrangement, lie would be unable

thecity.
At Biddeford, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdon.
At WaterviUe, of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham, of News
Agent.
At
At

wished to make a
the present

to attend to all the business of the
position, especially as the President of the Board of Trade
is chairman of tlie Board of

Bath, ot J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of AY. F. Stauwood,

should take up the entire spare time of one
man.
If this change is not made there is noth-

ing left but for mo to retire.
Many remarks have been made about the
failing business of the city and mnoh discouragement occasioned thereby. This is all wrong

Temperance—Special Meeting.

I have taken especial
and needless.
pains to
investigate, and find that the business of the
city is steadily increasing. The influence of
the Board of Trade lias always been in favor of

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Young Ladie3 Seminary—12 Pine street.
Probate Notices.
State of Maine—Jane L. Gilman.
Bebold—Wilson’s Superphosphate ot Lime.

progress, of a judicious, liberal policy, and has
been felt. The Board of Trade is
doing much
good for the city, and I think it is destined to
be still more important.

County 8. J. Court.
J., PRESIDING.
Friday.—Margaret Moulton vs. Samuel Page.
Forcible entry and detainer. Verdict guilty.
Burbank.
Clifford,
Vorli

VIRGIN*

The President also

Thiug vs. George F. Thompson ct al. Action on a prommissory note for $60.40.
Luther
Thompson, one of the defendants, consents to be defaulted. George F. defends on the ground that his
name was procured by fraudulent
representations.

FEBRUARY

thought that a committee should be raised to
look after the matter and when a building is
being [built in a suitable locality, that rooms
should be provided tliereiu for a Merchants Exchange, where the merchants of this city may
meet everyday for the transaction of business.
He said that this would be a great convenience,

I. S. & H. Kimball.

_

*

Superior Court.
CIVIL

TERM,

BEFORE

JUDGE

SY-

MONDS.

Monday.—Warren Sparrow vs. Charles F. Bryant.
Assumpsit on a promissory note for $404.60. Defendfiles an account in setofl to the amount of $240.13.
Of this account the plaintiff admits$18.40, but claims
that the remainder be is not chargeable with. Jury
out when court adjourned.
Butler & Fessenden for plff.

ant

he had in his own experience, been obliged
to run all about the city to find men, whom, if
as

this arrangement hgd been in
have found without difficulty.

Frank for deft.

John AY. McDuffee vs. S. D. Bruce
et al., tried at the December term by the Court without the intervention of a jury, decision was rendered
In the

case

for the defendants.
Strout

practice,

he could

Then in regard to the Board of Manufacturers, he thought that some action should be
taken at once.
A vote was passed that the matter be refer
red to the managers of the Board of Trade.

of

Hopkins for plff.

urged the necessity

of providing a published report of the statistics of the
business of the city. It is a
burning shame that
this lias not been attended to since the fire.
Many have spoken of it, and he trusted the
matter would be looked after.
He further urged the necessity of a more
suitable room for a Merchants Exchange and

F.

_

that a change should he made in the
The two boards are in a measure
and tlie chairmanship of either hoard

different,

AUCTION COLUMN.
Groceries a d Store Fixtures—F. O. Bailey & Co.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Mechanic Assembly—Lancaster Hall.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

Verdict for defendant.
Clifford.

thought

regulation.

IVcw AdTe-Dny,

Henry

Manufacturers,and

he

CITY AND YICINITY.

Sons of

Portlnml nml Kcnucbcr.

special meeting of the Board of Trade was
held yesterday afternoon at four o’clock, PresiA

& Gage for defrs.

Mr. Dana

thought that ab many slur3 have
appeared against this Board of Manufacturers,
he would say that the Boar! was not organized
to furnish capital for new manufactures, but to
act as a sort of Deception Committee to meet
men who came here
proposing to establish a

Brief Jottings.
The cold old times have come again.
The Cumberland Association of Congregational ministers meet with Rev. M. H. Williams at ten o’clock this morning, in the church

study. Public services at Plymouth church
this evening at 7& o’clock. Sermon by Rev Mr.

business.

The Board had not met- with the
success it expected, hut there have been several
reasons for this.
One is the high taxes of the
city. It is not only that those who establish a
new enterprise here are exempted from taxation for five or ten years, hut they generally
have more capital, which is taxed.
Another
reason is the competition that is raised by other towns.
The fever snrond nearly nil over t.hn
State at the same time we began here.
The
Board received from the city about $900.
We

Ferris of Gorham.
An item is going the rouuds of the
exchanges
to the effect that a Kentucky
dog weighs 118

pounds. AVe have one in Portland which tips
the scales at .140.
Robinson took out a party of fifty to the
Kirkwood House last evening, in his barge
seekers were armed and equipped with hot
bricks, overcoats aud shawls, thus proving'
themselves sensible people. This evening fortyIn view of the many excurpersons go out.
sions to the Kirkwood, it is suggested that due
notice he given to the proprietor so that he may
make seasonable arraggements.
One of' onr city washerwomen aroused a

$450,

and have about $400 left.
Mr. G. W. Woodman said that the hoop
skirt factory, an outgrowtii of the Board of

spent

some

Manufacturers,

occupying a room in his
Middle street, 90x120 feet in
size, and wore at present working about 100
girls, and he thought they were increasing rapbuilding

new

family up town at an early hour 'ou Sunday
morning last. Peter and the dog answered the

were

on

idly. He afterwards spoke
bankrupt law, and thought

of the repeal of tho
that the Board of
Trade should remonstrate against it.
Mr. A. K. Shurtleff said that when he first
heard of the repeal he thought he should favor

loud

summons, but the kitchen tire was unno water
hot, and besides
the poor woman who had lost a day somehow,
was informed that they had concluded to wash
on Mondays hereafter.
A letter from the West dated Jan. 27th, was
received in this city yeaterday, stating that the
number of persons frozen to death thus far discovered in Minnesota and that region amounts
to seven hundred!

lighted andof course

street yesterday afternoon,
resulting in
the wreck of a provision wagon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ashhel Cram arrived home

it. What he would have was au insolvent law.
He agreed with Mr. Woodman in wishing for
some law to bring people to the mark.
In the
bankrupt law it takes the greater part of the
assets of a bankrupt to get his estate settled.
If the bankrupt law is repealed let ns have an
insolvent law'.
Charles H. Haskell, Esq.,said that he agreed
with Mr. Woodman in his views, and thought
that we should not have the bankrupt law re-

Saturday evening, by

pealed, in the hope of getting

There

was

a

collision

and

a

Myrtle

the

smash-up

ou

insolvent law.
We tried that once in the matter of the Recip-

Trinearia to New

York.

rocity Treaty,

Dr. S. H. Tewksbury has purchased the
Isaac Ilsley place iu Deering, and is
making
quite extensive repairs, with a view to taking
up his residence there iu the spring.
The calico bail is tbc great topic of interest
about town, and if ail go wiio say they are
goiag, City Hail will not begin to contain the
crowd.

greatest

land..

about to come to an eud.
The fellow who put
his summer clothes on the strength of the
prediction has intimated au intention to punch
the head of the false prophet if he can find the
black-hearted wretch.
A large and appreciative audience witnessed
the concluding rendition of the “Union Spy”
at City Hall, last evening. The Grand Army
have had four highly successful nights, and we

treasury

is

1

abundantly replenished

^P

.3

Aldermen, and

the regular monthly meeting of
the Commou Council took place last
evening:
IN BOARD of mayor and aldermen.

The Judiciary Committee reported leave to
withdraw in the matter of petition of the Cumberland and Oxford Canal Company.
Report

accepted.
Leave to withdraw was reported on the petition to widen Emery and several other streets.
Leave to withdraw was reported on the petition of W. H. Walker, for damage to
carriage
hy B. &. M. E. E. Co., satisfaction having been

acknowledged by petitioner.
License was granted to Norris,

Hull & Co.,
place a steam engine in tbeir shoe factory on
Newbury street.
The Committee on Drains and Sewers reported the construction of several proposed sewers
inadvisable, and recommended that the peto

titioners have leave to withdraw. Accepted.
The Committee on Drains and Sewers reported the construction of a sewer on Brown street
advisable.
Bill of Wm. H. Hubbs, amounting to SCO,
for services in small pox cases in 1871 and 1872,
was referred to the
Committee on Judicial
Claims, with power.
The order relating to the contract made by
Eben Corey in behalf of the Committee on

Streets,

sidewalks and bridges, which camo up
from the Council,was laid on the table, concur-

rently.

The order from the Council relating to the
Beaks Island Ferry Co. subsidy was laid on the
table.

Orders Passed.—That the City Treasurer pay
on application of 'the B. & O.
E. E. $30,000,
that sum having been legitimately expended in
1he construction of the road.
That A. J. Hart
be paid $75 for
damage by sewer on Bine street.
That J. C. Sheridan be paid $100 for damage
street.
on
Bine
That the City Treassewer
by
urer be authorized to issue six per cent, twenty
years bonds for $5,000, said sum to be added to
the appropriation for streets, sidewalks and
sewers.
That the City Treasurer pay to tlie
Beaks Island Ferry Co. $250 for the current
year, in aid of a landing at Bortland, payments
to cease if the ferry ceases
running. That the
City Treasurer he authorized to issue twenty
year six per cent, bonds for a sum necessary to
defray the salaries of school teachers, said sum
not to exceed $2,000, and a further sum of
$2
500, to defraj the ordinary school expenses
That the order passed hy the City Council iii
December, 1871, giving the Beaks Island Ferry
Co. $2.30 per annum in aid of a landing he re-

scinded.

Adjourned.

IN COMMON COUNCIL.

Ordered, That $250 he paid to the I’eaks Is-

Co. for the current year, in mainof a landing in Bortland, agreeable to
the vote of Deeember, 1881.
The order introduced that the contract made
hy Ebon Corey, as ehairman of the Committee
on Streets, sidewalks and bridges, and signed
by him instead of the committee, in behalf of
the city, with Edward Moore, and dated Oct.
24th, 1871, is hereby ratified and confirmed,was
referred to the Committee on Streets sidewalks
and bridges.
land

Ferry

tenance

Various papers

were

passed in

concurrence.

Adjourned.

Hall.

This company is well known

to Bolt-

land, aud it3 merits require but brief mention
in a city in which it is
so great a favorite.

only about $12,000 cf the stock is outstanding—the whole amount being $239,000 which is

and

to he surrendered at the rate of two shares for
It is sugone of the Portland and Kennebec.
gested that some limit ho put to the time when
the residue of the stock can be converted. T be
$714,000 above named also includs nearly $200,000 of tlie second mortgage bonds of the Kenneand interbec and Portland Bailroad Company
The amount outs taming of first mortgage
est.
.bonds of the Kennebec aud Portland is $217,300; balance of funded interest bonds $19,211;
Portland and Kennebec six percent, consolidated bonds, $1,161,100; Yarmouth stock, $10,800
of the $1,202,200 consolidated bonds about $1G2,000 come from Yarmouth stock, which ex-

changed aud cancelled the original amount being $202,100, and the loan in 1801 of $100,000
procured at the Portland Savings Bank to purchase grounds in Portland has been
paid the
last year.

The old hoard of Directors were re-elected.
The Homeop athic Ward.—As will be. seen
by the following letter, the petition for a homeopath* department in the Maine State General Hospital has not yet been decisively acted
upon:
Mr. Benjamin

Sin:—I have the honor to iuform you that at
Directors of the
Maine General Hospital, held Tuesday afternoon, February 4tli, the following vote was
passed relative to the petition presented by
you:—
Voted, That the Directors consider it beyond
their province to take any decisive action on
the questions involved in the petition for a
homeopathic department in the hospital; that
the matter be therefore referred to the corporation at its next meeting; and that the petitioners be assured that the subject shall receive respectful consideration, and that final action
will bo taken before the hospital is prepared to
receive patients.”
Frederic Hurry Gerhish,
a

meeting of tlie Board of

Secretary.

keeper, but it
hy the refusal

not unfrequeutly happens that
of promotion by an assistant,who
is located to his mind, the new “examinee” is
given charge of a light station. The examination is not hard.
To read, write and cypher in

elementary arithmetic, to be of moral character
anil industrious is all that is needed. To insuie
promotion in tho light house service, persons
commend themselves to the Light House
Board, through the Inspector of Light Houses.
A strict performance of duty is the only way to
do this.
The office is permanent and depends
must

upon no change of administration. The salary
of principal keeper ranges from $560 to $820
per year, quarters aud fuel,iu some cases,found.
It sometimes happens that the children of the
principal are appointed his assistants; and tnis
is done to ensure attention to duty, as well as
domestic tranquility at. a light station.
There

light statious

tiie coast of Maine worth
to the principal aud his family say $3000 per
annum, besides time to cultivate garden spots
aud mow upland grasses, if so minded; or, if
not disposed to go into
horticulture,time enough
to fish or to do any other business which does
not interfere with the prompt and correct discharge of duty as light keeper. Parties desiring to enter the light house sendee need only to
present themselves ror exam»u«twu -<r m® inspector’s office. Mai cli 11th next.
on

Heath of an Old Citizen.—Mr.

Benjamin

Bell, well and favorably known to our citizens,
died early Monday morning at the age of 72
The deceased was a
served Ills time with
Owing to infirmities
he has been unable to fully pursue his oecupapation for many years. He was au early,active

years and six months.

painter by trade, having
the late Marcus Quincy.

and faithful member of tlie Portland Division
of Sons ol Temperance, having joined that organization in 1850, and for seventeen years has
Ho was a
been Treasurer of the Division.
member of tlio Chestnut street M. E. church,
andiu all the relations of life sustained [an estimable character. About a year ago he lost
his wife, with whom he had lived in sweet
for more than fifty years. Since
that event he has been gradually failing, and
he sank away quietly'and peacefully at 4 o’clock
Monday morning. His funeral will take place

companionship

to-morrow at 2 o’clock from the Chestnut St.
M. E. church. The Division ef which he was a

meeting
evening
arrangements for the funeral.

member will hold
make

a

this

to

Deceased.—Capt. Charles E. Williams, well
known as the accommodating agent of the
freight department of tho Portland and Boston
steamers, died on Sunday'. He has liecu ill fur
a

mouth

or

two

past.

Capt. Williams was the last of tea children
of the late Capt. John Williams of
happy mem-

ory, and he has been attached to the Portland
Steam Packet Company for about
twenty-eight
years. Hlie was the clerk of the propellor
“Gen. Warren,” aud after the establishment o
the side-wheel steamers he was appointed Agent
of the city freight
tion he has served

in which posifaithfulness and urban-

department,

with,

company and the public. Capt. W.
leaves four sons, two of whom are in tho employ of the company above named.
The flags of all tho steamers in the harbor
yesterday were placed at half mast in token of
respect for the death of Capt. Williams. Tho
fuueral will take place from his late residence.
Itev. Mr. Bailey, late of this city', is to offitho

ciate.

Augusta Railroad Co. was,

Farrington,

.iiiv uuu ium streets,
occupien
by Amos C/ipps ami owned by the Boston and
Maine. The fire was occasioned by an overheated stove funnel coming in contact with
woodwork. The flames were quickly extinguished, and the damage was slight.
lnu Luriitr ui

Thermometeical indications, cor. Danforth
and Emery streets: Thursday, Feb. G, 187:3—
7J a. m. 14°; 12 m. 33°; 4 p. in. 35°; 12 p. ill
29°. Friday, 7th—7 a, m. 24°0 12 m. 35°; 21
p. m. 38°; 12 p. in. 32°.
Saturday, ^th—71 a.
m. 32°; 12 m. 42°; 3} p. in. 13°; 12 p. m. 30°.
Sunday, 9th—GJ a. m. 24°; 12 m. 36°; GJ p. m.
20°‘. 9 p. in. G°; 11 p. m. 1°.
Monday, 10th7 a. ill. 3°; 9 a. m. 4°; 12m. 10°.

motion

on

of Mr.

tabled.

A joint Committee

of

Conference

was

ap-

pointed ou the hill amending chap.-3, sec. 5,
consisting of Messrs. Whitmoro of Hancock,
Shaw of Penobscot and May of Kennebec.
A communication was received from the Secretary of State transmitting the report of Rev.
I. K. Mason on Prison Reform; referred; also
the report of tho Soldiers’ Orphan Home of

Bath;

referred.
Orders Passed—(By Mr. Kimball)—That the
committees of the Legislature be instructed to
report finally on or before tho 18th inst.; (By
Mr. Smith)—that the house concurring both
branches finally adjourn on Saturday the 2-a
inst. at 1 o’clock p. m. This order was discussed and Mr. Kennedy moved to amend hv substituting the 27tli inst,; carried.
The Coburn Land Co. hill was largely discussed ou its passage to be engrossed. Mr. Far-

rington offered an amendment,which was adopted, and the hill passed to he engrossed. Ad'

journed.

HOUSE.

In the absence of the Speaker, Hon. William
W. Thomas, Jr., of Portland, was elected
Speaker pro tern.

Papers from

the Senate were

disposed

of in

concurrence.

Head and Assigned—Resolve iu favor of a
road in the town of Shirley; hill to define what
shall constitute pauper
supplies; resolve in favor of a road iu Mount
Chase; to incorporate
the Dixheld oheese factory; to authorize I. H.
I
Morrow et als. to extern! wharf at Bowdoiiiham; to prevent the casting of sawdust, edgings, &c., into Seven Mile stream, town of Waterford; to incorporate granite aud manufacturing company; additional to chap. 9, li. S.,
relative to the Penobscot Indians; resolve additional to chap. 103 of resolves of 1SG7, relative to Indiun affairs; resplve relative to the
Indian s-hool on Oldtown Island; resolve relative to the assessment of taxes upon the towns
of Sbormau aud Linue.uS.

Bills, Petitions, <tc., presented and referred—
Petition of F. Plumdone for State pension; of
H. J. Tabor et als. of Belmont, alsu of D. B.
Cobb et als. of Dixmout, iu aid of bill for extension of George’s Valley railroad; of Selectmen of Monticello for aid to
repair road; of I.
M. Strickland for deed of lot of land; hill to
the
Oriental
incorporate
Lodge of F. & A,
Masons; to assist graduates of all high schools
to obtain a collegiate education: to amend sec.
I, chap. 378, private and special laws of ISiG;
petition of S. R. Hastings relative to State
Board of Agriculture.
Passed to be enacted—Bill relating to tho
of names of persons; to amend sec. 15,
chap. 59, R. S., relating to marriage.

change

The resolve iu favor of S. F. Walker, indefinitely jiostponed in the House, came back from
the Senate, passed to be engrossed, Tho House
refused to concur by yen and nay vote—44 to 36,
and adhered to its former vote.
An order passed the House referring all new
matter introduced after
islature.

to-day

to the next

Leg-

Adjourned.

Slight Fire.—The alarm of fire yesterday
morning was caused by the sight of flames issuing from a small story and a half house on

MATTERS IN MAINE.
Drifted to Sea.
Camden, Feb. 10.—An unknown vessel that
harbored here last night was sesn this morning
drifting out to sea before a heavy gale.
ft'rozcn Up.
All the mills and factories on the stream are
stopped on account of the water wheel befog
choked with anchor ice, a thing of rare occurrence.
3ud(Icu Death.

Waterville, Feb. 10.—Wm. M. Maxwell a
boot and shoe dealer of this place, died sudden-

ly this evening while attending a Masonic
meeting. He was taken with a fainting fit and

few minutes.
Fire at Ilallowcll.
Augusta, Feb. 10.—In Hallowell, at about 8
The second term of Kennedy’s dancing acad- .’ o’clock this
evening, a dwelling house owned
emy begins at Army and Navy Hall, Thursday
and occupied by Mr. C. M. Campbell, was deevening. A better opportunity to take lessons stroyed by fire. The furniture was mostly savin dancing does not often present itself to our
ed, Loss and insurance unknown.
citizens, and we understand that many propose
to avail themselves of it.

lived but

a

MASSACHUSETTS,

M1SCEEI.ANEOUS noxio.es.
Remember the sale of

a

fine Piano by J. S.
at 3 o’clock at 22

Bailey & Co. this afternoon
Exchange street.

The most nobby “turn-outs” seen in tlie
streets of Portland, comes from the Plum
Street Stables. They have several first class
trotters in their splendid livery stock. jau28-tf
Advertisers naturally seek tlio means for
reaching the largest number of readers, and
those of the best quality. The Daily Press
fills the bill in both particulars better Ilian any
other daily journal in Maine.

BY TELEGRAPH.
AUGUSTA MATTERS.

The

House Service.—Au examination

$420 to$500 ptr annum, with quarters and, in
some cases, rations and fuel
supplied. Parties
on first entering are graded as assistants and
take their chance for promotion to priueipal

are

Kingsbury,

Jr..

Augusta, Feb. 10.
Smith’s Railroad.
Committee, on Thursday last
on the Buckfield
& Oxford

F. O. J.

Whale’s Back and Isle of Shoals, but others
will probably arise before the end of Spring.
The salary of assistant keepers ranges from

ity

Great Consolidation.—This evening Dele,
banty, Hengler & Spaulding’s great consolidation company,consisting of Deiehanty & Heugler’s comic artists, and Spaulding’s complete
troupe of Swiss bell lingers, plays at Music

This embraces the whole amount of Somerset
and Kennebec railroad stock when converted—

[Special Despatch to the Press.]

of persons desirous of entering the light house
service as light keepers will be held at the Inspector’s office in this city on March 11, 1873.
The vacancies now existing arc assistants at

I
Affairs.

tolnature November 1st, 1870. Prior
to maturity funds to pay the loan were deposited in Boston, and only $8000 remain unpaid
simply because the bonds have not been presented for payment.
There are at this date, 161 stockholders, holding 7,209 shares. The amount of stock standing on the hooks January 1st, 1873, ii $711,100.
which was

enough jo

%

Light

readi ngs in connection with the lec-

City

the road

Adjourned.

appearance demonstrates that voyaging agrees
with him.
The closing lecture of the Ferry Village
course was given last night by S. T. Pullen,
Esq. Consul Murray gave some of his always

sropi'nl li-mnt.'nrr

bankrupt

law were not great
warrant the law.
The resolution was passed,

stolen from the hoy’s father.
Prof. E. W. Hall of Colby University, returned from liia European trip, in tho Hibernian,
arriving Sunday night. His hale and hearty

A

unless it is amended.
Mr. Haskell again urged in favor cf the bankrupt law.
Mr. W. S. Dana thought that the benefits of
the

took place at the corner of Park and Commercial streets
yesterday
afternoon. It was a square and comfortable
little fight, no weapons but those bestowed by
nature being used.
Officer Durgin arrested a boy last night for a
Tho money was
larceny of thirty dollars.

ture.

Congress ever put upon
thought the bankrupt law had just

Mr. Woodman seconded the resolve.
Mr. Shurtleff contended that the present
bankrupt law is bad,and had better be repealed

thereby.
A lively “scrimmage”

enjoyable

the
Port-

was

Resolved, That this Board hereby enters its
protest against the repeal of the bankrupt law
by the Congress of the United States, and that
the members of Congress from this State be
requested to use their influence against the
proposed repeal of the General Bankrupt Law
as it now exists.

on

trust their

the abrogation of which

been got into working order and should be Conti nued, and closed by offering the following
resolution:

Many aud anxious inquiries are made for the
man who prophesied that the cold
spell was

In 1850 the several towns
loaned their credit to and in the
construction of the Portland and Kennebec
In 1861 the
railroad amounting to $300,000.
Portland and Kennebec assumed this loan

might be of interest.

on

au

curse

He

Tlie annual stockholder's meeting of the
above named corporation was held at the Maine
Central Bailroad station in this eity, at 3.30 p.
m., yesterday, aud was very fully attended.
The Treasurer, Mr. Cushing, announced that
the annual report was included usually in that
of the Maine Central, but that some facts

On motion of Mr. Burgess the hill relating to
the State College of Agriculture was- taken and
assigned for to-morrow.
The hill for charter of West Watervillc and

Judiciary

gave a hearing
Central B. B.

The citizens along the line ask for a repeal
of the charter of the road, and that the State
take possession,to repair and operate the road,

allowing bondholders,

after five years, the right
of redemption.
These propositions are new in
the history of railroads.
The petitioners claim
this summary action as necessary.
Another Anti-Smith Movement.
The Bailroad Committee on Friday considered the petition of E. J. Harlow ct als. for incor"
poration under the title of the Buckfield &
The purpose of this
Androscoggin E. B. Co.
bill is to allow the corporators to forcibly take
possession of the present road, called-Smith’s
road, and have it appraised the same as any
other property taken by railroad
companies.
Tlie oommittee has tlie matter under advisement and as no notice was given the 0. & O.
C. It. It. Co., it will probably go over to the
next Legislature.
This proceeding is new, but
it is claimed that, under recent decisions of our

courts, the Legislature may take the action proposed.
Belligerent Indications.
It is understood that tlie Senate proposes to
refuse peremptorily to receive petitions sent
up
from the House.
Tlie House is also firm, and
as the position of the Senate involves the nonappointment of conference committees, there is
a prospect of a lively fight between the branches
The Senate has passed an order providing for

adjournment

February 27th,

on

ful if the House

but it is doubt-

eoncur.

$150 Question.
of this afternoon was occupied-by a discussion about tlie payment of Slot)
to a sheriff.
It has been on the whole a eery quiet day.
Bditors nnd Publishers Convention.
a meeting of the EditThe following call
ors' aim-s>ubUsiiers’ Association has been issued
by the President-.
Tlie Executive Cohvmittee and all members
of the Editors’ and Publishers’ Association,
who can conveniently attend, are requested to
meet at the Augusta House, Augusta, on Wednesday evening, Feb. 12th, to consider tho proposed iaw of Congress requiring tlie we-payment, before mailing, of postage upon newspapers to regular subscribers.
As this is a matter ef vital importance to the
press of tlie country, it is hoped there will be a
full attendance at this meeting.
F. E. Shaw, President.
The

A large

portion

FIFTY-SECOND LEGISLATURE,
[Reported for tlie Prcss.l
SENATE.

Avousta, Feb. 10.
House papers disposed of jn concurrence except the following: Petition of tlie town of
Frcnchville for aid, on motion of Mr. Burgess,

tabled; petition relating to the Ferry at Bath,
on motion of Mr. Kennedy, tabled; bill
granting charter to West Waterville aud Augusta
Railroad Co., on motion of Mr. Farriugton,
tabled.
On motion of Mr. Brooks the vote referring
to tIienextLegislature,tlie bill incorporating the
Moose Branch Steamboat Company was reconsidered aud tlie hill passed to be engrossed.
Several petitions came from tho House oil
which committees of conference were appointed. The following were appointed oil tlie part
of tho Sen ate: Messrs. Burgess of Cumberlaud, Smith of Penobscot, and Brooks of
Waldo.
Read and assigned—Bill authorizing tlie town
of Gouldsboro to allow tlie running at large of
neat cattle in said town; t» incorporate tlie
Pomological Society; resolve relating to tlie
selling of a part of the national domain for the
benefit of tho school fund; to incorporate the
Maine State Association; to legalize the acts of
tile selectmen of Wiscasset; to legalize the doings of the town agent of Bristol; to make valid
tlie acts and doings of I. C. Nash, Justice of the
Peace, in Washington co; to make valid doiugs
of the Union Mcetiug-liouse Association in the
town of Bristol; to incorporate the Bartlett
Land and Lumber Co.; to incorporate tlie Monroe Cheese Factory; to incorporate tho Androscoggin Pulp Co.; bill relating to attachments of real estate.

Senator Wilson’s Letter of Resignation.
Boston, Feb. 10.—The following is Senator
Wilson’s letter of resignation presented in the

Legislature to-day:

Natick, Feb. 8,1873.

Sir.—I resign my scat in the Senate of the
United States, to take effect at tho close of the
forty-second Congress, on the 3d of March
next.
In tendering this resignation, to enter
upon tho duties assigned me by the suffrages of
the nation, I desire to express to the people of
Massaehusetss my grateful thanks for their
Four times
generous confidence and support.
and for a period of more than twenty-two
years they have commissioned me to represent
them in the Senate of the United States. The
eighteen years I have served them they have
been eventful and of historic significance.
Grave responsibilities an d high duties have
rested upon me.
Mindful of impections I yet
feel in retiring eonscious that I have sincerely
striven to he faithful to my county, true to the
equal rights of my countrymen of every race
and devoted to the interests of the people of
the Commonwealth.
Your obedient servant,
Henry Wilson.
To His Excellency, William I?. Washburns,
Governor of Massachusetts.
After tho letter was read Mr. Harmon of Essex, offered an order assigning March lltli on
the part of the Senate, for the election of Senator Wilson’s successor, which, after considerable discussion, was adonted.
It remains for
the House to concur.
The Trial of Alley.
Ill the trial of Alley for the murder of Ellis,
tiie testimony was concluded this afternoon and
the closiug arguments of the council w ill commence to-morrow morning.

NEW YORK.
Auothcr

Shooting

Affair.

New York, Feb. 10.—At an early hour this
morning Dr. Hugh Williamson was shot and
seriously wounded by Malm Quest, a salesman
in an importing house. Dr. Williamson, who
is a married man, was at a party last evening.
Mrs, Quest was also there and her husband was
not aware of it. On coming home lie lound
her absent.
She was escorted home by Dr.
wiinamson, iuu was arrau or ner nusnanu anu
would not go up stairs. Dr. Williamson went
up to pacify her liusbend; a quarrel ensued, and
a sciillle, during which Dr.
Williamson was
shot in the groin and Quest in the hand.
Trial of Another Murderer.
The trial of John Siannell for the uiurdor of
Thomas Donahae, was began this morning in
the Court of Oyer and Terminer, before Judge

Brady.

'Reported

Death of Tlinrlow Weed—The

Stokes, Scr‘iui‘1

der

Cases.

and

Rozensweig

Mur-

The Evening Post has the following: A rumor wa'ln circulation at a late hour this afternoon yhat Thurlow Weed has suddenly died.
TJpovIninquiry it was ascertained that Mr. Weed
his usual health this morning, and this
wv
afternoon sent a message to Postmaster Jones,
asking for an inverview at the Astor House.
It is expected that Judge Davis will render a
decision on the application for a new trial
on

Wednesday.

Two jurors were obtained to-day in the Scannel murder ease.
Recorder Hackett informed the eouusol for
Rozensweig to-day that if the present indictment wasjquashe-' he would request the District
Attorney to have Rozensweig indicted for murder iu the first degree.

WASHINGTON.
Sensible Action 9j-

a

Senatorial

Caucus.
An Effort to Avoid ».n Extra
Session.
Washington, Feb. 10.—The Republican
members of the Senate called a caucus this
morning, Senator Anthony presiding, on the
subject of tbe business now pending before the
Senate. A committee was ordered, appointed
by tbe chairman, to report at a future meeting
as to what measures should have
precedence,
the general object being to act upon those of
the most
pressing public necessity, and with
the view of avoiding an extra session.
The
prevailing sentiment was against an extra session, and some Senators declared that the
President should not bo forced to call an extra
session owing to the fault or negligence of Congress to transact the necessary legislation for
which they have reasonable time.
It is believed that a large majority of tbe members of
both Houses are opposed to
convening a new
Congress immediately upon tbe expiration of
tlie present one, being of the opinion there is a
reasonable time to act upon all bills of importance, especially as night cessions will soon be
commenced and tbe business ha disposed of
more rapidly than heretofore.
Tkc Senate Select Committee.
The Select Senate Committee met this moriiing, all tLo members being present.
Nothing
was done, as
complete copies of the testimony
was not furnished by tho committee of the
House. Papers are expected to-day or to-morrow, and it is probable that several days will be
occupied in examining the evidence 'before a
future plan of action is determined. The committee will to-day ask leave to sit during the
session of the Senate.
bouisiaipa Election.
Tho Senate Committee on
Privileges and
Elections reported
to-day, in part on the Louisa
laua case, m which
they
say that the election
of Greeley electors was certified to the
goveru-

nient.

I he

official returns of the election have
not been counted by the
returning board crcated by the laws of Louisiana for that
purpose;
and thp person who in fact made tho examination aud count, had no legal
to do so.
authority
The election of the Grant electors is certified
by the Lynch returning board, that the board
did not have the official returns before
them,
and their election is not certified
by the Govcr-

nor or the Htate ns required by the act of Congress. The committee are of the opinion that
neither the Senate of the United States, nor
both houses jointly, have the power, under the
Constitution to canvass the returns of an election, and count the votes to determine who are
elected Presidential electors; hut that the mode
and manner of choosing electors are left exclusively to the States. As to the other question
upon which the committee were instructed to
report touching the existence of a legal State
government in Louisiana and the admission of
a (senator from
that State, they are not now
prepared to report.
r
~l',e reportofalso says that Gov. Warmotb, un?°t 1870, had the whole machinery
«“ 0WI!liands- He had the apin

nointmen?n?

the"1 different

fon

^and^hesfi'nffl1

of Commissioners of
Flection
cers with hut few
exceptions we
ed from the ranks of those who
were aPli01nt,'
the Republicans party and we think
informal evidence before the
board
and from what this committee returning
has learned in
the course of this investigatiau there is
little
doubt that those advantages were used to
the
utmost, and every means resorted to in order to
secure the triumph of the party with which
Gov. Warmoth was acting.
Great difficulties
wero throwu in the way of registration.
Republicans in many parishes were put to great
inconvenience to find the register, and in many
cases were unable to do so.
Places of registering and of voting in mauy parishes were fixed
at points remote from the centres of population, and often without notice of the place

fioTtlie

being given.
False registration papers, double voting,
stuffing ballot boxes and other frauds and irregularities were-charged in a majority of the
parishes, aud there is not much room to doubt
that the Lynch returning board were of the
opinion that upon a fair election the Republican

party would have carried the State aud has

been cheated and hindered in every way possible by the power that controlled the machinery
of election. But notwithstanding all this the
Lynch returning hoard with the sort of evidence
which was before them had no power under the
law of the State to investigate these charges of
fraud and iujury, or to act upou their convictions of
wrongs that had been suffered.
Trumbull dissents from the portion of the rein
which the opinion is expressed that the
port
Lynch board believed that on a fair election the
Republican party would have carried the State
and has been cheated and hindered in
every
way by the party that controlled the power and
of
elections.
machinery
The coiiimitteo then resumed the session this
afternoon. U. S. Marshal Packard testified:—
There was a settled conviction among the Republicans that the election was to be carried by
fraud, and it was generally admitted by the fusionists that they meant do if possible. In the
majority of parishes tlio election was fair,
though in some parishes it was not. In New
Orleans the count was pretty fair, bat the registration was not so. Altogether in the (ith
ward 126 votes were registered from one house.
It was discovered that
during the counting of
the votes that It. H. Bennett & (Jo. were
printin«£ imitations of the Republican ticket beards the names of the fusion candidates. It is
understood they were taken in Mechanics’ Institute. It was his opinion
they were so closely watched that they were not used.
ihe witness said he had
deputy marshals at
the various polls; appointed upwards of GOO in
IScw Orleans: thinks two were appointed for
each ward sixty days before election; paid them
for only ten days, which was all the law allowed; increased the number of special deputies so
as to have one in each
parish; had as many as
three or four.
He gave no instructions about tlfb election.
Don’t know that they were about the
polls during tlio electiou. Thinks he made a requisition
on the Attornov General nriwinna tr*
the deputy marshal and superti.ou f°r
visors.
Don_t recollect of any communication
with any official 4n Washington
concerning the
election before it occurred. Made a
requisition
ou Gen. Emery for
troops to be stationed in
some outside parishes to aid the execution
process, which he apprehended would be opposed;
think the first requisition was made about two
weeks before election, and one
immediately before the election. At the instance of the United States Supervisor, troops were furnished in
every instance and at designated points during
the election.
Pending the examination of Packard, the
committee went into a secret session of the
Caldwell examination and adjourned till- to-

paying

morrow.

The Wilson Investigation.
The Wilson Committee this evening examined Judge C. T. Sherman of Ohio.
He testified that he was a government director of the
Union Pacific railroad from the summer of
186-1 till the summer of 1867. When the
government directors first met with the Union
Pacific board in New York, in 1864,
they objected to the Hoxie contract. The executive
committee did extend the contract for 147 miles
without reporting to the board and government
directors. When they ascertained the facts
they protested on the ground of the extravagant
price agreed upon. It was understood that Dr.
Durant furnished the money to build the
road for some distauce out of Omaha out
of
his own private means, and then the
Credit Mobilier made its appearance, but how
it appeared or when, it was kept concealed
from the government directors as much as
could bo.
The Hoxie contract was the only
one
entercc^into while the witness held the position of government director.
The manner in
which the road was constructed under the
Hoxie contract was satisfactory.
He did not
think §41,000,000 an extravagant price for
building the road. Adjourned.

XLIId CONGRESS
SENATE.

Washington, Feb. 10.
Mr. Wilson presented a memorial from a
thousand clerks in the Legislative and Executive Departments asking the passage of the
pending bili to abolish the sale of liquors in the
the District of Columbia.
Mr.
of Kans., rose to a personal explanation. He embraced the first opportunity
to make a statement personal to himself and
in justice to the officers and members of the
The Senators, with the rest of the pubbody
lic, were aware of the deep and successful conlaid
to accomplish his
spiracy
defeat, a villainy
He denied now every statement
unparalled.
affecting his integrity. He pronounced all
allegations made against him specially false.
He had never entered into any agreement with
any members of the Kansas Legislature, and
had never paid one dollar to any member to
vote for him.
He asked for a special committee, to be composed largely of Ins political opponents, to investigate in tno fullest and
promptest manner all the charges made against
him so as to make a report before his term expired; the committee to have power to compel
the attendance of witnesses. He coneluded by
offering a resolution for the appointment of a
select committee of five to investigate his case.
The resolution was adopted.
A recommendation for an appropriation of
§100,000 to improve the harbor of Washington
was referied to the Committee on
Appropriations.
The Committee on Private Land Claims reported adversely on the claim of Thomas Bawling to a portion of Goat Island.

Pomeroy,

St.PVf'nsnn. nf TCir

ly changing hands, and as a general thine the
parties who paid the losses would not be the
parties who would now receive this
The ship owner has no legal claim
loss was occasioned by an act of
by a public enemy. The man who had a
joint cfah
was the merchant, whose
goods were destroyed
and who was not insured.
Every intelligent
citizen knows that the iujury done' us
by Great

„arb

Britain was a national injury, and it was
perfectly absurd to make any arguments on a point

plain.

so

Mr. Buckingham argued for a plan of distribution by which each case would stand on its
own merits.
Mr. Stewart argued in favor of the pending
bill and its provisions in reference to insurance
companies. He also held that they had no
claim whatever.
Mr. Corbett also took the view that there
was no just claim on the part of the insurance

companies.

Mr. Bayard said lie would go so far as to insist that the stockholders of the insurance
companies should have an equal standing before the law with other citizens. Many of the
stockholders of these corporations were of that
class which
always challenge our sympathy,

orphans.

They were

more re-

no

tbo war than any other class of
riti^oi h'rtbe
insnraneo rates
higher
durinr.S)i,„
Tlieir^)rn«t^ar’ tbey "ere lawfully higher.—
*e

were

S3 sss&Ks?
ventures

the

irf-

A?,hazardous
p™3
tlrenSYves
*“£«
grin"1™?
fo"a
£

during tire war
"y ?hlPPluS
of the United
n»
that they insure
?be
r‘sbt
to say to one of this class of
chants when lie present his
claims
vessel
destroyed by one of the confederate
Would it be right to say to
him, you made
many other ventures which were
lou sold goods at an immense advance
whicli
was paid for by the
people. Now before you
get anything for the vessel which you did lose
you must render an account of your profits
from fifty or more voyages whicli were successful. This would be applying the same principles exactly as is now sought to he applied to

StatesYarrv

orofitablY-

insurance

companies.

The Vice President announced that he had
appointed Mr. Sherman teller on the part of
the Senate to count the electoral vote.
The motion of Mr. Sherman to strike from
the 12th section the clause discriminating
against insurance companies was lost—17 to
23.
Mr. Bayard then moved an amendment, that
in hearing the claims of insurance
companies
each loss shall be considered separately, anil
the premium received on that" particular loss
shall only be deducted. Rejected—18 to 25.
Several other amendments were offered aud
rejected and the bill was passed—ayes 30, nays
10. Adjourned,

HOUSE.

A large number of bills were introduced and
referred.
Many of the bills introduced were read in full
on demand of Demecratic members in order to
prevent any bill or resolution from being passed under the previous question by a
simple majority vote, as could be done during a portion of
the morning hour, that would be left after the
call of States.
Mr. Dawes, of
Massachusetts, presented a petition of seventy officers who have received
wounds or disabilities in the
service, askin<>that in the increase of
pensions granted by recent laws, the pensions of officers
may be increased in the same proportion as those of enlisted

men.

Mr. Wilson of Ohio, chairman of the Comnuttee on Private Land Claims, moved to suspend the rules and pass a bill for the appointment of a commission to ascertain and settle
privato land claims in Kansas, Nebraska and
the territories.
Rejected, yeas 121, nays fi7—
not two-thirds in the affirmative.
mr. uearce moved to
suspend the rules and
pass a substitute for the Senate bill, extending
the provisions of the Agricultural College act
of 1802. Rejected, yeas 119, nays 83—not twothirds in the affirmative.
Mr.
Dut)f r qf Massachusetts, moved to susthe rules and
pendthe
adopt a resolution instructCommittee on Appropriations to include
ing
in the miscellaneous
appropriation bill the bill
reported by the Judiciary Committee to adjust
the salaries of the executive, judicial and administrative departments of the government.
Mr. Dawes of Massachusetts, and Mr.
Beatty
of Ohio, called for the yeas and nays.
Mr. Butler desired to make some remarks in
support of the proposition.
Messrs. Dawes, Cox and Farnsworth desired
to submit the remarks on the ether side.
An objection being made to the debate a vote
was taken on
Butler’s proposition and it was
rejected, yeas 81, nays 120.
The Maiue delegation voted as follows:
Yea,
Peters; nay, Hale, Lynch; not voting, Frye and

tne

Speaker (Blaine).

A message having been received from the
Senate announcing the
appointment of Mr.
Sherman as teller to count the Presidential electoral votes on Wednesday, the Speaker
appointed, as tellers on the part of the House, Messrs.
Dawes of Massachusetts, and Beck of Ken-

tucky.

Mr. Garfield of Ohio, asked leave to offer a
resolution to change the hour of
meeting to 11
a. m., but
objection was made. Adjourned.

The Snsqaebanna Gorge.
Feb. 10.—A despatch from
Chickies says that the Susquehanna was
gorged
and
the river rose eight feet.
Saturday night
The water backed up and overflowed the
canal,
causing some damage. The water has been falling since last night, but there is no movement
of the ice. The thermemeter is 10° above zero.
At Williamsport the weather is cold and no
change has taken place in the river.
HoUcri at Port Deposit.
Port Deposit, Md., Feb. 10.—The river has
fallen some and it is now at a stand still, but
another rise is expected soon. Tlie-people are
still anxious as to the final result,
expecting to
be forced to take refuge on the hills. There is
no movement yet of tne ice.

Philadelphia,

Brutal Murder.
Erie, Pa., Feb. 10.—John Flanders, a fanner
residing near Brocton, N. Y., was murdered
yesterday morning by a German tramp named
Dietzel, who called at his house and asked for
breakfast
Flanders answered that it would
soon be
ready and asked him to split some
wood. In tho meantime, as soon as Deitzel
took the axe, he struck Flanders two blows on
the head with it, killing him instantly and then
fled. He was pursued, caught and subjected to
a preliminary examination.
The evidence bein" insufficient another examination of the case
will take place to-day. Flanders wa3
sixty-five
years old, had a grown-up family and was gen
*
erally respected by the community.
METEOROLOGICAL.
PROUAI1ILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTV-FOUR

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
>
Feb. 11, 11 A. M.)J
Probabilities—For New England winds shift
ing to fres aud brisk southerly, arising temperperature and cloudy weather. For the South
Atlantic States winds veering to
southerly and
westerly, a rising temperature and generally
cloudy weather.
War

the government had no interest in concealing
the fact. He advised the Republican deputies
He objected to the sitting
not to act hastily.
of Congress under the circumstances.
Torilli then stated that the King had informed him on Saturday last that he was firmly resolved to abdicate. The ministers sought to
dissuade the King from his purpose. His Majesty asked for twenty-four hours to consider.—
All that the Prime Minister could add was that
ne had not
since then received his Majesty’s ofiieial act of
abdication and he was unable in
aeP«*enfc
8t,ate °* suspense to make any proask any ™te in Congress.
n
£
n<.r.wUeraf nim7e(1 tliat the session he
w

at

ia

ie

30

nieiit

in.
The Vice President submitted a letter from
Henry Wilson, announcing that he had transmitted to the Governor of Massachusetts his
resignation as Senator, to take effect at the end
of this Congress.
A resolution that a select committee be
appointed to consider the testimony transmitted
by the House, with leave to {sit during the session of the Senate, was adopted.
Mr. Sprague introduced a bill to provide for
the erection of public buildings at North Providence, It. I
Referred to the Committee on
Public Buildings.
The Vice President announced a special committee to investigate the charges against Senator Pomeroy: Messrs.
Frelingbuisen, Buckingham, Alcorn, Thurman and Vickers.
The House hill extending the southern claims
commission four years from March 10,1873,was
taken up, the question being on an amendment
of the Senate committee, extending it to January 1st, 1875, which was agreed to.
The second amendmont was to exclude all claims not
or
on
before
March 3, 1873.
presented
The amendmont was opposed by Messrs.
Westaud Hill, and the bill laid over without
fnrthcr action.
Mr. Mortou, from the Committee on Privileges and Elections, submitted a report in relation to the electoral vote of Louisiana, which
was laid on the table and ordered to be
printed.
On motion of Mr. Sherman, the Vice President was authorized to appoint a teller on the
part of the Senate to count the electoral vote on

He Will Resign His Power Into the
Hands of the Cortes.

London,

Feb. 10.—The following despatch
was received here
by the Reuter Telegram Co.
It is marked “urgent,” and was not
delayed by
the censor at Madrid.
It is therefore believed
to have some foundation:
Madrid, Feb. 10.—King Amadeus manifests
a disposition to abdicate the
crown, in which
case he will resign his power into the hands of
the Cortes. Madrid is quiet.
Madbid, Feb. 10.—The Correspondence in
its issue to-day announces the probability that
that the sessions of the Cortes will be suspended for a few days, and
upon assembling a
proposition from King Amadeus to abdicate the
throne will be read in Congress, where an effort
will probably be made to dissuade the
King
from carrying out his purpose
Should he persist a special law will be
a reelecting
pushed
gent and cabinet. Other Madrid journals state
that if the King should resign the crown the
present authorities .will remain in office to
watch the conrse of events, and it is believed
questions arising out of the abdication will be
settled according to the constitution and without any disturbance.
A cabinet council was
liela last night, after which, Senor
Martus,
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Senor Becerra,
Minister of the Interior, and Senor Echgany,
Minister ut Finance, had a confereuco with
Senor Rivero, President of the
Congress. A
conference also took place between Senor CorMinister
of
dowa,
War, aud the principal miliA large meeting of
tary officers in Madrid.
conservatives was held last night.
The CarlUts.
Madbid, Feb. 10.—Ban Is of Carlists have
made their appearance in the province of Toledo
In the event of the
King’s abdication the
Senate and Congress will go into
joint session
and continue to sit as one chamber
until the
Throne is filled or the future form of
government is settled. The
King’s

the Committee on Public
without amendment a bill exfur
nine
months
tending
the time allowed the
St. Paul & Pacific Railroad 'to
complete its
road.
Mr. Ramsey, <m behalf of the Committee on
Postofflces, submtvted an amendment intended
to be proposed to the postal appropriation bill,
the Ppstmasv^r-Geueral to contract
't'racting
wit
iie Webb line of
for an ex_
tension <* the existing st^uiships
mah
between
®e
San Franca™, and Honolulu, 1
*
port to New Zealand and AustraR.
which
at the Navigation Islands, thirteen roii®!,c*‘1.nS
the general ot »r.
arose in November last, when
tnp3
to bs made yearly for $425,000.
to
was
Captain
promoted
tillery, Don Hidalgo,
Mr. Hamlin, from the same committee,
of Basque provinces. The mamitted an amendment to the postal appropria- Generalship officers in the artillery arm of the
the
of
turity
tion bill, directing a contract to be made with
“''■vice resigned their commission at the time,
Alexandre & Sons, and other proprietors of
proK-iin„ against the promotion as irregular
the New York and Mexican steamship line beand refusing to serve under
??•,
tween New York, Progeso and Vera Cruz, via
Hidalgo became he participated in the massaHavana, semi-monthly, at $5,*00 per trip for cre at San Gil barracks
in 18G6. Hidalgo, meetten years.
ing with so much opposition finally resigned
Mr. Ferry, of Mich., from the same commitand the officers withdrew their resignations,
tee, submitted a proposition for making the exbut the ministry appointed him to a new and
isting mail service between New York and important command
in Catalonia. The artillery
Brazil semi-monthly, with a total an nual subofficers renewed their protest and again sent in
sidy of $400,000.
their resignations.
The Ministry disregarded
Mr. Cole, of Cal., submitted an amendment
and appealing to thef Cortes obtained a nearly
intended to be proposed by him to the
postal unanimous vote of confidence. The King
appropriation bill, directing the Postmaster- from the beginning, has disapproved of the
General to invite proposals for carrying mails
promotion of Hidalgo and feels affronted bebetweeu San Francisco and Australia at a maxcause his cabinet compels him, through the
imum annual conpensatiou of $366,000, the
vote of the Cortes, to acquiesce in the last apPostmaster-General to have power to terminate
pointment. The members of the Cortes bethe contract by giving two years notice,
being longing to the most advanced selection of the
what is known as the Burnside subsidy bill,
Republican party, had a meeting yesterday to
with its maximum of pay increased
$140,000. consider what action should be taken in the
Mr. Morton called up tnc House bill to
About thirty persons were present.
crisis.
provide for the appointment of a commissioner to
The resolved to maintain a pacific yet energetcomplete the boundary line between the terri- attitude and if the King’s determination should
tory of the XJnited States and the possessions of be irrevocable, to encourage orderly manifestaGreat Britain, not completed under the act of
tions in favor of the establishment "of a repubAug. 11, 1856, to carry into effect the first ar- lic.
ticle of the treaty of June 15,1816.
The bill
Madrid, Feb. 10, 11 a. m.—When Congress
was passed.
It appropriates $5,000 to pay the
met to-day the seats of the minister were vaexpenses of the commission.
cant. Senor Tigueras, the leader of the RepubXhifinishcd business being in order tho Ala- lican party, expressed bis surprise at the
bama claims bill was taken up.
absence of the members of the cabinet at such
Mr. Freliughuysen argued against paying
a juncture, aud demauded that they be uotined
a
to attend.
any portion of the fund to insurance companies.
President Kiverj thereupon sent
of a represenHe held that they had received their advanced
messager to request the presence
1
war rates; that it was their business to take
tative of the government. Senor Zorilla, resisuch risks aud that they okarged accordingly.
dent of the (Council, soon atterward entered
the
House.
Ho
of
acstock
the
address
Insurance
to
and proceeded
Besides, as all know,
Companies as of other corporations is constant- knowledges that the situation was serious but
{mrai

*L,
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entertainments.

no

One
TUESDAY

Two Entertainments uniter

bell

Hr. F. ».

Hr.

The King of Cammedians,
Hrnglrr,

A

The best song and dance Artists in the world.
Prof. Pusho’s Grand Orchestra and Brass Baud.
For particulars seo small bills of the
day.
Admission, Orchestra Chairs,
75 ts

?:^tssstte.sects.
GaUi!ry’.. cts.
W. P.

...

fobg-dat

SPAULDING, Manager,

W. E. STANLEY, Agent.

~

ANTIQUARIAN SUPPER!
The Ladies of

THE SECOND PARISH,
will hold a Sale at their
Vestry
ednoMday and Tbaraday Afirmoon*
* veiling*. Feb. 14 &
13, 1873.

W

CALICO BALL!
THE

LADIES
T1IR

OF

—

UNITARIAN

—

SOCIETIES

this city will hold

of

a

CALICO BALL

Charles Blake, aged 33,

benefit of the

for the

PREBLE

CHAPEL,

■

Commauder James W. Shirk, of the U. S.
Navy, died at Washington, Monday.
Mrs. Crittenden, widow of Senator Crittenden, died in St. Louis, Sunday.
Gov. Geary’s brain weighed 5T,i ounces. His
death was the result of nervous prostration
caused by overwork and malarial cachexy.
A large and enthusiastic meeting of colored
citizens was held Monday evening in the Bethel
church in Philadelphia, in favor of a
recognition of the insurrectionists in Cuba.

and

Cream and Refreshments of all kinds. Antiquarian Supper from 6J to 8 o’clock.
fcblOtd
Ice

Park,

Dublin, Monday.

Neil Burges*,

Brlrkaiity

war.

a resideut of
Hyde
was killed yesterday
morning by falling
down stairs.
The trial of the Galway priests for illegal interference in parliamentary elections, began in

Hal,.,,

The popular Irish Comedian and
Eccentric Musical Genius.

....

wheel fouudary at Detroit,
Michigan, was burned Sunday. "Loss $40,000.
toiler
in the agricultural works of Yates
u
.,e

defidod thtfAiicial Houn

will

The greatest Harpist living.
Bin Kiltie Stanlejf
The charming serio-comic 1 ocaltst.
.▼Ian* f»race
Dmiluu,
The beautiful Comedienne.
Hr.. Williau CalUa.,
Thefaroritc Dutch I'ocatist.
,,

car

expected to recover.
of Massachusetts
has
Oilman & Burkhardt
or Boston, manufacturers
of dualin, and the
Oriental Powder Co
manufacturers of elwteic
explorers, are found jointly liable f„r damages
caused by the terrible explosion in
Worcester in
1870, which killed one man and shattered sev
eral houses to pieces. The Shanlev contractors
at the Hoosac tunnel, to whom the stuff was
shipped, are held not to he liable.
A dispatch from Ottawa states that the Canadian Pacific Railway charter lias been signed
by all parties interested.
James S. Trcton of Exeter, N. H., committed suicide by shooting himself on Saturday
Insanity was the cause.
evening.
Tho President has signed the bill authorizing
the construction of eight additional vessels of

Spaulding’*

klygern.

In addition to the above the following Art Isis
appear:
Bin* Georgia Demi Spaulding.

MINOR

Brothers, near Havana, 111., exploded Sunday
demolishing the building and some
One of the proprietors was
.1 J0lni,n"‘
a
partition and terribly
Zi !r°"l&.
**18 Plank
Neither
ir
*’ri}t'ier was badly scalded.
N
either are

.Management.

Relelianty & Hengler’s

Feb. 10.—Advices from Carlist sources represent that the insurrection in Spain is
daily gaining strength. It now exists in eight
northern provinces and is extending 11 the
central and southern provinces.
The government is acting on the defensive, towns
being
fortified and volunteers are armed to resist the
advance of the insurgents.

$400,000.
The Detroit

one

Full Company of Comic Artiefs and
complete troitj»c of

Paris,

TELEGRAMS.
An attempt is being made in New York to
lit out another expedition for Cuba.
Letters from Granville, N. Y., say that the
defalcations and forgeries of the absconding
speculator, Thomas Call, will foot up fullv

\iSht Only.
EVENING, Feb. llth.

Delehai.ty, Hengler & Spanlding’s
Great Consolidation.

adjourn-

chief in the army of the
north, i» liiulsi,,,,
forced march in hopes of
overtaking Gen OlH
wlio, at the bead of 2000 insurgants, has a«ain
entered Navarre.
The Carlist bauds under
Kauta Cruz. Maeasaga and
Sturbide, effected a
junction in the province Guipuzcoa.

~~S ALL.

M lJ KIC

was carried and
1i'*otion
kad keen

H,e °Pe™tions
against
Carlists°rf
Larhsts. CVn*vr*
Gen. Morrones,
Commander-in-

the
Hie

ON

—

THURSDAY

—

EVENING, Feb. 13th
—AT THE—

CITY
under the

aiiBplccs

HA Is Is,

of the

following Ladles and Gen-

tlemen :

GENERAL MANAGERS:
Afro

Receipts by Railroads

Steamboats.

and

Grand Trunk Railway—1 car
sundries, 1 do paper, 4 do bark, 2 do shooks, 1 do hay, 1 do bran, 2 do
flour, 1 do oil, 1 do planks, 2 do heads, 60 do lumber,
18 do for Allan Line, 8do for St. John, NB, 8 do lor
Halifax, 1 do for Dominion line.

Foreign Exports.
MONTEVIDEO. Bark J F Pearson—366,860 feet
lumber, 8626 pickets, 40,000 shingles.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark Sarah—340,084 feet lumber, 74,250 shingles.
PONCE. PR. Schr Mary Louise—1724 shooks and
heads, 48,000 shingles, 21,000 hoops, 562 prs headings,
Foreign Imports.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Hibernian—1222 bars ot
iron, A E Stevens & Co; 2 pkgs mdse, Canadian Ex
Co; 46 do do, J E Prindle; 1 bale carpeting, Marrett,
Bailey & Co: 178 boxes oranges, Hart, Marion & Co;
50 cases do, C D Stevens; 2 cases mdse, R D Marshall;

25 bales do, C M
6 Jersey cows, G E Warring;
7 casks 1 case mdse, H & A Allan.
ST JOHN NB. Schr Iris—84,000 fc lumber, C S
Clark; 000,000 cedar shingles, Richardsou & Cross.

Bailey,

New York Mtocl& aud Money Market.
York, Feb. 10-Morning.—Gold at 114}.—

New

Money

J09|;

at 1-64 per cent. Sterling
do short 110}. Stocks steady.

Exchange, long,
State stocks

are

New York.Feb. 10—Evening.—Money was active
and stringeut ranging from 7 per cent, to 1-16
per
day, with late business at 7 percent, gold. Sterling
Exchange heavy and lower at 109 1-1C @ 109f. Gold
in
the
forenoon
and
lower
in
the afternoon; it
higher
opened at 114, advanced to 114}, fell to 113} and closed
at 113} @ 114; loans at 2 @ 7 per cent, to 1-32 for carrying and flat for borrowing. Clearances $57,000,000. Treasury disbursements $245,090. Governments
firm but dull.
State bonds dull; Missouri very firm.
Railroad bonds firm with well distributed bittiness.
On the reported large shipments of Central Pacific
and Western Pacific bonds to Europe in place of the
new funded 5’s and Gold they have advanced to
104}
aud 93} bid, respectively.
Iu consequence of the
large sales of Chesapeake & Ohio 6’s the price has
been advanced to 87 and interest. Stocks irregular
and*moinly lower, the weakness being most marked
between the second Board and 3 o’clock. The largest
transactions and most important fluctuations were in
Pacific Mail, New York Central, Lake Shore, Indiana
Central, Union Pacific and St. Joseph. Western
Union fell from 91 to 87}, rose to 89 and closed at 88};
Pacific Mail declined from 75 to 733, closing Jat 74;
Erie fell from 66} to 65}, and closed at 664. There
were rumors that a dividend on common ana
preferred would be declared to-morrow.
Hannibal & St.
Joseph ranged from 50, 51} to 50}; Lake Shore trom
95}, 96} to 96$; Union Pacific from 35}, 33}, 35, to
34|; N Y Central 1051, 1041, 104} to 1043; Indiana
Ceutral 42} to 43; Ohio
48}, 473 to 473;
Rock Island 113}, 113| to 113; Toledo & Wabash 73},
72| to 73. The market closed weak except for Lake
Shore and Indiana Central, which were strong. The

iSP'Mississippi

ClevelandJ& Pittsburg Railroad has declared a regu
dividend of 1} percent., payable March

lar quarterly
1st.

The following were the quotations of Government
securities:
United States coupon 6's, 1S81.118}
United States 5-20’s 1862.115}
United States 5-20's 1864.115}
United States 5-20’s 1865,
United States 5-20’s 1865, new. U4|
United States 5-20’s 1S67.11C|
United States 5-20’s
United States 5’s,
new.112}
United States 10-10’s., coupon.
.114}
Currency 6’s.
H5
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 88#
Pacific Mail.‘....74
N. Y. Centra’and Hudson River consolidated_104}

.1

C.nlll.

TT

T,

...

LLm A.TTli^pp’’"

Mrs. John Rand,
Mrs. S. E. Spring
Mrs. Jacob McLellan,
M™-1. P. Farrington,
Mrs. E H. Burgin,
Mrs. Nathaniel Deering,

"

Hon. G. T. Davis,
Hon. A. E. Slovens,
Mr. Nathan Cummings

Mr. J. H.

Fletcher,

Gen. S. J. Anderson,

Mrs. J.B Carroll,
Mrs. W. H. Anderson,

Gen. J. D. Fessenden,
Mr. M. P. Emery,
Mr. Cyrus S, Clark
Mr. Clias E. Jose
Mr. M. M. Butler
Mr. B. Barnes. Jr.

Mrs. G. W. Deering,
Mrs. Edmund Phinney,
Miss Mary Clapp.
Miss J. B. McLellan,
RECEPTION'
Hon. J. W. Syraonds,
Mr. E. M, Band,
Mr. C. H. Haskell,
Mr. E. A. Noyes.
Mr. W. H. Anderson,
Mr. T. T. Snow,
Mi. S. T. Pullen.

COMMITTEE.

Dr. S. C. Gordon,
Mr. Lewis pierce,
Mr. W. E. Donnell,

Mr. J. H. Smlih,
Mr. A. W. Coombs,
Mr. H. F. Coolldgc,
Mr. L. C. Wade.

FLOO* MANAGERS:
Mr. Hermann Kotzschmar,Mr. Edward E.
Prehle,
Mr. Edward C. Hersey,
Mr. W. W. Thomas, Jr.,
Mr. H. T. Whipple,
Mr. E. S. E. McLellan,
Mr. J. P. Lewis,
Mr. W. L. Bradley,
Mr. Thos. G. Lorlng,
Mr. Fritz H. Jordan.
Mr. Henry Deering.
Mr. W. E. Wood,
Mr. A. E. Webb,
Mr. Edward H. Gates,
Dr. Henry J. Dorr.

Tickets 73 cents. Doors open at 7 o’clock. Dancto commouce at 8 o’clock. Refreshments to be
obtained in ante-room tbougbont the
evening
Tickets may be obtained at Lowell’s,
Whittier’s, Lorlng, Short & Harmon’s and at the door.
dtd

ing

Haleys,

*eb3_
“MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS.**
A Leotuie will be given by

Rev. Charles B. Pitblado,
—

AT

CITY

—

HALL,

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

14th.

SUBJECT:

“MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS.”
Admission 23 cts. to all parts of the Hall.
Tickets can be procured at Stockbridge and Bailey
& Noyes, Exchange St., and at J.
Burleigh & Co.’s,
S5 Middle st.,and at the door; doors open at 6; ieotnia
at

U-__febBtd

Mechanics’ Assembly
—AT—

LANCASTER

HALL,

FRIDAY EYE. FEB. UTH.

old....’.115§

1868.116}
...

request of many that have
BYchanics'
private assemblies,

closed, the managers
more assembly,

attended the Mewhich have just
conlcuded to give one

have

A limited numbor of tickets
managers, and at the door.

can

be

obtained of the
ieblldtt

BLUBS

Erie.*.. 06}

Erie preferred.
The following were the quotations for

80

Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.104}
Union Pacific do.
87}
Union Pacific stock. 343
Union Pacific land grants.77
Union Pacific income bonds. 74}

THIRD GRAND ANNUAL

MASQUERADE
—

Domestic Market*.
Kpw W»t>ir

King Amadens to Abdicate.

* iere

^

foreign.

nroeonf

fials of W. B. Maclien, now in the Senate by
gubernatorial appointment and elected by the
Legislature of Kentucky to the full unexpired
term of Garret Davis.
Mr. Machiu was sworn

Wednesday.
Mr. vrimhiin
Lands, roported

.«

Vnl,

1ft

BALL !

AT—

1

@ }c lower on low grades; sales 769 bales; Middling
uplands at 21}c. Flour dull and heavy and 5 'a) 15c
lower; sales 6600 bbls; State 5 20 @ 8 30; Round'hoop
Ohio 7 30 @ 10 40; Western 6 20 @ 10 50; Southern
6 (>0 @ 13 25. Wheat dull and nominally unchanged;
prime Spring held above buyers views; sales 14,000
bush; No 1 Spring 1 78 @ 1 82; No 2 do 1 61 @ 1 72;
Winter Red Western 1 90 @ 2 00; White Michigan 199
@ 2 35. Corn a shade firmer; sales 67,000 bush; new
Mixed Western 65} @ 66c; old do 66} @ 66}c afloat ana
64}@64}c instore. Oats more active and firmer;
sales 104,000 hush; White Western 54 @ 55c; new
Western Mixed 53 @ 54}c. Beef is dull.
Fork is
active and firmer; new mes3 at 14 50. Lard firm at 8}
@ 8}c. Butter firm; State 32 @ 40c. Whiskey dull
at 94c. Rice active and strong at 8 @ 8}c. Sugar is
firmer and in good demand; Centrifugos 9} @ 9}c.
Coffee is strong; Rio at 17} @ 20}c in Gold. Molasses
steady; New Orleans at 75 @ 76c. Naval Stores—
Spirits Turpentine is dull at 68}c; Rosin is quiet at
3 60 @ 3 70 for strained. Petroleum weak; crude 9c;
refined at 20c. Tallow more active at 8} @ 8 15-16.
Freights to Liverpool quiet.
Chicago, Feb. 10.—Flour in light demand and holders firm; sales Spring extra at 7 00
@ 7 50. Wheat is
quiet and weak; No 2 Spring at at 1 22} cash; 1 24}
@ 1 24| seller Mareh; No 3 do at 1 09| @ 1 09,; rejected at 97 @ 98c. Corn steady; No 2 Mixed at
38} @
38} cash; 31}@31|c seller March; 32} @ 32jc do
April; rejected lower at 27c. Oats steady; No 2 at
26}c; rejected 23} @ 24c. Rye firm aud in fair demand at 65}c for No 2. Barley is in fair demand-and
higher; No 2 Fall at 72} @ 75c; No 3 59 @ 62c. Pork
in fair demand audhigher at 12 25 cash and 12 40 tor
seller March, with sales. Lard sold at 7 25 @ 7 27},
closing at 7 30. Bulk meats steady; shoulders 4o tor
loose; packed 4}; short rib middles 6}c for packed;
clear middles packed 6}c. Green meats quiet. Hams
14-pound averages 9c. Dressed Hogs in good demand
at 4 75 @ 4 85 for heavy and 4 90 @ 4 92} lor light.—
Whiskey is steady at 87}c.
Receipts—5,500 bbls flour, 33,000 busli wheat, 113,000 bush corn, 28,000 bush oats, 9,000 bush rye, 14,000

barley.
Shipments—9,000 bbls flour, 15,000 bush wheat, 7,000
corn, 16,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 7,000 bash

NEW

CITY

HALL,

FRIDAY EVENING, FEB. 21st.
No pains will be spared to make this the
grandest affair of the kind over in this State.
Arrangements have been mode for a large
lot of rieh Costumes from Lenest & Elswortn.
can be engaged at Mr. Jas. Day’s, 103
£and
Middle street. No costumes from Boston.
Music by Chandler’s Full Band. Floor Tickets SI
Galiery Tickets fiO cents. Band Concert 8*: Grand
March 8}. Look out for the Dig lied
Light.
i®b8
eoatd

SALES.

_AUCTION
By J. 8.

Fiue

B ULKY &

seven

CO., Anction.cr.

Octave, A. scale, foil

carved Rosewood Piano at Auc-

tion.
TUESDAY, Feb. llth, at 3 o'clock P. M at
ONoffice
Bhall sell
tine PIANO In excellent
we

one

full carved Rosewood Case, 7 Octave. Can be
any day till sale. Those In want of a fine Instrument are invited to examine It.
fcbfitd

oruer,
seen

By J. S. Bailey dc Co., Auctioneers.

bnsh

bush

Mortagee's Sale

of Furniture at
Auction.

barley.

Cincinnati, Feb. 10.—Pork nominally unchanged
steady; steam 7}c. held at 7}c: kettle
Bulk Meats steady; fully curad held at 4}c
for shoulders; clear rib sides
6}c; clear sides 6}c. Baoon steady at 5fc for
shoulders; clear rib sides at 7} tgl
7}c; clear sides 7|c. Green Meats—the s
substantially over. Hogs aro slow of said ^tlflskey
range at 4 40 @ 4 90; receipts 3500-*"
is quiet and unchanged.
steady at 89c.
aoledo, FeluV'ivBite Wabash 185; No 1 White
Wheat

H
J? I5*
7} @ 8c.

—.

Amber do 177 on spot: seller March
April 1 83; do May 1 86}; No 1 Red 1 78};
scJ^r
No 2 dot
72} @172}. Corn is a shade better; high
Mixed on spot at 38}c; seller
do
May 434
June 434c; low MixedWestern 38}c; no @ 434c;36c.
grade
Oats a shade higher; No 2 at 34} @
34|c; Michigan at

.Receipts—2,COO bbls flour, 7,000 bush wheat, 19,000
oats.
^1‘jcom, 5,000 bush
c^te-OOOO bbl3 flour,
1

n

Virtn r.

2000

bush wheat, 8,000
o

PublitAwrOrOffc^T^Blsck

shall sell at
*bafrs and Rocker In Hair Cloth. 6
Seat Chairs. 1 do. Stool, 1 Blk Walnut Ext. D
Table, 1 Painted Chamber Set, I Mirror.

WE;

A

■

«Sno

&c.__febg-dtd

Groceries and

ON

B,uuo 0^1,0ats.
Shipments—1000 >,[s nour J2.000 bush wheat, 6,000
hush corn, 3000 oats.
Charleston, Febj0._(;ot|OU nominal; Midaims

uplands 192c.

Savannah. Feb.
uplands at 19|<:.

10.-qottoa

is

....
nominal; Miauling

_

Havana Market.
declined owing
Havana, Fob. 8.-Suganull and
of
to the adverse foreign adyice»nd the fluctuations
but lower rates.
fair
a
dteand
ft
There
Exchange.
at
made
be
quotaPurchases of magnitude canny
at [avana aud Matantions. Stock in warehouses
receipts for the
7aa \a oo ooo boxes and 11,000 hhg;
5100
exported 12,500
week 34,000 boxes and
biixes and 4100 hhds; including Hqoo boxes and all
the United Stat«, Sales of Nos
the hhds were for
Nos 15 to
10 to 12 P S 10! f Hi p;
2y at 12 @ 13! rs.
Molasses Sugar 8 @ 8} rs; Muscovadc 8! @ 8* r» for
and
'al
10
common
for
to
9}
falr\o good reinInferior
ing; grocery grades 10! @ 10! rB- Molasms—clayei
sold at s} rs t> keg. Shooks firm: box 12 © 12! rs;
Sugar hhds 26 rs; Molasses do 261 rs. Hoobs
buoy1
J
M.
ant; long shaved $110
Freights quiet; f box Sugar loading at Havana
for the United States $1; *> hhd do
hhd
$4 @ 4 25;
do loading from ports on the north
coast, outside
ports, tor the United States $5 @ 5 25 & hhd; Molaa-

Urn]

on

^^tetes $3 -5 @ 3 50’t

to

nort^ coast

Falmouth

for the Unitand orders 37a 6d

Exchange weak; on Uninted States, 60 days, cur™icv, 12} @ 12} premium; do short si»ht, currency,
14} @ 14} prem.; 60 days, Gold, 28 @ 28} premj do
short sight 30 @ 30} prem.

Store

Fix tares

Auction.
MONDAY, Feb. 17th, at 2* o’clock

P.

at

M.,

wo

shall sell a large and fresh stock of Groceries,
consisting in part of 8 bbls. Flour, 7 chests Tea, raw
and burnt Coffee, Rice, Sugar. Cream Tartar, Spices
Mustard, Tapioca, Starch, 4 boxes G. C. D. Palo 4
boxes best Family, 3 boxes J. C. D. v«rv

«taw»c££ed Goods, Nuts, Extracts and Oil., large

Stationery, &c.; also Platform
tot of Fancy Goods,
Show Cases, Desks, Measures,
ind Counter Scales,
In
stock is

largely

The above

wheat, 9,000

ush corn,

%

—ALSO—

__

_

K FEATHER Beds, I Hair Mattress, 1 Cotton do.,
V* Beadsteads, Crockery, and Wooden Ware, &c.,

and

original package*

choice, fresh goods.
BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneer..

f. «.

feblldtd__
1. S. BAILEY * CO.,

Commission Merchants,
—AND—

A.TT CTIOISTEEHS
NO. H EXCHANGE HTREET.
Next below Merchants’ Exchange.
GEO. W. PARKER.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
References— Messrs. H. J. Libby St co., and Hon
Charles P. Kimbah Portland, Me.; Messrs. Leonard
& Co., and Lee &

Shepard, Boston.SllilL.

MEW
Just

FR1J1T7
received at

LITCHFIELD’S,

at 75
500 qmrter boxes New Layer Raisins, selling

centsper box.

box.
boxia New Figs, 4 lbs in box, 50 cents per
10 pkgs Malaga Grapes, 35 cents
5 bbls. Svect Havana Oranges, selling chtap.

1000

J. S.
fol>Sd3t

8'1

IATCHFIEIsD,
EXCHAIYC® 8TBBK*-

*

1-8-7-3.

POETRY.
A Winter Song.

*'

W. CALDWELL.

11Y W.

The Maine State Press

■

Earth sleeps beneath the snowy coyer
That Whiter spreads o’er hill and plain,
In silence waiting till her lover,
The Spring, shall wake her up again.

«“£om

is THE

STATEMENT, JAN. 1,1873.

tor.

AUBURN
Si. W. S. & A. Young.

House, Court.
Proprietor*.

—

AUGUSTA.
State St. Harrison Baker, Proprietor.
Cony House, G. A. & II. Cony. Proprie-

Augusta House,

winds blowing
wurtu south
There dream they o'
du„,_ !rop * hcon;
Of
round them flowing,
gay, the forests green.

BEST WEEKLY

A"he8mesdows

bird’* sweet singing,
again
in their play,
The wavelets murmuring
are round them winging.
butterflies
While
hum
to
them, Good'day.
And wild bees

Total Assets,

PAPER

llarrimau House, J.E. Ilnrrimnu6c Co.,

Proprietors.
Penobscot Exchange,
prietor.

And up they stretch them at this token,
To see the glory far arid near;
And find the long, long dream is broken,
For lo! the Spring again is here.

Woodward, Pro-

A.

Franklin House, Harlow St., R. Qniuby,
with 119. D McLaughlin & Sou., Prop.

IN MAINE:

Surpluses regards Policy-holders,

RATH.

prietor.
Rath Hotel, C. M. Plummer, Proprietor

THE

OF

PASSED AT

THIRD

SESSION OF

Because it is

FORTY-SECOND

thoroughly

Because it has a

AN ACT
rial penitentiaries

which the

same are

several

to the

than

force

NEWS-

other

any

Wrisley

Maine;

located.

Because its Market,

Proprietor.

Marine, Con

reports

Wyoming,

fuller Ilian any other

are

paper in Maine;

most

WANTED !

court, or returnable thereto, shall have day
therein, and bo heard, tried, proceeded with, and dein like manner as if the time of holding said
sessions had not been hereby altered.
Approved January 24, 1873.
[General Nature—No. 21.]
AN ACT to authorize the President to appoint-

extra

Pro-

Portland, Me., Jan. 1G,

EA8TPOBT.

Pnssamaq noddy

EIRE & MARINE INS,

THE

NEXT

YEAH

No. 59 State

GARDINER.

[Resolution or General Nature—No. 1.]

This

Hotel, O. C. Rollins, Proprietor.

Evans

GORHAM.
Central Hotel, P. J. Berry, Prop.
No efforts will be spared to make the Maine
State Press more acceptable to its patrons. Indeed
the Publishers will not relax their efforts to make
the paper a n-ccessity to those who have been accustomed to read it. We pledge that during the year
1873, the Weekly Press shall he more a NEWSPAPER than ever, so that the family that thoroughly
reads the paper will have all the current ecents of the

Is

Mt.

Fire & Marine
Dwclliu^N

KENDALL’S MILLS.
Kendall’s Mills Hotel, Randall Andrews,
LIMERICK.

Union Motel, P. B’ Cobb, Proprietor.

jfEARKS,

Book, Card and Job

SPRINGVALE.
Tibbetts House, S. F. Tibbetts, Proprietor

We intend to make
se,»s.j.’e

a

paper tor

peap^asul make it worth

OF

Proprietor.

NORTH WINDHAM.
Ncmnskct House, W. W. Stanley, PropriNORWAY.
Beal’s Hotel, L. B. Weeks, Prop.
Eliu House, Main St. W. W. Wbituiarsb

Now is the time to subscribe.

Proprietor.
•

NAPLES
Elm House*, Nathan Church & Sous, Pro-

STREET,

wan Led

prietors.

in

being the lowest

every town in tii

Bank Stocks.
Railroad and other Corporation Securities

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Dauforth Mouse, D. Dauforth. Proprieto
NORTH ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Brown & Hilton, Propri-

$303,881

16

35,000

00

19,386

00
50
03
00
00
40

129,842
292,322
560,050
161,410

2,242

the

Press

Printing

Honse.

PORTLAND

REACH.
Ocean House, B. Scavy, Proprietor.
Old Orchard House, E. C. Staples, PropriOLD ORCHARD

PUBLISHING CO.

^

A

\

■■

Hubbard Motel, M. Hubbard, Preprieto

of

description

Every

Work

PHILLIPS.
Burden

promptly and

House,
Proprietors

carefully executed

THE
Adams

and at tlie Lowest Prices.

2'.

Robbiusou,

PORTLAND.
Ilonsc,Temple St.Charles Adams

Proprietor.

American House, India St. J. II. Hodge,

FLAGS.

Proprietor.
City IlotcJ.Cor. Congress and Green St.
John P. Davis & Co. Proprietors.
Falmouth Hotel, P. £. Wheeler, Propri-

'OP" Canvas Signs, Flags anil

Preble House, Congress St. Gibson A Co.,

Yacht & 5So»t Sails,

Portland Dailv Press

Awnings, Yerandalis,
TENTS AND

etor.

Awning Borders made and
Bettered in tlie best manner.

Proprietors.
St. Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plum
•^ts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
C. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts. E. Cram & Co., Proprietor.
Opp. Boston Depot, Geo.
Bridgham Jr., Proprietor.

•IS-.

J3T“Wagoa, Box and Boat;
Covers, Canvass Advertising,

Tlie largest and lullest daily paper published In
Maine, and in the future as In the past, the Publishers propose to make it keyond question, tlio

Posters, Transparencies, &c.
tyTeoti to let.

49 1-2

&

Albion House, 117 Federal St.*1. G Perry,

LEAVITT,

manufacturer of

j

Adams

Proprietor.

3

F. A.

Commercial House—L. O. Sanborn & CoProprietors.
PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones.

Exchange Street,

PORTLAND.
All orders by mall promptly attended to.
;an!73

eodtf

BAXTER’S

Best

Newspaper

in

Maine,

etor.

Tlie Safest and Bost ill the
world. No extra Insurance
to pay. Send for Circular.
SAMUEL EDDY.
JR., Gen. Ab«., No. I>
Itnynmrket Squaie,
Cor. Charlestown St.,

boston.

By making

ail

its departments fuller and

more

Turner Ilonsc, T. H. Hussey &Co. Pro

valu

prietors.

Elm

ee!ffi£.ilro"'i11Siniportaiice of Portland asa distributin
ftilVfHfti.und its increasing wholesale trade
With a larger EdltofSilUlperatlvely necessary.
Maine, with unexcelled facilities ftf1
paper in
and more space to devote to details, tbc PnbliskhkJ
make

a

SPRING

SED^LOUNGE

make every exertion to render the Dai ly Piiesa fuller and more comiilctc paper than it has liitb-rto
been, and in every rcBiiect
will

establishment, with
'thellm™t?n8:Iltout the above
adndmbKf SI? good wiU ot 1,10 same, with all
practical
ahemlst SdS^'M?9. conducted by
of *’>™ing out
k that
can5otVaiS&C?nMeHtr
satisfaction,
Ladies' drcs.cs
?,vlr!S

TltESS COMBINED.
No portion of the

coin™

wogol

Ale,ri~~

The three points ot excellent
which
1st: constant and
thorough circulation
2nd; ryness, no dampness mould
Intel
of odors; purity and
elements of its success. Call, or send
Manniactured and for sale by J. P.

mingling

are:
air i
"0

aSw “i'1!
foJ'Vr’ tb&

MEERn'fr

OUT OF THE FIHE,
subscriber would respectfully announce that
he mi already organized in anothe- Mill and
readv to fill all orders for Bar Mills Oak as promptly
as before the fire.

Thc'Pabllshers coi»Ta^a^c themselves that their
efforts to mike the RE33 acceptable to its patrons
are appreciated fr*n ^ie conclusive fact that withsubscribers has been inout special effort
creased to a /cater extent during the last six
months than /a»y similar period the past six years.
As an adve^smg medium the Datly Press stands
first
amoii^daine journals.
TERM8:&S a year in advance; §4 for six months;
$2 for tbee months.
UbC)«d commissions will be paid those who will
with prepaid subscriptions.
^^subscribers
r 5'r?
fr°m ^ews ^c^crs
promptly filled.J
AAii

THE

£40,000

to

WISHING
terest

50,000.—'To Capitalists,

very safe investment, an equal infirst class staple manufacturing
business, silont oractlvo. Established many years,
and
Best of references
willbearcloscstinvestigation.
given and required. TAYLOR & CO., 3 State Street,
Boston.
feb8-3t
a

the

purposes.

best thing

Publishing

Co.

Borrowed Money,
Other Liabilities small, for printing, &c.,

$3,383,632

Total,

'Notice;

500 00

Oliver Pope and Joseph Pope, l>oth ot
Windham, in the County ofCumberland. State
of Maine, by their deed and mortgage, dated lbth
September 1370, recorded in the Registry of D«*ids for
a cersaid county, Book 381, Page 75, conveyed to
tain lot of land with the buildiugs ther«°n in said
Windham, being a part of lot 140 in t1"3 second division of 100 acre lots in said towy* containing fifty
larm on which said
acres, more or less, beiug
And whereas the condiOliver and Joseph now
tion of said mortgage*®*3 been broaken; Now I, the
deed and mortgage, by virtue
grantee named in sal»
of a power of sale contained therein, will sell at public auction upon t*e premijes described in said mortday of March next at one o’clock in
gage, on the
the afternoo*., e premises granted and conveyed to
with
all improvements that
me as aforydai(i>
may be

WHEREAS

93

IIENDEE, President,

GOODNOW, Secretary.

COFFIN
& LIBBY,

!

fo^'tn

-A-gents,
STo. 42 Exchange St.,

thereon

!
10,000 Cop*'8* Sold in 10 V^cks
-Known
Success
EApGrpatr'1
Op DITSON A* CO’S

Academic,
Nights,
Royal Songs,

1.001

New Vieima,
Blue Danube

Illustration,
Artist’s Life,
Wine, Women

—

MANUFACTURED BY

~

:_

ISO

,

EXCHANGE ST.,
WOOD

and SOFT WOOD for sale at No. 43 Lin
Also Dry Edgings.

: aAKp
coin street.

WM. HUSE.

C30R a young or middle aged man of unexceptionaL ble character. Experienced acoountant and one
t aousand dollars
capital. Investigation is invited
duress Box 2015 Portland Me,
nov21tf

1st,

1873._janl
DISSOLUTION.

this day dissolved by mutual consent. All
indebted to said firm are requested to mako
immediate payment to Jos. H. McCann.
JOS. H. McCANN,
TEMPLE H. SNOW.
Saccarappa, Jan. 15, 1873.
The undersigned will continue the Stove and Tinware business at the Store
lately occupied by McCann
& Snow.

and Songs,
isli Waltzes,
And 3u other of his Best Waltzes.
Pizzicato Polka,
Clear the Track Gaiop,
rntsch-Tratsch
One Heart, One Soul,
Eata Morgana
Mazurka, Lob der Frauen, Mazurka,
Belle Helene, Quadrille,
Orpheus, Quadrille,
Polkas, Mazurkas and Quadrilles,
..knihclhshcd with a fine portrait of Strauss, and
lllmg 250 large music pages—it is a musical gem—
ndispeusablc to all lovers of Strauss’s dance music”
Evening Mail.
33.00 in cloth $1.00 in
tilt. Sold by all Book and Music Dealers.
traU'S U™Ce Muelce fOT Violin &

IIIEERFCL VOII EH
The new SCHOOL SONG
BOOK, by L
We shall sell 100.000 in 1873.

rHE

Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing between

Sent, post-paid,
receipt of retail price.
& CO., Boston.
1HAS j£ DITSON & Ca> 711 B
dw»y, New York.
JJan29
on

^CO^T^re!?*7

#l2w

OF DRESSE D HOGS

and for sale by

Woodbury, Latham & Cilidden,
137 Commercial Street.

Portland, Jan, 27,1872,

«

Belial^ information as to rates on Westward hound
freight furnished promptly on application.
KORTEOUS, Agent, Portland.

jau29dtf

Destructive

Sale.

Fires!

Involving the loss of millions
of dollars occur too often in this
country. We submit to every
I sensible,
prudent man, that
they can be prevented by the
introduction of the
rARDNER FIRE EXTINGUISHER.
This machine stands upon its
merits, having made for itself,
BY SOLID WORK, a record

general

that commands attention.
Send lor descriptive circular tc

C. M. & H. T. PLUMMER,
7

UNION STREET.

uov30d6iuTu&F2taw

j

Lumber and Bock Timber Wanted

.^,('dreS9>
lebl,llf176

; Superior
Sale,
POR
silent

or

G. II. ANDREWS.
Pearl St., New York.

Business

Opportunity.

half interest in a Hardware business
active. Location ol

great value stock
; mall, cleanand well-solected: gowlStore,
atmoderte rent. Worthy investigation.
Moderate cacltil
squired. References exchanged.
S
: State Street, Boston.

TAYLOR

So

faM-3?'’

RAISING OF

PL MM k &
Janl

73

ASTHMA,
IN

Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland anti way stations at
7.30 A. M. and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down train on
Portsmouth. Groat Falls anri iVmwnv Duilmo.ia
the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
at 7.30 and 8.30, A. M., via Boston & Maine, and at
8 30 A. A. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standiah, and No.

tt_173

J.

—■

A

bargain. Apply at
PLUM STREET STABLES,
a

decl3

bfe. 10

Plum direct.

Piano for Sale.
TATEW, first-class, 7 octave Piano for sale

•ep2^n,‘

FOK

on

eas

%

COUGHS, COLDS, Ac.
!>5
CENTS.

ONLY
Sept 7-(16mo8

u

■

A

Croat

Discovery!

P. M.

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincom-

ville, Northport. South Thomaston and St. George,
dally. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays and, Saturdays.
** ”■■■-*»■
George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
w“rren for -Jeflerson and Whitcfield, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays,
At 'Valdoboi-o’ for North
Waldoboro’, Washington,
°
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol ami
Pemaquid, daily.
SSfJt Trains daily and freight taken at low rates.

Jv29dtf_U. COOMBS. Sup’t.
GOUT antfRHEUMATISM

SAMPLES FREE TO ALL.
At nil the Drug Store*.

THE

$5,000

Blair’s Gout and Rheumatic Pills.

$1,000 REWARD
SPECIAL NOTICE

excruciating pain of Goat and Rheumatism,
relieved in two hours, and cured in a few days,
by the celebrated Englisn Medicine,
They require neither

any kind and

are

attention or
certain to prevent

tacking any vital parts.

confinement of
the disease at-

REWARD!

“BEWARE OF

COUNTERFEITS

PBEFABLD BY

PROUT &

AND IMITATIONS

PfARSANT,

Botanic
Pm!nSVreiPUtatj011 S*iRed by Adamson’s
T„
Of Coughs, Colds,
AR|]in!?W8ani for
,ure

an(l Consumption, has
givcu rise to spurious
compounds which are peddled out through the councalled
the same. Tl:c gen inc Adamson’s Botanic
ty
Cough Balsam is prepared only by F. IV. Kinsman*
the inventor and solo
proprietor, To protect vourseives from iniposition examine the bottle and
see
that the words F, W. Kinsman,
Augusta,
Me., are blown in the glass of the Druggist,
bottle.
Having examined the formula from which Adam.

LONDON, ENGLAND,
and sold by all Drnggists,
uor-°
eodlyr

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND TEETH!
ALL MAY HAVE BY USING
DAILY

Price, 25 and

50

Cents per bottle,

£'g

eodlyr

by constant

use

Cen

of

Price,

and 30 Cents per Bottle.

HAS

containing most valuable Informaticn cn the
causes, consequences and treatment of disease
t iho
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage md
the van on 3 causes of the loss
of manhood, with lull
instructions for its complete restoration; also a elm.
ter
op venereal infection, and the weans of cur*
Ing the most comprehensive work on the subject *»•
yet pa ol ished, com prising 150 pages. MaUed freec ,'
any address for 23 cents. Address,

V'.

Cleaner

Glove

Dr. jGiirdui.1% CouMsItiit^
OfRcr,
«1 Hancock Street, Boiiog, ,|n,.
JunlSdlvr

thoroughly.
Druggists

Price 23 cents per
and Fancy Dealers.

F. C. WELLS & CO., Kew

J

Augusta. Me.
STEARNS, M. D.

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Poston
just published a new edition of his l?ctuie

INODOROUS

will renovato them
bottle. All sold by

s. H.

PROPRIETOR OF TIIE

eediyi

J OUVEN’S

Kid

l^ca-e,.

cou^h,

DR. R. J. JOURDAIIV,

THOMPSON’S POMADE OPTIME
23

col,>8, whooping

bottles the cheapest
95000 Reward5* for a ft•• tier Article !
91000 for n ra«r it will not Cure!
%
FRANK W. KINSMAN, Proprietor,
•
No. 142 Water Sf., Augusta, Maine
For sale by all Druggists.
nov21codtf

York,

\

Wholesale Agents.

SURE CUKE FOK SORE THROAT AND

BLAINS,

no20eodlyr

Grows’

REMOVAL!

M. O. PALMER

W. PERKINS & CO., Agent.
Cm
Portland, Me.

SROWN’S BRONCHIALO

Direct rail route to Wlscasset. New
HffliiKfffiffV*1811®- Damariscotta, Walaoboro,
MriT*Warren and ROakland.
No change of cars between Portland
and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 a. m., and 1.00
■U—

_eodly

sale at

TO

seplG-MW&F &weow

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

For Sale in Portland by HALL L. DAVIS, LOR
IGN, SHORT & HARMON, R. K. HUNT & CO.
ang29

FINE driving, well broke anti stylish four year
old COLT, with Sleigh, Harpes*'and Robes ier

LEADING

The eflccts to bo look (1 for by Likin'; the
Strut Pectoral are, n roo:Mn-ai;l comroUins
influence over anv conch, rroinntin. .Icen.

decl6-tc

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOYES

for Sale

DISEASES

CONSUMPTION.

urdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsonsfield,
daily.
WILLIAM II. TURNER, Superintendent.

ARE VERY STYLISH WHEN NOT SOILED.

Sleigh

ALL

Limington, daily.

no20

Horse and

UCI,

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonuy Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfleld, Parsonsfleld and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

WTLBEB

Middle St.. Up Stairs.

,

BLOOD,

WHOOPING-COUGH,CROUP,

Soft, Glossy Hair
Patterns of Garments Beautiful,
ALL DESIRE IT, ALL MAY HAVE IT

located.

feb8-3t

trains leave Portland
Rochester and intermediate stations
"'
at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee

BUTTERICK'S

r

on, Mass.

CATARRH, BRONCHITIS,
1IN' XT laTJ 3E3 .W ZS

THURSTON’S
Pearl Tooth Powder.
Sewing Machines Ivory
no20
AND

Combs, Colts, Hoarseness,

Winter Arrangement.

ELIAS HOWL

run

Good tenement attached at a
temperate
ow rent; lease, &c.
A bargain for some one. Own1 r called away.
TAYLOR & CO., 3 State St., Bos-

|un21tf

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD*

PORTLAbP, Me.

Very desirably
Doing snug
business. Good
for Blys, beers, and all othFOR
drinks.

f

< "H01CEI0T

tion.

$600.— Hardwired, Cigar and Confectionery Store.

Machinery.

a

trains.

Baggcge checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and n<* subject to Custom House examina-

WHITNEY,

jan28doaw3w

splendid

from Portton<Sc“°.il ,, est.
^“PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to ail through

the

In exchange for
> L.ocomotiTc Boiler., Horizontal
Engine.,
Feed Pump, nuri Other

DRESSED HODS.
Just received

AMMI
873.

is in

est time of any route

subscribers under the name ot Kendall & Whitley, was dissolved Jan. 1st, 1873, by mutual cousent.
Mr. Whitney will continue the business under the
►Id name of Kendall & Whitney, and will settle the
ilfairs of the old firm.
HOSEA KENDALL,

rn

"6" f,MEIt*

rnu,HMnIfSit^JrIlUNK KAILWAY

jan23eod3w*_TEMPLE H, SNOW.

Portland, Jan. 27tli,

Cry

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates!

persons

Vienna Woods,

Freight Agency

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Ulilvrau*ee, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Omaha,
Raginaw, St. Paul, Salt Cake City,
Denver, San Francisco,
and all points in the
Northwest, West and Southwest.

Snow,

German Hearts,
Love & Pleasure,
life Let us Cher

ICUt.

feb&mar

&

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

name

—

E. L ORD

Jan.

Railway

282 CONGRESS ST.;

copartnership heretofore existing between the
THE
undersigned under the firm
of McCann &
is

Publisher,
Burgersinn,

Consortien.

GEORGE L. STOKER,
By McCobb & Kingsbury, his Att’ys.

Portland,

PORTLAND.
__eod3w_

SPARKLING UVBIEk
3S
ind pronounce it the best and
brightest
41* n
a tii
Surest ol SAL
BATH
SCHOOL SONG BOOKS !

A Fine Business Opening
1873.

...

janlSdtf

expeaition. As*
febltf

the Atlantic Coast Line,

City, Passenger

Rollins & Adams.

$286,452,79
652,418 29
2,045,58964
401,672 21

Cry

in a

Hirdaud, Dec. 25lb,

due,

Piano, $Lod

WOOD!

Portland

50

riurlC|J?'wi„Ui,bDartCOTSr.e7

"““'PORTLANDrME!
jan27’eodtf

B. C. JORDAN.

nov28dtf

Upholstery used for Bed

Easily adjusted, and in all respects
of the kind evor placed in.tho market.

waremiS?08?4

$5,396,380

LIABILITIES.
Losses adjusted and not
Losses unadjusted,
Re-Insurance Fund,

Marriage Bells,
Wiener Fueskcn,

FIRST CLASS NEWSPAPER. LOIT^GE,

wot

style. Gent's garments clndtin,19hci1 in a f"Pcrior
ami colored without
being ripped,and
in a superior
smut,and pressed
style, Pia„„ “ot,
seilles covers
bleached
‘ab,J« covers, Marnd the
raised. John s

No.

comiorx ana

BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

TBSjjUSSISgl Passenger

C# J. BRVDGE9, managing Director,
MONTREAL.

Office No. 1 Exchange St.,

Now contains:

a

Sanford’s Improved

Total Assets,

GREAT

Grand Trunk

charge.

H.

Portland, June 20 1872.

St. Augu-tlne,
New Orleans, Galveston, and all
pnrts of the Month, via Weldon,
Wilmington and Columbia

tor tickets via

and

stations at 5.00 P. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Islnml Pond, Gorham
and South Paris at 2,50 P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M,
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and Sleeping Cars
are attached to the Mail Trains between Portland and

al) unless notice Is given, and paid for at the rate of
passenger for every *500 additional value.
C. ,1. BRYDGES, Managing Director.

Tickets

t^-Invallds and others going South, will find this

The ONLY agency in MAINE
representing all
these routes.
Through connection male with all trains west or
SOUTH.
We sell tickets from this oty
by rail or boat^with
^
transfer across Boston.
^“Tickets by the Baltimore
Ohio allow passento
visit
and
gers
Washington
return without extra

00

Real Estate unincumbered,
$ 4) 5,000 00
on band, in Bank, and in Agents
hands,.
1,151,730 10
United States Securities,
451,970 00
371,510 69
State, City and Town Stocks and Bonds,
Bank and Trust Co’s Stock,
1,332,500 00
Railroad Co’s Stocks and Bonds,
1,512,270 00
Loans on Real Estate,
93,330 00
Loans on Collaterals,
57,140 00
Accrued Interest,
20,929 71

Telegraph,

A

$£,000,000

op,

#?EUIS OF STRAUSS

NO. 17 PLUM STREET.the

New York

Baltimore fc Ohio Railroads.

Cash

Manhattan,

ai

Conn.,

ASSETS AS FOLLOWS:

jau30

ScB■

Capital Stock all Paid

House. M. II. Hilton, Proprietor,

__S::10

2.ill

Of Hartford,

DOW,

SKOWHEGAN.
Skowhcgan Hotel,E. B. Maybury,Propri-

able.

change of cars,

(stopping at all Btatlons) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Accommodation for South Pails and Intermediate

one

Agency,
49} Exchange Street
W. D. LITTLE A CO. Agents.

tft

On tlio 31st day of December, 1872, made to the State
ol Maiue.

RICHMOND.
Richmond Hotel, H. Springer. Proprietor

STEAi*
J

no

JMA INSURANCE CO’Y,
Pennsylvania Central,

L. J.

SOUTH CHINA.
Lake House, J. Savage, Proprietor.

PORTAELE
ijiiE Sn-m-'

Erie,

THE—

for South Paris at
.30 A. M.; for Island Pond, Quebec,
the west at 1.30 P. M. Stopping at all

Montreal.

SOUTH,

Charlatan, Savannah,

Michigan Southern,

Montteal, and

Express trainsrnn through to Montreal without
change of cars at Ielaud Pond.
Th* Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 iu value (and that person-

OTHERS

VIA WASHINGTON

at the Old Ticket

A-isrisrTJjvx.

J.

Proprietor.

!

_

Lake Shore &

after Monday, Nov. 4th

and

V-SC.—Passenger
stations.
Mail train

_

iuuic mobi ui-biruuiu ior

PARIS HILL.

MONTREAL,

ALL RAIL
ATLANTIC COAST LINE,
To

OF TRAINS.

ARRANGEMENT.

On

■

W. I,. BILLINGS. Agent
JR., General Agent.mch30tf

Street,

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

as follows:
J^eS^S^HTrains will run
train

J- R. COYLE

AGENCY,

PREPARED BY

SETH W. TOWLE & SONS, Boston, Mass.,
And Bold by Druggists and Dealers generally.
eo
eodtfcw
nov23

The 8.30 a. m. from No. Conway connects with
afternoon trains for Boston, via Eastern or Boston &
Maine R. R’s., and the 1.00 p. m. train arrives in
Portland in season to connect with Steamers for Boston.
Ticket Office in Portland at Depot of M.*C. R. R.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 2,1872..
nov4ti

ALTERATION

WHARF, Portland,

VIA THE

loosens and cleanses the
lungs, and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of
the complaint.

•

The 7.15 a. m.
ith passenger cars

WINTER

STEAMERS

GOING

run

will l>e Freight
attached.
STAGES
Connect dally with 3.15 P. M.,
For Cornish, Kezar Falls, Porter, Freedom, Denmark, Brklgton, Lovell, and North Lovell.
w

M.,

low rates.

Have the agency of the following lines:

ABSTRACT OF THE

lvj.1 j/vrsivijii.

•,f j

{,

3.15
1.C0
and 1 00 p. m. Trains

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
-A.T 7 O’CLOCK P. HU.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 5 P. M. Fare $1.50. Freight taken

dlw&wlt

No. 1 Exchange

Jan30dtf

prietors

Leave Portland,
7.15
Leave N. Conway, .8-30

SUPERIOR SEA-GOING

AND

further notice, trains will
follows:
A. M.
P. M.

-““

RETURNING leaves Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4 P. M.
Fare, including State room,
$7 oo
For freight and further information
apply to J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
oc28tfJOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

IISTVALIOS

R. B.

TIME.

E?!wiffifSfll|until

close connections with the Nova Scotia
for Windsor, Truro, New
Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers foi Prince Edward’s Island; also at New Glasgow, N.
S., with Lindsey & Co.’s
Stages for Cape Breton.

ATLANTIC

OB’

-__On and after Monday, Nov. 4th, and

at 4 P.

and

CHASE,

06DENSBURG

&

CHANGE

HALIFAX DIRECT.

CITT

Croup, Whooping Cough,
Influenza, Asthma, Colds,
Sore Throat, Pains or Soreness in the Chest and Side,
Liver Complaint, Bleeding
at the Lungs, &c. Wistar’s
Balsam does not dry up a
Cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with
most preparations, but it

Supt. Portland Division.

PORTLAND

ARRANGEMENT.

Through

W. C. SKILTON, Secretary.

—OF

F.

Making
Railway,

FOREST

*

no30tf_

UNION RAILWAY

Office 49 1-2 Exchange Street.

NORTH STRATFORD N. IS.
Willard House, C* S. Bailey <fc Co. Pro-

FOR

dom fails to effect a speedy
in the most severe
cases of Coughs, Bronchitis,

cure

tAccommodation train.
tFast Express.
tSfThe Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
N. B. Tho 7.00 A. M., and 3.20, P. M. trains
from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.

Nova Scotia.

Every Saturday,

,

morning.

and

may procure

WM. D. LITTLE & CO., Agents,

etor.

to

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

etors.

Daily

!

The favorite steamship CARI.OTTA, Capt. E. I>. Mulligan,
leaves Portland

Office 49 1-3 Exchange Street.

55

troduced for the relief and
of all Lung complaints,
and is offered to the public,
sanctioned bv the experience
of over forty years. "When
resorted to in season it selcure

3d, 1873.

Leavo Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30
A. M..78.30 A. M, U2.30P. M., M.15P. M.,‘8.00P.M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at tlO.OO A. M, 710.
38 A. M.,t3.80 P. M., t5.40 P.M., ‘10.05 P. M.
Leave Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at 4.35 P. M.
•Pullman sleeping ear express train. N. B.
This
train runs Sunday MorniDg, does not run Monday

DIRECT!

-*1T,->THE
Stir-ThPr

"LITTLE,

TICKET

slc<)7&

Passenger trains leave Portland dalfor Portsmouth and Boston, (Sun-rfai^MaavH excentodi at *1.3/) A. M. /7.no A.
--M., 9.55 A, M., *3.20P.M., f 6.45 P.

FOR BOSTON.

Bartlett, LL.D., Actuary.

feb7

communication

Halifax,

WINTER

Hampshire,

Boston losses and other claims unadjusted,$285,720 73
D.

For

Geueral Agent for Maine and New

79,012 46

$1,582,646

LIABILITIES:

Company in

world.

W. D.

on

Estate...
United States Stocks and Bonds.
State, County and Municipal Securities..

$23,000,000

John M. Stuart, Secretary.

as follows:
hand and in Bank, iu hands of
Agents and in course of transmission..
Real Estate....
BiUs receivable for loans, secured by Collateral Security.
Bills receivable for loans secured by Real

—

Dec.

bo cured by a
resort to this standcan

timely
ard preparation, as has been
proved by the hundreds of
testimonials received by the
proprietors. It is acknowledged by many prominent
physicians to bo the most
reliable preparation ever in-

ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday,

information given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 124 Washington St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO,, Gen’l
Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue
janll ly
Philadelphia.

FREDERICK S. WINSTON. President.
RICHARD A. McCUKDY, Vice Pres’t.

Capital Stock ail Paid In, $600,000 00
1,582,646 00
Assets,

Interest accrued.

Add res

-•

of any

W. II. C.

Cash

12,181

Per Cent.
1868.12.6
1869 ..10.6
1870
9.2
1871
7.1
1872
6.98

—

HARTFORD, CONN.,

etor.

C3r*A local Agent
State.

THE

direct

1868:
Year.

ON THE 31st DAY OF DECEMBER, 1873.

Marshall House.—N. G. Marshall & Sons,
Proprietors.

1873.

PRINTER,

OF

73*864

Ration of Expenses to Receipts in the Mutual
Life Insurance Company of New York since

Phoenix Insurance Co.

STANDISH.
House. Capt. Chas. Thompson,

S3 mulish

ACCOUNT.

The amount of Dividend Additions to
Policies is about

YORK HARBOR.

S2 to caeli subscriber for the year
•'

—

CONSUMPTION
which

m.

dec3tf

EASTERN AND PORTLAND,
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

rom Portland and all other points in
Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached oy the Penn.
Central and the PhiL & Reading R. R>s., and to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharflgc. No Commission ior forwarding.
Full

$5,440,698 24
2,204,627 51

86,045

eod2mo

at 5.30 p.

Augusta, Nov 30, ^>72.

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives

SCRPLUS.

Policies in force, January 1st, 1872,
Issued and restored during the year,

ANNUAL, STATEMENT

The

\

OF

_______

St. ANDREWS, N. B.
Rail Way Hotel,Michael Clark, Pro- i
prictor.

W offer no pictures to make the value ot the PrtEtf
up to its price.

POLICY

John Felt Osgood,
James L. Little,

jan 23

---

65
20
00
33
30

Undivided Surplus, for Dividend of 1873, 3,236,070 73
From this 6um a Dividend is apportioned to each
Policy which is applied at its anniversary in 1873.

NATH’L. F. SHARING, Agent.

FALLS.

70

154,002
552,475
24,000
29,618
17,562

Total surplus as above,
Extra Dividend of 1872,

SAMUEL GOULD, President
JAMES J, GOODRICH, Secretary.

MAC HI AS.
Eastern Motel.—E. E. Stoddard, Prop.

U. S. GRANT.

DISPOSITION

Benj. W. Stone,
Edwin Morey,

Walter Hastings,
James H. Beal,
Henry C. Hutchins,

Limerick House, JosephG. Harmon, Proprietor.

MECHANIC

Risks,

DIRECTORS,
Samuel Gould,

$52,331,702

$53,109,36118
95,440,698,94

Liabilities,

Augusta

3:12 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 6:35
p. m.
From St. John, Bangor. &c., at 1:20 a. m.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland and baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN, Acting Superintendent.

A IhW Dill A

11

During the year 1872 an extra Dividend has been
accounts forward
to the anniversaries of the issue of the Policies. The
whole sum so divided ($2,204,627 51) has now been
credited in the usual form of reversionary insurance.

oue, three and five years.

Proprietor.

NO CHEOMOS,

572,896 00 $2,475,575

computed, bringing the Dividend

Furniture Insured for

and

over

THE GREAT REMEDY FOR

7:00

m.

Bath and

WINTER

Clyde’s Iron Line of Steamers

113,84143

Post-mortem Dividends,
Premiums paid in advance,
Surplus accrued on Tontine Policies,

Surplus

at

Lewiston via Danville at 5:25 p. m.
Trains are line at Portland.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 9:45 a. w.
hrom St. John, Bangor, and North and East at

M.

1,035,15*^44

Reserve for Annuities and Reductions
of Premiums,
Claims by death not yet duo,

Cap-

Augusta

aud

_______

DUTI

856.074.484 31

LIABILITIES.
Reserve for all Policies and Additions
in force, (American Table 4 per cent

A.T CURRENT RATES.

Cutler Mouse,—Hiram Bnston, Pro-

prietor.

•

Cash

AND

Lewiston,

For
For

57

24,100 53

958,550,059 49
Increase in net Assets for the year,
C,809,913 14

prepared to lusuro

now

HERAM.

day.

J. G. BLAINE,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
SCHUYLER COLFAX,
Vice-President of the United States and President
of the Senate.

paid-up

Halifax at 1:00 p.

as 1P. M., on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
May

—

‘train.)

For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Readfleld.
Winthrop, Skowhegan, Bel&st, Bangor, St. John ami

early

1872,

$500,000,

GREAT FALLS, N. H.
Falls Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor

Great

a

a. m.

every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia aro tltted up with line
accommodations for passengers, making tills the mosl
convenient and comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room J5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippe
are requested to sond their freight to the Steamers a?

Assets Dec. 31.

Gross

CO.

ital of

>

Bath, Lewiston, Rockland

For

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, run as
follows:
Leave Galt’s Wharf, Portland,
every MONDAY ar.d THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. R., New York,

1,3'0,000 00

1,314.607,

_

Street, Boston.

Company, with

Co

PORTLAND

interest,)

Exchange.

Steamship

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

4,203,108 75

Premiums in course of
transmission,
Market value of Stocks in
excess of cost,

MANUFACTURERS’

Taft, Prop

Mouse.—E.

ELLSWORTH.
American House.—S. Jordan & Son, Prop
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins & Sons, Props.

Approved, January 27,1873,

71

BAILROAIL

Winter Arrangement. Commencing Dec.
S9« 1879.
Trains leave Portland fbr Bangor,
Tnnr-ninn niTmTi
gfgfgflfggfgHoulton, Calais and St.John at 12:15
m. (sleeping and day cars on this

9-dtf__

annual, and Quarterly,

janl7dtf

1873.

MAINE CENTRAL

dec3tf

Boi Isn.

__

$17,716,094 54

‘"pas^S-

Boston.

■

THE YEAR:

deod&wi^-wS

janl3

tf.20 P. M.

arid

PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent,
Street, Portland.

Add:

AGENT,
30 EXCHANGE STREET.

prietor.

fi'cscroft

17

DRUGGIST.

*9.55

\i

353 Commercial
Dec. 2, 1872.

Interest Accrued,
$753,679 24
Premiums—Deferred, Semi-

FOXCROFT.

Bath/

two human beings, and rescuing seventeen dead bodies from tho wreck of the steamer “Metis,” on the
waters ot Long Island sound, on the morning of the
thirty-first of August, eighteen hundred and seventytwo.
Approved, January 24, 1873.

Balance due lrom Agents,

aiXFIElB.
an

$49,264,571

9a p

Boston with trains
New Ymk
gers ticketed and baggage chocked through
lET-Freight trains between Portland "and Boston
daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square
Freight station in Boston, Causeway street.
•Accommodation.
fFast Express.
W. MERRITT, Superintendent,

Boston, 3 p.m.
Wliari, Phila-

Long Wharf,

nml
M‘

NOTE-The'n oo”a1\t7'00^-

m

SUMMARY OF INVESTMENTS.

liAnnJCi.3, on,

Androscoggin House, J. Jackson,

copy of the Weekuy Press
to any person sending us five new subscribers, with
$10.
Special club rates may be obtained by applying
tlie Publishers,
We will send

Maine

Companies at Interest, $2,159,863 09
Bonds and Mortgages.
47,002,804 37

United States Stocks,
New York State, Town,
and City Stocks,
Real Estate,

TO

Concord, via Lawrence,

*9.55 A M

The price of the Heart Regulator is One Dollar per Dottle, and can be obtained of any

H„ via C. & P. R.

nects at

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

Cash in Banks and Trust

$775000.

mix TER.

Frederick E. Upton, of Bath, Maine, a master in
the navy of the United States.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Conpress assembled, That the Presinent be, and he is
hereby, authorized to appoint Frederick E. Upton, of
Maine, a master in the United States navy,
with the grade in his rank that he held at the date of
leaving the United States service.

JOINT RESOLUTION tendering the thanks of Congress to Captain Ritchie, commanding the revenue
steamer “Moccasin,” and the officers and men under his command.
Resolved by the Senate and House of Rerepresentatives of the United States of America in Congress
assembled, That the thanks of Congress are due, and
are hereby tendered, to Captain David Ritchie, commanding the revenue steamer “Moccasin.” ami to
the officers and men under his command' for tlieir
heroic and humane action in saving the livef of forty-

Assets*

Dcx*pr Ifi 0114c.

said

—

OF WATERTOWN, N. V.

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.

OFFER.

Co.,

Paid Claims by death Endowments,
Dividends, Annuities, Surrendered
Policies, Taxes and Expenses,
$10,906,181 40

Agricultural Ins. Co.,

DAMARISCOTTA.
Maine Hotel, Sanborn & Jacobs, Proprietors.

AN

IN THE

J*or Lowell, *7.00,

WHITNEY Ac SAMPSON, Agents,

$66,980,665

Insured at Fair Rates

Cornish House,—P. Durgin, Proprietor.

confer a more acceptable New
Oar friends
Year’s Gift than by each son-ling one or a dozen new
subscribers.

secouuiuou-

cided,

109 EXCHANGE

—

AFM.Mancaester and

PASSAGE, TEX DOLLARS.
or Passage,
apply to

ju23-ly

.—_

For Manchester and
Concord, N.
R. Junction, 13.20 P. M.

►
Insurance one half the rate ot
'sailing vessels.
for
the
West
Freight
by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

YORK,

For Premiums, Policy
Fees and Annuties,
$14,386,863 81
For Interest and Premium on Gold,
3,274,980 73
For Office Building Rents,
54,250 00

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. StaPortland, for Boston, at *7.00,
A. M., and 13.20 and *6.15 P.M.
MS—3253*9.85
Returning, leave Boston for Portland
at *7.30, 18.30 A. M., and *12.30 and *3.13 P. M.
lloclle8ter aud Alt01‘ Bay, *7.30 A. M. and t3.20
P M

For Freight

DISBURSEMENTS:

—

cannot

codim

4

STUBBS. Agent.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf,
From Pine Street
delphia, at 10 a. m.

—

RECEIPTS DURING

RISKS

CORNISH.

day of October in each year, and all actions, suits,
appeals, recognizances, processes, writs, and proceedings whatever, pending or which may be pending in

t

AND

FARM

Simpson.

D.

CAMDEM.

AN ACT to fix the time for holding the annual session of the Supreme Court of the United. States,
and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America, in Congress assembled, That from and after the passage of
this act the annual session of the Supreme Court of

-i

W.

OF

Net Assets, Jan. 1,’72,

CONTENTS

Bay View House, E. H. Dernuth, Prop.

tories, respectively.
Apprsvod, January 24, 1873.
[General Nature—Np. 20.]

■

Hotel,

\o

R.

Winter Arrangement, December 3,1873.

Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

Leave each port every

FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1872.

AND —'

CALAIS.
Proprietor.

Steamship Line.

!POR5C'XjA-IN‘3D,

—

DWELLINGS

R. Field,

—

International

$190,514
88,926

.Agents,
A©. 42 Exchange St.,

_

January.

PHILADELPHIA

days of soiling until

on

Jan2tf__A.

—AND—

25

COFFIN
& LIBBY

^““Freight received

_

83
79

L to^Jk 8,‘m’eT(M^ent Sms

notlcej^lmrnw0EnStmSuni,

herst.

o’clock P. M.

__53
B OStoiT

DOW,

jan29

Soulh Carolina
a»<l all

Wa“hi“Sto»

n,.

SCHUMANN, Secretary.

NEW

etor.

Territories of Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, and
Colorado, the penitentiaries and personal property
connected therewith, situated m each of sanl Terri-

WII, Iff.

HUGO

Seaboard and Rca-

the

*°

$1,303,101

*•

AOEYCY!

Ocean House—J. P. Chamberlain, Propri-

5000 New Subscribers in

LIABILITIES:
of adjustment,

course

RUD. GARRIGUE, President.
JOHN EDW. KAHL, Vice-Pres’t.

3w

ELIZABETH.

CAPE

the

I I i

W.

-----

Anti-Board Insurance Mutual Life Ins.

BRUNSWICK, ME.

Dining Rooms,
Proprietor.

Receivable,

West

9,06125
4,35311
4,599 08
14,491 98

-----

Other

FOR MAINE.

AGENT

475,100 00

■

8S!?U
Ln‘‘ £0rth alld
"°

& °

Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger
acconunocations.
Fare including Berth and
Meals to Norfolk 315 00
line 48 hours; to Baltimore
$15, time G5 nour^hours
For further information
to
apply
h. SAMPSON. Aeent
Jime2tf
Central }V$arf% Boston.

STATE MEAT OF THE

BOLSTER MILLS.
Hancock House,—J. N. Hancock, Prop.

P. & K.

immediately

inc uni tea staves snau commence ontue

GENERAL

jan25

prietor.

carefully collected and select

Bills

ANDREW J. CHASE,

BRIDGTON CENTER, He.
Cuuiberland*House, Marshall Bacon, Pro

its State News is the

Because

Interest Accrued,

meet.

Agents.

Proprietors.
Chapman House, S. II. Chapman, Proprietor.

54

494.900 00
12,250 00

Loans secured by Bonds and Mort gage,
Tempo, ary Loans Secured by Collaterals,
Stocks Owned (principally U. S. 5-20),

E.ORING & TOERSTON,
WM, D. EITTEE & CO.,

BETHEL.
Chandler House, F. S. Chandler & Co.

grcssional, Legislative and othei

58

Boston Losses in

POND.
Iloinc-N. B. Crockett,

Pond

Bryant’s

$167,133

of

course

Accident Department.
Number of Accident Policies written in *72 39,418
Net Cash Premiuns rec’d for same,
$430,678 69
Gain in Net Premiuns over 1871,
$33,096 99
Whole No. Accident Policies written,
967,000
Whole number Accident Claims Paid,
16,710
Whole amount Acc’t Claims Paid, $1,649,338 91
Total Losses Paid, both Dep’t,
$9,030,394 33

House. Trcmout St. BiugSiam
& Co. Proprietors.

Treuaont

in

paper

pfaces

----71,84634
transmission,
Real Estate..49,3fi5 95

Uncollected Premiums,
Other Property—Miscellaneous Items,

ctor.

larger Editorial

on hand and in Bank,
Cash in hands of Agents and in

Cash

Number ol Life Policies written in 1872,
2,367
Whole uujnbcr written to date,
15,693
Gain in Net Premiums over 1871,
$48,696 14
163
Whole Number of Death Losses Paid to date,
Amount paid in Death Losses,
$388,036 19

BRY ANT’S

territo-

Territories in

Beit enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled. That so much of the act entitled
“An act in relation to certain territorial peniteutiaries,” approved January tenth, eighteen hundred
and seventy-one, placing the peniteniaries in the Terand Colorado
ritories of Montana, Idaho,
under the care and control of tne respective Ucited
is
States marshals for said Territories,
hereby repealed, and the care and custody of said penitentiaries,
and the personal property thereunto belonging, and
the use and occupation thereof, are hereby transferred
to said Territories, respectively, until otherwise ordered by the Attorney General: Provided, That the
legal tiitie to said penitentiaries and property shall
continue to vest in the United States: And provided
further, That said Territories shall keep and maintain, in the penitentiaries hereby transferred to tlieir
persons convicted in said recustody and control, all
of violations of the laws of the
spective Territoriessentenced
to imprisonment thereUnited States, and
for and all persons held to answer for alleged violations of the laws of the United Stages in said respective Territories, at the rate and price, to bo paid by
the United States out of the judiciary fund, of one
for each person so imprisoned.
dollar per
after the passage of this
Sec. 2. That
act the Attorney General or the United States shall
cause to be transferred to the proper authorities of

day

a

PAPER;

CONGRESS.

[General Nature—No. 10.]
transferring the control of certain

American House, Hanover St. L.Ric
Proprietor.
Parker Houkc, School St. h! D. Parker &
Co., Proprietors.
Revere House, Bowdoiu Sq iiare,Bnl finch,
Bingham, Wrisley & Co.. Proprietors
St. James Hotel—J. P. I?I. Stetson, Propri

matter than any other;

THE’

TILE

it gives more reading

Because

UNITED STATES

BOSTON.

Life Depart

Georgia

la becoming very common in even* rnmm..ni«0 tlT,.i
he sadden deaths resulting narn
ief. The disease assumes u,any
imong whichin!
Spasms Ossification or Bony f ormation of the Heart,
Rheumatism, General Debit dp, Watt* atout the
Heart, Sinking of the Spirits, Pain* in the
Chest, Dilzzinzss, Sluggish C irculation erf the blood
xr.d Momentary Stoppage of the Action of the Heart.
These forms of Heart Disease have bc.n cured by
Dr. CiraTev' Heart Regulator, and we do not
hesitate to say it will cure them again. Any form ol
Heart Disease will readily yield to its use, and we
have yet to learn of any case where the Heart Regulator lias been taken properly and the parly not received a marked benefit.
Our agent, on application, will furnish you with
our circular, giving full description of the disease,
and also a number ot testimonials of cures; and if
w
you would like further proof from the parties w ho
hat
nave given the testimonials, write them and see
they say.
We have sold many thousand bottles of the Heart
Regulator, and Ibo demand is still increasing. We
are confident we are doiug the public a benefit, and
not trying to impose on them a worthless preparu-

The Steamer New Brunswick
Cant. .J, H. Pike, will leave Railroadwharf, foot of State stree';,
every MONDAY at G P. M. lor
_Eastport and St. John.
Returnine will leave St. John and Eastport every
THURSDAY.
Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houltou.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Am-

Geo. H. Hallett.

Kennedy” Capt, Henry D. Foster.
McClellan, Capt. F. M. Howes.
•
Freight forwarded irorn Norfolk to Washington
®
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Xor/olk to Petersburg and
Richmond by river or rail: and
by the Pa. A Term.
hi Urginia,
Tennessee, A/a^ a11 P°lnts
and over

ASSETS;

Statistics of the l’enr 1872.

Sagadahoc House, John S. Hilliken, Pro"

JLA/WK

3705,371

:££?ftstonreS
Capt.
W'Uwm

$500,000 00

ARRAN GEMENT.

ONE TRIP PER WEEK!

Steamships
Lawrence ,” Capt. W. A. Hallett
Yruliam (Vane,” Capt. Solomon Howes.
uGe.or9€/tppoM” Capt. Winslow Lorctand.

Statement of Condition of the Company January 1st, 1873,

§1,554,573 90

Total Liabilities,

WINTER

kFOLKand BALTIMORE.
-r

$1,303,101.25

Claims unajusted and not dne,
§167,135 77
Reserve l'or Re-insurance, Life Dep’t,
1,207,169 90
Accident Dep’t, 180,267 23

and St. John, Digby,
Windsor and Halifax.

Steamships of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf, Boston,
Semi-Wcokly, 2.30 p. M. for NOIt-

Assets, Jan. 1st, 1873,

LIABILITIES.
BANGOR.

the

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP COEaatporl, Calais

eud

OFFICE NO. 175 BROADWAY.

82,259,945 48

RAILROADS.

Norfolk and Baltimore aud Washington,
U. C. Steamship Line.

OF NEW YORK-

-----

tors.

aXIA

CASH CAPITAL,

I

STEAMERS.

Insurance Co’y.,

Fire

ASSETS.
$ 50,000 00
Real Estate owned by the Company,
of Agents,
hands
and
235,770 84
Cash in Bank
Loans on First Mortgages Real Estate,
784,797 56
balance
of
SemiPremiums
Deterred
(being
Annual and Quarterly Premiuns).
61,321 41
Accrued Interest (not due),
24,959 87
922 80
Taxes on Stock owned by non-residents,
States
Government
United
Bonds,
353,960 00
State and Municipal Bonds.
127,800 00
Railroad Stocks and Bonds,
143,280 00
Bank Stock,
321,130 00
Railway Passengers Assurance Co.’s Stock, 156,000 00

ALFRED.
Edmund Warren, Proprie-

Elan

Ami as upon its mother’s bosom
Tim little child doth softly
So now each tender bud and
bcl "1C!U
Close sheltered lies "you

*

County House,

e¥m

0

Travelers Insurance Co.

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

Embracing the leading Hotels in the State, at which.
the Daily Fbess
may always be found.

*•

THE HERMAN,

FROM

INSURANCE.

INSURANCE.

HOTELS.

Liniment

Sold by all dealers In mediciue.

HULL &

CO., have removed to their
NORRIS.
New Shoe Factory, 220 ana 222 Nowbury Street.
Uw3w

:
1

J°S*..PK,WT,W«

Tim
I

jau24,lliii

■***
#

